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Residents, historians battle plans to replace trolley park's entrance with four lanes of asphalt

Riverton Park: Pave it or save it?
• By Paul Karr

Each morning and afternoon, the aging two-lane
bridge where Route 302 crosses the Presumpscot
River runs thick with commuters' cars. The Maine
Department of Transportation (MDOT) wants to
spend $2.5 million to widen that bridge (and the
approaching highway) to five lanes in order to reduce
the rongestion.
As those rommuters sit in traffic, some may glance
over to the roadside and notice a crumbling stone
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Gorham dump's
future uncertain as
Regional Waste
Systems reevaluates
construction plans.

gateway among the tangle of trees. That gateway,
and the city-owned historic park it ronceals, may
delay or relocate the planned highway expansion just as the cars themselves once pushed Riverton
Park into disuse.
"There isn't another trolley park preserved this
well in the country," says area resident Janice Carpenter, who's leading the fight to save the park entrance
from being destroyed. Carpenter wants city councilors to declare the park a historic district, as Portland's
Historic Preservation Committee has already done.
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"The state's historic preservation officer told us
this site didn't have statewide significance," replies
MOOT chief engineer Richard Colman.
Portland city councilors will soon decide how
much land Portland will sell the state for the highway
project. But first, they'll have to decide whether
preserving the stone gateway - and the future of the
park - is worth spending several million dollars,
angering state officials, and poSSibly lOSing the muchneeded expansion of Forest Avenue.
Continued on page 7
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A husk,.lelllTls to heel In a beglnnen' class at Westbrook's Saccarappa Dog Obedience Training Club, Noy. 26.

The making of Citizen Canine
• By W.D. Cutlip

Of the haJf-dozen or so domesticated animals not
commonly raised in the United States to be slaughtered, sauteed and served with a side of fries, the dog
is the most helpful to human beings. If carefully
raised and properly trained, the average dog will
contribute more to the smooth operation of society
than any 10 members of Congress.
Of course, "properly trained" means different
things to different people. The "pooper" school of
thought holds that a dog is properly trained when it

poops in the back yard instead of the front room. The
"he-dog" school of thought holds that a dog is
properly trained when it bites everybody but its
owner.
The "fancy" school holds that a dog is properly
trained when it wins 500 ribbons and fetches a $1,000
breeding fee. The "Pink Floyd" school of thought
("Hey! Teacher! Leave them dogs alone!") holds that
dogs were meant to be free, and that any sort of
training is cruel and inhumane.
Somewhere in the midst of all those schools is the
"obedience" school, which holds that a dog is

properly trained when it behaves in public and obeys
its handler. Unlike the other schools, the "obedience"
school actually has classes that people (and their
dogs) can attend.
Obedience classes help people transform their
barking, biting, pooping liabilities into confident,
capable, trustworthy citizens. What is more, obedience classes provide an invaluable service, one that is
almost unheard of in the world of animal/human
relationships: Obedience schools transform human
beings into suitable companions for dogs.
Continued on page 10
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AIDS Inmate
denied furlough

MAGI€
of Christmas
D. Michael Heath, tenor · The Parish Rmgers
Magic of Chnstmas Chorus • Ray Cornlls, organ
7:30 PM Dec. 13,14, 15, 19,20, 21 ,22
2:00 PM Dec. l4, 1 5,21,22

A review of the top news stories affecting Greater
Portland: November 26 through December 3,1991.

GIDDY UP, GIDDY UP, GIDDY UP LET'S GO!

Tickets $9,$16,$2 1,$25 Call today 773-8 191 1-800-639-2309
PSO Office open M-F: 9-6, Sat., 10-1
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Scrap tax exemptions
Battle cry against exemptions muted but steady
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GLENN YARBROUGH \
and the

NEW CHRISTY MINSTRELS
Friday December 6, 8:00 pm
Portland City hall Auditorium
Share the spirit of the season
with a special Christmas
program in the frnest
American folk music
tradition

Tickets: $10, $14, $18, $22
Children's tickets half'price
(13 & under)
Group rates avalIable

ISAAC STERN, Violin
ROBERT MCDONALD, Piano
Saturday, January 4,
8:00pm
Portland City HaIl
Auditorium
Open the New
Year with
wonder;
experience the
magic of a true
living legend

Tickets: $12, $22,
$32,$40

ON SALE NOW!
PHILHARMONIA HUNGARICA
Yehundi Menuhin, Conductor
Markham & Broadway, duo pianists
Monday, January 27, 7:30 pm
Portland Concert Association
262 Cumberland Avenue Ponland, Maine 041 01
(207) 772-8630
800-639-2707
(800 nurnberdon.ted
long DlsIMKr Nonh)
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From within the ranks of legislative Democrats and Republicans alike, the battle cry has been muted but steady amid the
chaos that has kept Maine's newest budget crisis in suspended
animation for nearly a month.
The notion of purging the sales-tax law of any or all of the
more than 80 existing exemptions has a certain amount of
political appeal for many legislators, particularly on the eve of
an election-year session. And this week, the Taxation Committee convened to consider the issue.
Why should aid to cities, towns and schools be reduced,
driving property taxes up even faster, while the state annually
forgoes hundreds of millions of dollars a year through exemptions? Why should anyone be exempt from paying taxes? Why
should the governor and legislative leaders refuse even to
consider repealing exemptions?
"Why? Why? Why?" bellowed Rep. Willis A. Lord of
Waterboro, at a recent, spirited caucus of the GOP minority_
A group of rank-and-file Democrats have advanced their
own package that would avoid cuts in municipal aid in part by
repealing exemptions worth $34 million through June.
"A balanced and fair way to address a statewide economic
problem, without raising property taxes," said Rep. Susan
Farnsworth of Hallowell.
Balanced and fair, perhaps, but probably not very realistic
This is hardly the first time that tax exemptions have come
under scrutiny. Virtually all have demonstrated their staying
power.
The exemptions include sales of certain "necessities of life": a
family's groceries, interstate telephone service, prescription
drugs, the first 750 kilowatt hours of electricity used by residential customers.
Also exempt are items deemed essential to a healthy
economy, like components, tangible property, machinery, fuel
and electricity used in manufacturing. There are exemptions for
government and charity organizations: hospitals, churches,
meals served by schools. Some exemptions elude any broad
category, like those for motor-vehicle fuel, which is subject to an
array of other taxes, and returnable containers.
In November 1987, a panel of legislators, top state officials
and outside experts appointed by Gov. John R. McKernan to
examine Maine's tax system concluded that "existing exemptions appear to be reasonable and for the most appropriate."
Earlier this year, a similar review by the legislatively created
Select Commission on Comprehensive Tax Reform also produced no significant changes in the list of exemptions.
In fact, there is so little agreement on which exemptions
should be repealed or retained that lawmakers chose instead to
increase the general tax rate, from 5 to 6 percent, as part of a
$300 million tax boost to balance the budget earlier this year.
"My list of exemptions that should be repealed and your list
of exemptions that should be repealed won't match, and neither
will anybody else's," said Rep. John A. Cashman of Old Town,
co-chairman of the Taxation Committee.
Agreed state Tax Assessor John LaFaver: "It's almost inconceivable to me that (overhauling exemptions) could be part of a
special session solution."
Perhaps the most compelling argument against repealing
any exemption is that it amounts to a tax increase, which in the
end would likely be passed on to consumers who are already
hurting.
Barely a month has passed since voters turned out in unexpectedly large numbers to vote "no" on a list of items that
included a $100 million widening of the Maine Turnpike and
tens of millions of dollars in proposed borrOwing.
Most legislators interpret the results as symbolic but significant. After all, in next year's election, the "no" votes migh t be
for them.

Peter jackson/AssociJlted Press

Ten members of ACT UP /
Portland demonstrated in
front of the Maine Correctional Center in Windham on
Dec. 1 in support of an
inmate with AIDS who is
being denied a furlough over
Christmas to visit a friend
hospitalized with AIDS.
Dale Cloutier, the inmate,
is eligible for a furlough
every 60 days - but was
denied leave for Dec. 23-27
because it falls before the 60day cutoff period.
"Dale just wanted to
spend Christmas with his
very ill lover, but the prison
is denying him this important
visit because of a technicality," said Mark nvonen, a
member of ACT UP /Portland.
Mike Molloy, director of
programs for the Maine
Department of Corrections,
said prisoners need to request
furloughs nine weeks in
advance.
ACT UP/Portland memo
bers picked Dec 1 as the
demonstration date because it
was World AIDS Day.
During the demonstration at
the prison they handed out
condoms and AIDS literature
to friends and family members visiting inmates.
"AIDS has become a major
problem in prisons, where
inmates have no access to
condoms or AIDS education
except from the outside," said
nvonen. "When it comes to
AIDS, people in prison are
treated as if they are less
important then the rest of
society."

$134.5 million
allotted for new
"Million Dollar
Bridge"
A transportation package
enacted by the lO2nd Congress will provide $134.5
million to build a replacement for the so-called
"Million Dollar Bridge," will
hel p keep efforts to restore
passenger train service to
Maine on track and will fund
other construction projects
that could provide 18,000
jobs.
The replacement bridge
between Portland and South
Portland is slated for cpmpletion in 1995.
The $151 billion bill also
provides money for study
and development of a rail
link that would enable a
Boston-Portland route to
connect with Amtrak's
Northeast Rail Corridor
serving New York and
Washington,D.C.
Senate Majority Leader
George J. Mitchell traveled
around Maine on Nov. 29,
soaking up due praise for
delivering these major
chunks of pork.
Portland Mayor and
transportation activist Tom
Allen rose to the bait. "These
are hard times," said Allen.
"The jobs that will be provided ... are going to be very

important over the coming
years."
Other key provisions
include $10.5 million for
completion of the Brunswi'ckTopsham bypass, $32.1
million for construction of the
Donald Carter Memorial
Bridge between Waterville
and Winslow, and $10
million to study the Carlton
Bridge between Bath and
Woolwich.
Mitchell said he would
press hard next year to obtain
the $30 million necessary for
roadbed improvements
needed to make PortlandBoston passenger rail service
possible.

Dlslnformatlon
sank Scarborough
Town Hall
The narrow defeat of a
proposed new Scarborough
Town Hall by voters on Nov.
S was due to false information about the building's
financing distributed days
prior to the vote, according to
Town Councilor Bruce
Moulton.
Moulton charged that a
flier distributed by the
Scarborough Retired Taxpayers Union, which called into
question the legality of the
Town Center Tax Increment
Financing District, was totally
inaccurate. The T.I.F. district
would have paid for construction of the $1.8 million
building.
The flier said the TJ.F.
district was illegally collecting city funds to build the
new town hall prior to voter
approval of the project.
"It would appear that the
taxpayers have been, and are
being, forced to pay on a new
town hall fund prior to the
statutory required referendum approval of this amount
of total funding," the flier
read. "Legal status? megal or
shaky?"
Moulton said the T.LF.
district, established by the
Scarborough Town Council
in 1985, is authorized to
collect revenue for specific
projects, like the construction
of a new town hall_
The proposed building of
the new $1-8 million town
hall was defeated by just 17
votes.

Gray phone co.
rings up big bucks
The Public Utilities
Commission is investigating
a local independent telephone company's rates and
management practices for
abuse that may have led to
excess profits.
Pine Tree Telephone and
Telegraph Co.'s monthly
rates haven' t increased since
1956, but the company has
reaped a windfall by charging its 5,000 customers for instate toll calls outside Gray
and New Gloucester.
Bruce M. Reeves, chairman
of the Maine Citizens Committee for Utility Rate
Reform, considers the Gray
phone company the "most

• Continued on page 4
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OPEN SUNDAY
12-4:30

(207) 883-4173'

F AMILY
PRACTICE
GWENDOLYN 1. O'GUIN, D.O.
Adtlltl PediMric Medicine· Office Gynecology
MlJniJn4u.ti~ • Prepent4tipe Medicine
Walk-In and by Appointment
222 St. John St., Suite #322, PortIand, Maine· 871-1300
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NA11VE CLOnDNG &. CRAfTS
_lower Pricesl
Beads from Africa,
4.~.,
Greece &.. Peru
~
most unusual selection
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Our chefs will
gladly work
with you to
help plan you ,p"L-J.d"l>
holiday party.

to EXCHANGE 51
PORTLAND

58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146

772-4080

Sweater:s from Ecuador
Duffles, Backpacks
from Guatamala
Mexican Blankets
plus Grateful Dead
T-Shirts, Sticker:s
and all in the
Old Port Exchange

III
• TANNING SPECIALS •

5 (112 HR) IESSIONl 815
10 (112 HB) IESSIONS 825
20 (112 HI) SElSlnl 845
14 fOREST AVE

HOLIDAY Gin

.0RlLOD
114.0203

CERTIFlcms

AVAIWLEI

FOR FIGURE
AND

HOCKEY
SKATES
for the
whole family
We have a great
selection of name brand
skates such as Riedell
Bauer, Lange, Micron
and American

*Figure
Lined and Insulated
Skates ••• from $29.95
* Hockey Skates for
men & boys•.• from $46.95
*Skates
Strap-On Beginner
...$9.95
*insulated
Lange molded, ladies
figure skates from 54_95

We

fni11g:touDelighcs &
Fancies to fiU :t(Mt tree, stoCkings
& Hearts ... special QI"t1atI1eI\IS &
coUectable tin W'JS fram around
the world, unique & aff<mJoble
jewelry, fun gifts [ram $3 up, an
designed to help you mak
season merry & bright!

,our

AMARYLLIS
Nnaryllis Oothng Co.
41 Exchange St. furtland ME 0410
(207)772-4439

,

tomm~s
Everything for in, on and under the water.
273 Congress St, Portland 772-5357 • Mon·Sat 8-5, Thurs. 'til 8, Sun 12-5

PaI'oog ~P'~ for Fief! PaI'oog
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f

Gift Baskets
for the Holidays
ORDER EARLY
• Cheese Platters for
your Holiday Parties
• Taking Orders for
HolidiJy Pates

Portland

111ii~

Wine & Cheese'

Delicious Homemade Soups Daily

I

New

Startin Nov. 14:

Tel: 772-4647 • Fax 772-5294
Mon-Wed ~ Sat: 9~ - 5:30
168 Middle Sl in Portland's Old Port ThUl'S ~ Fri: 9:30 - 7:30
Open for Chrisbnas Shopping 1-4pm Sunday, Dec. 15 and 22

A sensible, direct and
easy-to-read parenting guide.
Designed to provide direction for
parents, to furnish them with
understanding of their child's
behavior and to instill confidence.
Issues and behaviors are
common In childhood and
adolescence. Tells parents what
to do and what not to do. Indexed
and alphabetized. Written by Carl
Metzger, M.D., who has a private
psychotherapy practice In
Portland, and hosts "Health line,"
a weekly radio talk show. Send
$10.95 check or money order to:

& other
• Continued from page 3

Good Parenting Guide
P.O. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101

We custom fit and design lampshades
especially for your lampbase. Many shapes
and sizes available.

100 Gray Road
Falmouth. Maine
797-7568
Just 1/2 mile north of Exit 10 off the Maine Turnpike
Tuesday -Saturday, 10:00-4:00

C.9L2(.9L qJ.9L9{ fJ3'E.9Lr.DS, Itj£C
VO-it-!Jourseff cfesign stucfio
& 6eacf supp{y center

THE BEST SELECTION OF
BEADS IN MAINE!
Located in Portland at 891 Brighton
Ave, Suite 5 (2nd floor)
For more information call 76J ..2503

BUSINESS
LUNCHEONS
OR DINNERS?
FAMILY
GATHERINGS?
CHRISTMAS
PARTIES?

480 RIVERSIDE ST. PORTLAND
878-3000 • M-F 9-5, Sat. 1~3 • Eves. by appt.
1~~244-0858

1975 USBON RD. LEWISTON
783-0858 • M-F 9-5, Sat. 9-3 • Eves. by appt.
*Savlngli orr Factory Prke Monthly payments based on 10% down,

18% A.P.R. and 60 equal

III ~" . f

"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide

Bring your antique lampshade to
Mainely Shades for a new fampshade!!

POOL&SPA
C-E-N-T-E-R

..

December 5, 1991

LAMPSHADES

Ask About
100% Financing

,,'

Need a Private Dini Room
with Great Food & A~nce?

Call for 1I1£nU information.

THE ROMA
casual dress. comfortable price, quality dining
769 Congress Street, Intown Portland 773-9873
Est 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion)

M-F'1l:30 am-9 pm . Saturday 5-9:30pm

flagrant" of over-eaming
independents.
Pine Tree owner Timothy
Hutchison reportedly paid
himself $143,000 last year and
shared $800,000 in dividends
with his wife and son over
the past five years.
The PUC staff says the
company is making excess
profits of at least $400.000 a
year. The commission wants
Hutchison and his customers
to agree to an amount and
find an appropriate way for
the company to lower costs.
But Hutchison said his
earnings are a reward for a
job well done.
"1 don't think it's fair to be
accused of over-eaming
when 1 spend less than
everybod y else," said
Hutchison, who took over the
company from his father.
Hutchison has only 17 fulltime employees. His workers
still climb poles the oldfashioned way because
Hutchison decided not to
invest in bucket trucks. He
didn't buy a photocopying
machine until 1988.

RWS may trash
"stump dump"
Regional Waste Systems'
plans to build a 262-acre
"stump dump" off Route 25
in Gorham may soon be
abandoned, downsized or
delayed.
The weak economy and
the reduced volume of wastes
coming into the quasimunicipal waste handler are
the reasons, according to
RWS Deputy Director Eric
Root, who is also project
manager of the Gorham
facility.
The proposed Gorham
facility was being designed to
recycle and bury demolition
debris, construction waste,
brush, stumps, tires, insulation and concrete from 27
southern Maine communities.
RWS has alread y spent $6
million on development of
the project, since it was first
proposed five years ago.

SPwoman
questions police
handling of
missing mother
Elaine Woodward can't
understand why South
Portland police don't share
her belief that her mother,
Pearl Bruns, is dead.
Woodward hasn't seen her
48-year-old mother since
Aug. 11. But the case wasn't
classified as a possible
homicide until Nov. 9, nearly
three months after the
disappearance.
"I felt like the police were
brushing me off when I knew
so many things were wrong,"
said Woodward.

• Continued on page 6

mistakes
• By Al Diamon

The Harrlgans head for court
William Harrigan of Portland and his son John will soon
have a new public forum from which to expound their unique
political perspective. The Harrigans are due to appear in
Superior Court in Augusta in a few weeks to explain why they
haven't paid the fines imposed by the state Commission on
Governmental Ethics and Election Practices almost a year ago.
The Harrigans confessed to the commission last January that
they were the mysterious "Concerned Republicans of Greater
Portland Senate District 30," which in June 1990 mailed out
thousands of anti-gay flyers attacking a state senate candidate.
State law requires anyone spending money to elect or defeat a
political candidate to register with the secretary of state's office
and file spending reports. "Concerned Republicans" did neither.
The commission found both Harrigans guilty, and fined them
$1,100 each.
After the decision the Harrigans claimed the commission was
a "kangaroo court," and swore they would not pay the fines.
The Harrigans' contention seems to be that the state election
laws are unconstitutional, although, as with most statements
from the Harrigans, it's a Ii ttle hard to tell.
Just to make everything a bit more confusing John Harrigan
changed his story shortly after the commission decision,
claiming he didn't have anything to do with the flyer after all.
But the Harrigans have been consister:tt on the matter of their
fines. They haven't paid.
The state has been plodding toward a confrontation with the
Harrigans over the debt. Assistant Attorney-General William
Stokes has requested that a judge order the Harrigans to cough
up the dough. A hearing on that request will likel y be held in
the next month or two. If the court grants the AG's motion the
Harrigans could face additional fines or even jail terms.
Harrigan Junior doubts the case will ever go to court. He says
the whole issue is "frivolous" and should be dropped.
But Harrigan Senior says, ''I'll go to jail if I have to as a
political prisoner." He blames "leftists" in state government for
reviving the controversy, and the media for building it up. And
he warns: "Something has to be done about the left wing of
southern Maine."

Activist group of the week
Somebody, whose identity I'm protecting against my better
judgment, swears he represents a group opposed to state
budgets cuts that calls itself "We've Already Suffered Enough
Lately," or WEASEL.

Maine political anecdote Hall of Fame
It's a good measure of your memory for Maine political trivia
if you can remember Hayes Gahagan.
Gahagan was a Republican state senator from Caribou who
ran for the U.s. Senate in 1978 as an Independent. In spite of
backing from a conservative religious group called "The Way,"
Gahagan was not a factor in the vote that saw Republican
William Cohen oust Democratic incumbent William Hathaway.
But Gahagan stole the spotlight in the campaign's final weeks
when he called a news conference to announce that persons
unknown had inserted subliminal images into his print ad vertising. He claimed that among the subtle alterations was a photograph of female genitalia hidden in his hairline. He proVided
reporters with huge blowups of his follicles, but no one in the
press corps was able to make anything out of the ordinary about
Gahagan's scalp. Gahagan vanished to Indiana after his defeat.
A few months ago Gahagan and his family returned to Maine
and settled in North Sebago. He says he has no plans to run for
office again. And though his hairline is said to be receding, his
enlarged forehead reportedly still shows no sign of images,
subliminal or otherwise.

Handcrafted for us in Maine, our solid
ash frame takes a beautiful stain or
looks great as is.
nJ.e ....
Check the beveled slats and superbly
. .1 asn tra"
'0'\.\')
finish ed front trim_ C onverts SImp
. Iy
-:'0\\1.>
\U\.o~...··~
6" \oast\ cote
..... S?·>'
to each position. Carries a written
,\fio ...... .... .. L!. S4:
workmanship guarantee.
l,es5
1\)~'
V~~ •...
Available in twin, full and queen
"'lo~
1 off
sizes, all in stock.
SlS.~ 'ces!
yotA. S(J.1}My loti! pn
Minimum assembly necessary.

l~otA.~r~~::~::~~----~:
Futons made

~

~
specially for us by"" GR"r"r NAME'IN 5L'"

Compare our quality and value.

Classified ad of the week
From Maine Times: "Collector's Item: Original on~f-a-kind
linda Bean 'Payment Stopped' check dated 4-13-82 for $403.39,
endorsed by LL. Bean's granddaughter, Republican District 1
candidate for Congress. Serious callers only, price negotiable.
377-8592." There's undoubtedly a story here, but I doubt I'd
qualify as a "serious caller."

Rumor, innuendo and lies about political figures, prominent or
subliminal, cheerfully received. Write us care of CIlSco Bay Weekly,
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.

'FurON FURNISHINGS
The Futon Store
343 FOI'estAvenue, Portland, Maine 871-0578
Mon Ie Thurs 10-8, Tues, Wed &: Frll0-7, Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5
Visa, Mas~ AlIIerlcall Express, DIscover tUUl pet'S0/IIIU cb«lcs well:otM • Saltsfaaloll Guara..ued
Exit 6B RL 295 • Plnty ofIfte Parldllg
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Casco BIlY VW0:ly

ORANGE
WING

PAVE IT OR SAVE IT?

Time to clean your gutters

Continued from front page

Prevent lee & Water Damage this winter
First 100' $35.00

AMAZON
Tame &
Talking

with cage
$449.99

• Continued from page 4

Reg. 599.99
(;/:',\/:'/(..\1, CO.\ 1R I('TOf{

OVERWEIGHT? STILL SMOKING?

Feeling Desperate? Out of Control?
Give yourself the gift of health
this holiday season..
A unique combination of Guided Imagery
Hypnotherapy and the newest techniques
can help you change your habits -permanently.

Dr. Katherine J. Moody
Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist

(207) 828·4849
Call Today! Get back in control now!

~~

MERRY MERRY

,.

L 6 F a c t orv Outlet • Freeport Fashion Mall
2 Depot Street, Freeport • 865-0462
OPEN 10.6 EVERY DAY

Reported by Eric Hannelius,
Paul KArr, Monte Paulsen
and the Associated Press.

GRAND OPENING

~A!.

Charles Harlow

(FIRST TIME SERVICE ONLYI

!&POILED: :ROITEN:!
- .... N 'A' I L ' 'S A 'L O ' N ' .. . ,

Seasonal Coffee Cakes :
German Stoller Italian
Pannetone

• Nail Extensions - Various methods available •
• Manicures • Pedicures •

Man)' varieties of

~~!I!o..

traditional seasonal
cookies & pies

Call Foran
appointment today!

Port Bake House

721-0109

263 St. John St., 773-5466 • 205 Commercial St. 773-2217

Please Order By Wednesday, December 18.

6POILED QOITEN

98 Maine Street
Brunswick

lilt's like Union Station:
Once you tear It down,
you can't put It back up
again."
Portland City Councilor

... 10% OFF THROUGH DECEMBER ...

CHRISTMAS SPECIALTIES ORDER AHEAD for
OFFICE PARTIES and HOME ENTERTAINING!!
For Entertaining:
Gugelhophf Spice Cake
Buche de Noel
Christmas Gift Cake
Linzertorte

_I

South Portland Police
Chief Robert Schwartz
defended the investigation.
But Woodward, 22, who
normally talked to her
mother several times a day,
said she suspected foul play
immediately.
Blood stains were found at
Bruns' house and on a halfpacked suitcase in the
woman's bedroom, and one
of the stains looked as if
someone had tried to scrub it
away, a police report said.
The next twist in the case
came Sept. 28, when Pearl
Bruns' pocketbook was found
in Carroll, N.H.
Maine State Police took
over the case in October.

The Portland Railroad Company built
Riverton Park in 1895 as one of three local
"trolley parks" to boost streetcar business on
the weekends. Its attractions included a casino,
a boathouse, steamboat rides, a trout pond and
bucolic walkways that looped through the
park's fields, woods and streams.
The park soon became so popular that as
many as 10,000 people would visit on weekends to play croquet, watch plays in an openair theater, eat picnic lunches and fish on the
banks of the Presumpscot River.
"This was quite different from Deering
Oaks," says Carpenter, vice president of the
Riverton Community Association. "This park
was designed for heavy use."
In the mid-1920s, though, use of the park
dropped sharply as people began deserting
public streetcars in droves, choosing the
novelty of the automobile instead. Developers
scrambled to revamp the park, building a
mid way and installing amusement park rides
to lure a new generation of visitors. Then the
Great Depression struck, effectively ending the
park's ability to generate profits,

weird news

The city of Portland took the land as
payment for delinquent taxes in the 193Os. In
1951, an escaped convict was discovered
lounging on the park entryway's roof, where
he had made a temporary home. Embarrassed
city officials tore down the roof. Since that
time, the park itself has languished in relative
disrepair.
All that's left now of the formerly ornate
stone entryway are 5-foot stumps of stone.
Behind the broken gates, the park is a mix of
oak trees, gently rising hills, brambles, eroded
footpaths and windblown trash.

Holiday dining

Cliristmas Cards 6y

• FREE·
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All SINGLE CHRISTMAS Cards:
Reg size: 3/81 or 35¢ each
Lg size: 50¢ each

CHRISTMAS TREE!

All 1992 CALENDARS 83 Off
(make great Ouistmas Gifts)

PURCHASE A FAMILY MEMBERSHIP TO THE MAINE
AQUARIUM FOR ONLY $48 BE1WEEN NOW AND
DECEMBER 24, 1991:

LOOK AT YOUR BENEFITS WHEN YOU

Christmas Cards flU rap rto 50%

••• lJI'(UMD'~D 1'1m~ VlSrrs TO Tim MAIl'm
AQUAKIUN FOR I mAR (during regular business

hours) for both parents and ALL their children
under 18 years of agel
••• fKU 6 FOOT BALSAM FIR PLANTATION
GROWN CHRISTMAS TRIZ. You choose- first

Greeting Cards ®
OUILET STORE

892-7628

I::EIDon Rich Plaza, Route 302, Windham

=

OPEN: M-F 9:30-5 • SAT 9:30-4 • SUN 11-4
Made in Maine, printed on recycled paper.

come, fIrst serve.
••• $5 OF ~V~Y rmw FAMILY Pml'IImKSHIP FU
WILL B~ DOrlAT~D to the Salvation Army to

provide shoes for people In need (Soles for SOuls
Program)

r:~: -~~-~~-:

WHAT A PERfECT GIfT FOR YOURSELFI
FOR YOUR. LOVED ONESI
FOR YOUR. EMPLOYEESI

:~ 10% Off wfien you purcliase 2 or more .:

CALL TODAY AT

I~ 'lIiis coupon erttitle.s 'IOU to:

~I

I~;j 60(,(es of ~naissance Cliristmas cards'~1
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Coupon Q(pires 12/15/91. 1If, I
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284·4512
to reserve your tree or
visit us on
ROUTE 1, SACO
OPEN DAILY 9AM-5PM

or A man was shot by his
mother after he threw her
Thanksgiving ham to the
floor, stomped on it and
threw the pan at her.
But the police in North
Uttle Rock, Ark., won't file
charges against the 73-yearold woman because of her
age and the relatively minor
injuries suffered by her son.
The mother said her son
came home drunk and began
to argue with her about his
car, which was stuck in a
ditch.
orAnd late the next night,
a Hawaii man underwent
surgery after suffering a
severe bite from a woman
whom he allegedly was
fprcing to engage in oral sex,
said Honolulu police.
The woman told police
that the man, whom she met
at an Ena Road bar, attacked
her and threatened to kill her
if she did not comply.
The man faces possible
charges of sex abuse and
kidnapping, detectives said.
Detectives handling the
case said this was one time
when the victim "took a bite
out of crime,"
Associated Press

Driving through history
Norman Baker, an assistant bridge designer
with MOOT, says traffic along the stretch of
Route 302 that passes the shattered stones will
nearly double in the next 20 years.
"The traffic in that area merits four lanes,"
he says. "Any time you have more than 700
cars an hour on a lane of highway, it slows
traffic. This stretch has twice that much traffic.
And that bridge is in dire need of replacement.
The concrete deck is deteriorated; when holes
punch through it, people are driving on steel
reinforcement bars. That can cause accidents."
Beginning next summer, MOOT wants to
replace the aging steel and concrete bridge
with a newer, slightly longer structure that
would carry five lanes of traffic instead of two.
"The fifth lane is for safety reasons," notes
Baker. "It's a turning lane for East Bridge
Street in Westbrook." Another 1,OOO-foot-long
stretch of Route 302 would also be widened to
four lanes to handle Forest Avenue's heavy
traffic volumes.
To do it, though, state workers would need
to tear down the stone pillars and gateway
that mark the entrance to Riverton Park.
"Those pillars and most of the wall are
already in the state's present right of way,"
says Baker, noting that the state purchased the
land from Portland when it built a previous
bridge on the site. MOOT would also need to
buy an additional quarter-acre of park land
and level it with bulldozers to widen the road
sufficiently.
In return, MOOT would build a small

parking lot inside the park and a walkway
over the river.
"The state's historic preservation officer
said the integrity of the park would be severely compromised by that work," says
Carpenter. 'The parking lot, for instance,
would sit on top of the old boathouse site. One
of the top landscape historians in the nation
(Lucinda Brockway from Kennebunk) says this
is a valuable historic resource."
Greater Portland Landmarks Inc. director
Martha Deprez agrees. "I felt the project met
several of the Portland city criteria for a
historic district," she says. 'The landscape
design is quite intact. Most significant, to me,
are the deep ravines that were built to isolate
the park from traffic. H the road were widened, that division would be lost and the
proportions of the created park would be
destroyed."
In November, after listening to Deprez,
Brockway and local residents, Portland's
Historic Preservation Committee voted to
designate Riverton Park a historic district.
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Scarborough, ME 04074

Breathing space
Carpenter and others want the city to
preserve the option of fixing up Riverton Park
in the future. They believe that a spruced-up
park could revitalize the ailing Riverton
neighborhood.
'There are no true parks in this part of the
city," says Portland City Councilor Charles
Harlow, who represents the Riverton neighborhood. He says the 19-acre Riverton Park is
the only large, city-owned open space in his
neighborhood. "I want to see Riverton Park
become a park where people can picnic again.
1 want neighborhood kids to have a place to
walk."
'This park was built to serve as an escape
from dense urban areas," says Carpenter.
"Walking through those stone gates, you
entered another world, a leisurely, recreational, natural world."
The city, and groups that work to create
local parks and trails, are also interested in the
park's open spaces.
"We're working to develop trails along the
Presumpscot River," says Nathan Smith,
president of the non-profit group Portland
Trails. "Access to public parks and open
spaces is integral to the quality of life in any
community. These spaces provide the opportunity to appreciate what's left of the natural
environment in an increasingly hectic society."
Redesigning the highway project, though,
would delay work for at least one year and
cost the state much more than it is budgeting
for the expanSion, say MOOT officials,
"It would cost us $1.5 million more just to
move the wastewater pumping station in
Westbrook," says state engineer Baker. "Then
there are the additional costs of redesign, lost
time, and so forth. We simply couldn't afford
to do that."
"But if we lost the land, it could cost a lot
more later," responds Harlow. 'There are 100
years of history here. Are we ready to pull it
down? It's like Union Station: Once you tear it
down, you can't put it back up again."
"We're waiting for the city council's
decision," says MOOT chief engineer Colman,
who oversees the project, "If they tell us this is
important to them, then we'll consider alternatives very closely." Colman says using eminent domain to take the land is very unlikely,
and that the state will repair the bridge no
matter what.
'We're not trying to block the bridge
work," says Carpenter. 'We need the bridge.
But we also need park land in this neighborhood. All the pathways in Riverton Park are
still there, the trees, the shape of the landscape
are still intact. People don't realize how
remarkable that is. We just want MOOT to
realize that people still do care about this
park."

Paul KArr is a reporter for Casco Bay Weekly.

HARD TO FIND
GIFTS ••• FOR THE
HARD TO PLEASE?
MAKE IT EASY AT
HARD CIDER FARM
We've got gift size rugs,
kilims, dhurries & kilim
pillows ... not expensive!
Small Turkish kilims from $25.00
Afghan Balouch rugs from $35.00
Handwoven India dhurries from $25.00
Turkish kilim pillows $15.00 to $75.00
Persian rugs from $150.00
Cotton rag rugs from $19.00
Handhooked rugs from $54.00

Discover . ..
"The Maine Source of
Oriental Rugs. "Ii:l
... and great gifts
Oriental Rugs at Unbeatable Prices
Since ,Y ~ t / 1974

HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs
45 Middle Rd., Rt 9
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments: (207) 775-1600
In Maine: 1-800-660-RUGS
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617
Hours: 10-5 Tues.-Sat.
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Pot' ",ore
century, NnP E"guIIJd's most
discriminating jewelry buyers have shopped at
Carter Brothers.

Use our convenient laW-Away pian
Used CDs $6 each

BUY • SEIJ- • mADE

CARTERr~~

4 Stores to Serve You

498 Congress St., Portland

772-3932
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CONGRESS STREET,

330 lisbon St, Lewiston
ISS Front St., Bath

In W.ter St.,
Augusta

MON - SAT 9:30 - 8:00, SAT 'TIL 6, SU:\DAY 12 - 5
.'ILL ,lHjOR CREDII CARDS ACCEPTED

FURNITURE &- FiXTURES FOR SALE

ALL OCCASION PAm AND SPECIAL
HAPPEI\ING DRESSES AND GOWNS
IN GREM' VA8Im!

Do you want to give a Chrisonas present that is sure to be
welcomed with delight? Consider a gift certificate from
Katahdin, Portland's most exciting new restaurant. We serve
comfOrt food with a contemporary twist and call it ''Inventive
New England Cooking." From your parents, who will
appreciate your good sense, to your friends, who will be
amazed at your good taste, practically everyone on your
Christmas list will welcome the gift ct our Good Cookin'.
We're here every afternoon except Sundays, so drop by and
save yourself a trip to the Mall.
Our wait staff and kitchen crew are true professionals the best in the business. We'd like to thank them for their
enthusiastic support at our benefit brunch on November 17th.
We obViously couldn't have done it without their help. We'd
also like to thank all of you who came in for brunch that
Sunday. Together, we raised $1,946.20 for a very important
cause. While we're on the subject of brunch, we apologize to
anyone who came here on November 24th expecting us to be
open. We're sorry for the mix-up. For the time being we will
be open for dinner only - no lunch, no brunch.
When we eat out we like to begin by swapping and tasting
each others appetizers. It's a great way to wake up the taste
buds. You can do that here with some of our delicious first
courses. We have Lobster Spring Rolls, Marinated Mozzerella,
Grilled Duck Sausage served with Spoonbread, Goat Cheese
Flan, Pan Fried Oysters, Shrimp & Com Fritters, and Linda's
Baked Crab, along with a nightly Appetizer Special. No
matter what you start with you'll end up having a wonderful
time here at Katahdin. Come give us a try.

6:30AM
Open daily tillll:W PM,
Fri. & Sat. till midnight

This solid oak frame is beautifully finished &
comes with 6" foam core futon.

Vittles&spirits
87 Brackett St..,
Portland 772-2427

*****************

:

Very Special 8" thick foam ~qre
futon with two pillows only :tiH9
While supplies last on this onel

:

Shop Here
&

SPECIALISTS IN
SIZES 3 TO 24 1/2
Cash • Charge. Layaway
All Major Credit Cards Honored
Open Daily 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
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GUITARS
AMPS
AUDIO
MICS
EFFECTS

DJ SYSTElvlS
STAGE LIlE
MIXERS
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LESSONS
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Fine HR.ndcrafts

We are proud to
present toe work of
one hundred
talented artists and
craftspeople.

CHRISTMAS
SHOP

1 t 7 Brown Street

774#5946

854#2518
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Community
Cable Network
week 0111/29/91

• CALL IN PORTLAND:
A Live Call-In with
Mayor Tom Allen (1 hr)
• IRELAND TODAY:
Along the Waterfront
(1/2 hr)
• HIV/AIDS ACTION
AGENDA:
with Dr. Richard Keeling
(1/2 hr)

HARMON'S
584 Congral Street
Portland
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*
*
*
*: -NOWOPEN- :*
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*
*
:
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This solid oak frame has a fully adjustable
back for reclining positions & is fully
guaranteed_ Also available in queen size.

EVERY ITEM IN THE
STORE DISCOUNTED

*:**

**

Solid Oak! only $275 complete
with 6" foam core futon
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SPRING AND HIGH STREET
MON-THURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - llPM

Deli Sandwiches
Meatball & Sausage
Spaghetti Dinners
Pizza

Full Size Futon Sleeper only $259

774#1740

BEAUTIFULLY DETAILED
WEDDING GOWNS
EXCITING MINIS TO ULTRA
FLOOR LENGmS
CREPES-LACES-SHEERSLEAmERS - ALL OVER SEQUINS
(INCLUDES ALL JESSICA
McCLINTOCK AND
GUNNE SAX DESIGNS)
COMPLEMENTING SHOES - BAGSJEWELRY - HOSIERY - LINGERIE COVER UPS

492 CONGRESS ST. MONUMENT SQUARE INTOWN PORTLAND

Green MoWltain Coffee
Full Breakfast Menu
HOT & COLD

k;~&YC~.

ATLQW
DISCOUNT PRICES!

CD

Breakfast

Take Out or Eat In

Further Reductions!

Guitars • Amps • Diamonds • Jewelry

•.IDST lYm

490 CONGRESS ST, PORTLAND
207-775-4860

COOKIN

,

.. ~ooo·oooeO

Save On

Open Sundays 12 to 5 until Christmas
Thanks for Shopping Downtown Portland!
Parking Stamps and Bus-And·Buy
For Your Convenience

Also llisil .... al our sisler restauranl al lite
Scarborough Marlul Place, U.S. Ree '1, Scarborough - 883.1462

441 Congress St, Portland, ME 04101
207-774-5071- VISA/MC/AE -We ship nationwide

579
st. ptld :
Man - Sat • 772-8929 0

Be Ready For Christmas:

Mom - 'Basl(r.t qf
Maine-nuufe jams &
je{[ies from Just M'E.
'Dad-Pair of
Mai1U-nuufe sapper
socK:; witft.. {eatfur sores
from Just M'E.
Jimmy - 'IFwse great
Mai1U'nuufe waiking
stilts in tfu wiruUJw
at Just M'E.
Mary - One of those
liand-nuufe-in-Maine
tedtfy-6ears and a tfo{[
from Just M'E.
Joe - 'Iliat Maine-nuufe
wooaen train, and a
wooaen puzz{e form
Just M'E.
'J{g.na - jf 601( of those
scented soaps nuufe in
Maine, at Just M'E.
(jramps - jf Maine
'Balsam 'Fir pi££ow for
his aen, from Just M'E.
'Boss - 'IFwse fiandpaintetf, nuufe-inMaine Loon 600l(r.nds
or pen set at...
... :J{mmm
.. .'J{ptice a pattern fure?

570 Congress SlTee!, Portland
773-3107

LI

- - -WE PAY CASH- --

OneStup
Shopping List

The Upslairs Jewelry Store

• 551 Congress Street • Portland • 773·6957 •

SILKS & GREENERY

0
c!>

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"
We Buy Anything Worth Buying

@

Also Belgian Waffles, Pancakes, Omelettes,
Muffins, Lunches, Light Dinners

·20" Balsam decorated wreath $10
• 9ft.. Balsam decorated garland $10
Join our wreath & garland maJcing classes Call: 774-5071
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Mr. Bagel Balel•

• Poinsettia, 6" multi-bloom $12
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Go Shopping
On Your
Lunch Hour
Cross Jewelers

• NOW FE.U'VlUNO •
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HANDCRAFTED JEWELRY
SILVER JEWELRY
GREETING CARDS
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Programs premiere Fri. 7-1 Opm, and are
repeated Sat- Mon.1-4 & 7-10pm and
Tues., Wed., & Thurs. 9am-noon.
Cable Channel 37 In Portland, So. Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth. & Scar·
borough. Channel vanes In Gorham.
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Rlkkl, a Doberman plnKher, takes Shayna Strumph, age 2, for a walk after dan.

THE MAKING OF CITIZEN CANINE
Continued from front page

The Saccarappa Obedience Club holds its classes in what
used to be the Lee Dodge showroom on Riverside Street in
Photographs by
Portland. If you arrive fashionably late on a Tuesday evening
and
look through the plate glass facade, you will see no less
Tonee Harbert
than 21 dogs going through various obedience drills with their
handlers.
Stepping into the building is like stepping into a furry vortex,
a Swirling circle of dogs and people. The air is filled with an
endless repetition of the word "heel" spoken in voices high and
low: a monotonous chorus punctuated by an occasional yip.
Barking is considered impolite here.
Cindy Strum ph, head instructor of the beginners' class,
stands in the middle of the room and calls out instructions over
a tiny public address system. "OK, now we're going to learn
how to get your dog to come on command," she says. "Sit your
dogs and walk out the length
of the leash. When I give you
the Signal, call your dog and
back away from it. When your
dog comes to you, remember to
say 'good dog:
"Always praise your dog
when it comes to you," she
says. "Do not use the command
'come' to punish your dog.
When you want to punish your
dog, say something like 'get
over here: You don't want
your dog to be afraid to come
to you. This command may
save your dog's life someday.
Ready? OK, let's try it:'
Although this class is only
Gaela, an Irish setter, curls up In the lap of owner
in
its
third week, most of the
Claire Marx.
dog/handler teams do this
pretty well. Strumph's students repeat this exercise only once or
twice before moving on to something else - which seems
wrong, somehow. Doesn't practice make for perfection in
obedience training?
'They learn obedience at home," says Strumph, chatting
between classes. "(The dogs) learn better in the quiet of the
owner's back yard, where there are no distractions and the dogs
can concentrate on the commands and their owners."
Why not just stay at home with a good book - Barbara
Woodhouse's ''No Bad Dogs," for instance - and spare
yourself the hassle (not to mention the cost) of carting your
pooch off to obedience school every week?

"People who train their dogs at home find that, when they
take them out into new situations, they don't behave:' says
Strumph. 'They're not used to it. The thing I stress to people
here is that the dogs are not learning obedience here, they're
socializing. They're learning to behave in a strange environment
with strange dogs.
"A lot of dogs are tied up in their back yard and never see
another dog," she says, "so they don't know how to behave
with other dogs around. Here, they learn that they have to
behave and mind their own business - no sniffing or interfering with other dogs."
And while the dogs are learning how to behave in public,
Strumph says that the owners are learning about something
called "dog citizenship."
"Dog citizenship depends on owners becoming responsible
for their dogs," says Strumph. "As citizens themselves, dog
owners have to behave well in public. A lot of the problems
people have with dogs is the way dogs behave in public. If the
owners are responSible, they won't let their dogs run loose,
won't let them bother people who don't have dogs. They carry
little plastic bags in their pockets to clean up after their dogs
when they have bowel movements."
This last bit sounds a little far-fetched. As anyone familiar
with the south end of a dog knows, it's a lot more convenient to
ignore a pile of poop than it is to dispose of it. After all, one dog
pile looks much like another - and the moving dog, having
pooped, moves on.
However, as if to prove her point, a dog in the next class
produces a large pile in the middle of the room. And the owner
-looking neither left nor right - immediately produces a
plastic bag from a back pocket and nimbly scoops the poop off
the floor.
It's an impressive, perhaps even breathtaking, display. If
Saccarappa can teach people that, they can teach dogs anything
- except birth control, of course.
People have to take care of that.

stampede to the kitchen. Who doesn't want to see a good
tattoo?
However, the tattoo referred to is not affixed to some
forbidden stretch of human anatomy, but is stitched along the
inner rear thigh of a large Doberman pinscher named Rikki. The
dog's owner is Penny Cary, and Rikki's tattoo is Cary's social
security number.
'This tattoo is meant to discourage theft," says Cary. "Some
people steal dogs to breed them, and some people steal dogs
like beagles and golden retrievers to sell to research firms in
Massachusetts. So we tell people to protect their dogs by
tattooing them. We prefer to put tattoos on the thigh because, if
you put it on the ear, the thieves will cut the ears off and sell
them anyway."
Beatrice Dorbacker, owner of Keuka's Merry Mischief Beagle
and Keuka's Little Sister Beth, has had both her beagles tattooed. However, beagle snatchers are not the only thing
Dorbacker worries about.
"I know about beagle snatchers," says Dorbacker. '1 also
know about beagle noses, which means that they'll take off and
they will not hear you. They tune out when they're on a scent,
and so you take no chances.
'The other thing is you do not leave your dog outside," she
says, "unless you're quite aware of where they are and you can
see them. Both of my dogs have been neutered, so that's not a
breeding potential, but they can take them and sell them to labs.
Beagles are established as good lab dogs because of their size
and their nature.
'They claim that the biggest howl they ever got in animal
experimentation," says Dorbacker, "was back in World War ll.
Somebody found out that (the government) was doing nerve
gas experiments on beagles. They soon stopped, because they
got avalanched."
That's easy to believe; people who love dogs will go to any
lengths to protect and defend them. Unfortunately, some people
will go to any lengths to make a buck. For a while there, owners
and breeders of beagles and golden retrievers were putting
tattoos on their dogs' inside upper lips - with predictable
results.
'1t's sad," says Evelyn Stackpole, preSident of the Saccarappa
Obedience Club. "We work with a group called the Golden
Rescue League in New Hampshire, and they raise money to do
reconstructive surgery on dogs' lips where the tatoos have been
cut out by puppy mills."
Yipes. And what is a puppy mill?
'That's where they're breeding dogs and selling and breeding and breeding and selling indiscriminately," she says. '1t's
not good. They don't care what they're breeding, they just want
puppies to sell to pet shops."
For this and other reasons, Stackpole is not fond of pet shops
- though she freely acknowledges that pet shops do not
condone theft. "You're taking your chances when you go to a
pet shop," she says. "And it isn't any more expensive to go to a
breeder than it is to go to a pet shop."
True. And at $450 to $1,200 a pup for a recognized breed, it's
conSiderably less expensive to go to your local animal shelter,
where there are any number of not-so-purebred dogs (as well as
undocumented purebreds) waiting and willing to go home with
you. However, that's a step that most people at Saccarappa

Keuka's Merry MIKhlef Beagle files over a bar Jump In the utility class.
seem to have discounted; almost all of the dogs appear to be
purebred.
"I think a lot of people choose their dogs for their reputation," says Cindy Strumph. "They shouldn't go to pet stores,
where a lot of times I feel there's an impulse to buy - 'Poor
little puppy, it's cute, let's buy it' - not realizing that it's going
to grow up to be a 12O-pound dog that's going to pull you
around the world. When you research the breed, you find out
that certain breeds have certain traits and characteristics."
What's wrong with your basic, good old all-American dog?
"Nothing," she says. "Right now I have a boxer, a golden
retriever and a Burmese mountain dog. There's nothing like a
good all-American dog, there's nothing wrong with them. I've
had a couple of 'em. They're not everybody's choice and some
people like to know exactly what size they're going to be when
they grow up. You're not guaranteed that with a mutt. When
you buy a purebred, you have some idea of what size it's going
to be and what it's going to look like."
This sounds regrettably consumeristic. Yes, it's good to know
what you're getting. However, millions upon millions of dogs
are put to death every year in animal shelters because people
aren't willing to adopt a dog that doesn't have a certain size,
age, shape, color, conformation or character.
And far too many people seem to like the sound of a litter of
puppies playing in the den.
What does it mean to be a "dog lover," anyway?

Old dogs learn new tricks
The Tri-County Dog Training Club meets in a small space on
Industrial Way, not far from Saccarappa. Tri-County's begin-

Continued on page 12

liThe dogs are
not learning
obedience here,
they're
socializing.
They're
learning to
behave In a
strange
environment
with strange
dogs."
Cindy Strumph

Rlkkl don't lose that number
Meanwhile, strange and interesting things are happening at
Saccarappa. The novice classes have departed, and Ed Norton
has taken the floor with Abbey, a sheltie, to practice jumps and
scent descrimination. ('This is an exercise in which the dog must
identify the barbell that her owner has touched, which is
"hidden" among a half-dozen others on the floor).
Suddenly a woman calls out from the kitchen, ''Hey everybody, you want to see a good tattoo?" This prompts a general

Members of the novice class practice their staying power.
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THE MAKING OF CITIZEN CANINE

LARGEST SELECTION
of
HIGH QUALITY
MAINE GROWN
CHRISTMAS TREES

Continued from page 11
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Ideal for Men & Women

BALSAM
CIRCLE
• Balsam Fir, Scotch Pine,
White Pine at Low Prices.
• Brightly lit for evening
shopping. Open tilllOpm
• Located at the comer of
Park & Deering Avenues.
(at tht <ntrana ofDemngOaks Park)

u

THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE
NEWIMAGES
Linden Thigpen
CMT .ince 1977

399 Fore St. #7
Old Port

775-4010
AS SEEN IN -MADE IN MAINE-

HAVE HAD FACIALS AT MANY

ELEGANT RESORTS AND SPAS;
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GIFT CERTIFICATES
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Come to the professional

BUT I HAVE NEVER HAD ONE
skin care clinic - home of

THAT LEn MY SKIN LOOKING AND
the two-hour facial and

FEELING AS GOOD. FABULOUS!"
amazing hydrotherapy spa.

J KOONTZ. KEENE. NH

L' Esthetiques

Gift Certificates Available.

Skin Care Clinic
4 Kelly Road; just off Route I
Falmouth. Maine

781-5100

Wlsblng You Peace andJoy
tbls Holiday Season!
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abacus
american crafts

44 Exchange Street • Portland, ME

arm 772-4880

START YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING EARLY
at Saco River Outfitters
(and get a FREE -T-shirt for Santa)**
• Kayal Stern Wheels - $54.95 • Cyalume Lightstick - $2.50
Is there a better way to move it?
12 hours of light with no battery
• Sportsman's Oven - $49.95
• Super PeliLite - $17.95
Bake brownies in the bush
World's Brightest 2 cell watertight flashlight
or Cobbler on the Kennebec.• Kayaking Smurf - $5.99
. Guaranteed to dress up your mantle, or tree, or...

Maine's Largest Source of Yakima MultiSport/MultUse Car top systems
ANY LOAD, ANY ROAD

5ACO RfVER OIJ'l'I~Irl"I'I~11S
127 MARGINAL WAY, PORTLAND· 773-0910
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How to use

ners' obedience class meets on Monday nights, and is made up
of 10 dogs representing various breeds.
One of those dogs is Buddy, a brown-spot Dalmatian with a
large spot over his right eye. According to Mary, Buddy's
owner, the dog's imperfect coloration marks him as a "petquality" Dalmatian.
Pet-quality dogs are animals that breeders sell at a discount
- or, if buyers can't be found and if the dogs can't be given
away, breeders will occaSionally deposit them at the local
animal shelter. Some breeders avoid this step by drowning
"imperfect" dogs soon after birth.
Buddy is a gift from a Dalmatian breeder in Mary's extended
family. Buddy is 6 years old, which makes him the oldest dog in
his class. Mary feels that it's high time Buddy learned better
manners.
"He gets a little aggresSive," says Mary. "1 live alone, so I
want to make sure that I can handle him. Also, it bothers me
that he won't come when he's called, like if he runs out into the
street. And that makes me nervous. I want a dog that's wellbehaved, but I want him to be happy and safe, too."
All the indicators - bright eyes, cold, wet nose, wagging tail
- say that Buddy is a happy dog. And though he is only in his
second week of obedience training, Mary says that he is showing a noticeable improvement.
See? You really can teach old dogs new tricks.
Clarence Donna, head trainer at Tri-County, has been
teaching old dogs new tricks for decades, and says that people
should not hesitate to bring their older dog to an obedience
class.
''Whether people get a puppy or an older dog," says Donna,
"when they get them home, they're training them their way
without realizing it, using tone of voice and so on. So you can
train them another way - by learning the hand movements
and the facial expressions that we teach here.
"Some habits may be hard to break," he says, "and there may
be some behavioral problems we can't solve, but we can help
people to train their dogs proper, and hopefully have a better
dog around the house."
According to Donna, the value of obedience training goes
beyond table manners or housebreaking. For many dogs,
obedience training is a matter of survival.
"The leading cause of death for dogs in the United States is
euthanasia," he says. "People take dogs back to shelters for
behavioral problems, and then they're not adopted. We're
trying to save dogs' lives by training them, giving people a
well-behaved pet, so they'll want to keep the dog rather than
take it back to the shelter."
Carol Munroe, executive director of the Animal Refuge
League in Westbrook, agrees with Donna's assessment.
''We're in the business of putting dogs and cats in new
homes," she says. "One of the biggest reasons that we get dogs
in particular is for lack of training. A lot of people don't realize
that you've got to spend time with a baby animal to train it
basic things like housebreaking and simple obedience training
- just training for your own lifestyle what you expect from this
animal and how you expect it to behave in your home and
around other people.
"A lot of times we'll get an animal as an adult that is picked
up as a stray," says Munroe. "It may be a situation where the
animal has essentially spent its life tied to a doghouse and has
never been housebroken or trained to behave around people.
Animals like that are hard to find homes for. People are reluctant to take adult animals that are not trained."
We've all heard that same, sad story: No experience, no job.
It's a tough world.
There remains the classic objection to obedience training
raised by the Pink Boyd (''We don't need no education!")
school of thought: that the use of choke collars in dog training is
cruelty to animals, and that dogs were meant to be free.
Well? Aren't choke collars in reality cruel and unnatural
training aids? Shouldn't dogs run wild and free?
"Dogs were made to run free and wild," says Clarence
Donna. "However, we're bringing up dogs in a highly mobilized society. Believe me, whatever you can do to a dog with a
leash and a choke collar is not going to hurt a dog as much as an
IS-wheeler (truck) coming down the road, and your dog sitting
in the middle of the road and not coming when he's called.
Your dog has to learn to come when he's called."
That's a good point. Every citizen, canine or otherwise,
should be taught this trick sooner or later.
Aren't you glad you went to school?

W.D. Cutlip has trllined f/eDs.
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Give someone a guitar
from Buckdancer's O/Oice
for the Holiday Season.
They'll get an instrument .
built to last a lifetime.
With the quality that only
comes from the finest
woods and craftsmen.

How to find lis
Ozsc:o &y Wu;ldy's office is at
551A Congress St in downtown Portland. We are open
Monday through Friday &om
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

How to find the paper
Every Thursday, Ozsc:o &y
W.dly disbibules 24,000 copies
at 230 high-traffic locations. To
find a distribution site near you,
call Customer Service Manager
Robyn Barnes at 775-6601.
Ozsc:o BIly W.ddy is available
free of charge, limited to one
copy per reader. No person
may take more than one copy of
each issue of Ozsc:o Boy Weekly
without written permission
&om the publisher.
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tommy-s
273 Congress St., Portland 772-5357
Open Moo.sat. 8 am-S pm.
ThUIli. 'ill 8 pm • SWl 12-5

Every Buckdancer's
guitar sounds great and
plays easy. Visit us br
the kind of instrument
that lasts a lifetime.

Student Guitars
from 59.00
Size Guitars

How to buy a back Issue
Back issues and extra copies
of the current issue are available
for $1 each at our office. Mailed
copies are $2 each.

How to subscribe

c.sco Bay Weekly is available

by mall. Subscriptions cost 529
for six months or $49 for one
year, payable in advance.

How to place a classified
If you have a MasterCard or
Visa, you can place your ad
simply by calling 775-6601.
Otherwise, you can fax, mail or
deliver your ad in person. All
classified ads must be received
by 6 p.m. on Monday for that
Thursday'S issue, and all must
be paid in advance.

from 149.00
HOMEMADE SOUPS
Most Menu Items

Under $3.95
SPAGHETII
wI MEAT SAUCE
Garlic Bread & Salad
$3.50
Entertainment 6 Nighlll
See Listings or call for info.

175 Pickett St • S. Portland

767.4627

IE!
r

BUCKDANCER'S
CHOICE

----~lUSIC

COMPANY---

Buy • SeD • Trade • Repair • Leaaoos ~
Martin Taylor

Gibson & Alvarez

~rranly

Union Station Plaza • Exit 5A off I 295
270 St. John Street • Portland • 774-2219
800-734-2219 • Mon-Fril0-8. Sat 12-5 • Sun 12-5
FREE LAYAWAY FOR CHRL')TMAS • ACOUSTIC & ELECTRIC GUITARS

How to list your event
To have your me<!ting or
event listed In "Entertainment
We<!kly,' lnail or fax complete
information to Arts Editor Ellen
Uburt. Include all the details
and don't forget to Include a
phone number. Listing
information must be received in
writing by noon on the
Thursday preceeding the issue
in which the listing is to appear.

cafe no
'''''(,rI'
tl,e

iW1l1

goe" on

serves

YOUR 0

and lTIore

PHOTO
CALENDARS

lues-sal 11:00-9:00
sunday 2:00 - 8:00

FOR CHRISTMAS

How to submit a letter
Ozsc:o Bay Wuldy welcomes
letters on all topiCS, but will not
print unsigned letters or letters
that have been sent to other
publications. Letters are printed
in the order they are received,
on a space-a vailable basis.
Be brief and to the point
Letters of more than 300 words
may be edited for length. Be
sure to include your signature,
full name, address and daytime
phone number. (Addresses and
phones are for verification only
and will not be printed.)

DESIGN

closed mondays

"There's no place
like it in Portland"

***'1

M.E. Curley
Portland Preaa Herald

20 danrorlh .l.• 772-8114

How to submit a correction
Casco Bay Weekly sbives to
report the news fairly and
accurately. If we have published
a misstatement, we will
endeavor to correct it qUickly
and in an appropriate place in
the newspaper. Please contact
News Editor Monte Paulsen
about mistakes in news stories.
Please contact Arts Editor Ellen
Uburt about mistakes in
"Entertainment Weekly.'

U-CAN-DO
FAUX FINISHING

Learn sponge.

Iralgglng. marbllng
1 Day Workshop
saturday,

Casco I.y WHkly
U1A Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101

2077756601
fall 775 1615
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WE MAKE NEWS MATTlR

Dec. 7

2 Night
Workshop
Dec. 11 l!t 18
registration limited...

~~~
DmUO&DED..,.,.

Portlmd • CaD n2-t939

* $30.00
for
two or morel
Monday· Friday 8-6. Saturday 10· 4
Market Street (next to the Oyster Club) Old Port, Portland·
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Strangers in a coffee shop
Snow covered everything last Tuesday afternoon, a reminder to
Portlanders that the impending season is more than just an idle threat.
And as a blue dusk settled over this brick city, two men stood clutching
tan paper cups in a downtown coffee shop.
They were not together. They did not speak. Neither even took much
of an interest in the other. They were just strangers in a coffee shop.
'-

Jerry stepped into Green Mountain Coffee Roasters looking, well, like
just about anyone who had been standing in wet, windy 20 degreE'
weather would look.
For an instant, as he unbuttoned his trench coat, he could have been
anyone. But as soon as the microphones and TV cameras flickered on, he
was Jerry Brown, candidate for president of the United States.
His well-manicured hands clutched a cup of Venezuelan coffee. His
well-practiced lines flowed smoothly. From atop this electronic soapbox,
the clean-shaven and deeply tanned former governor of California
waged his low-budget war against the tyranny of politics-as-usual.
Jerry believes that big money has corrupted politics. He supports
campaign finance reform and a limit on congressional terms. To underscore his point, he is accepting campaign contributions of no more than
$100 per person. This noble vow of poverty has left him the least wellfunded of the major presidential candidates.
In theory, Jerry's vow should help him understand what his fellow
countrymen are going through. Yet somehow, he seemed more at ease
with the swirl of cameras than with the half-dozen ordinary folks who
lingered afterward to ask him questions.
Still, he was trying. ''This campaign," he said, "is appealing to citizens
who've given up on politics."
One such citizen was standing on the other side of the coffee shop,
ignoring Jerry and the amoeba of reporters and glad-handers who clung
to him.
Mike Dyer had just got off work from his day job. He was tired.

Whiskers poked through his windblown face and suggested that it
had been a few days since he'd shaved. Steam rose from the cup of
coffee he cradled in big, paint-splattered hands.
''Well,'' he said, struggling to explain why he wasn't taking an
interest in what was happening across the room, "it's been enough of
a struggle just trying to figure out where my next job is coming
from."
Mike works 45 hours a week for a contractor and another 25 or so
doing odd carpentry jobs on nights and weekends. But he still can't
make ends meet.
"I'm working 70 hours a week," he
said, "but I'm behind on bills, behind
on everything." The reason: "I'm
making six bucks an hour for the same
job I was making 15 to 20 bucks an hour five years ago."
And things are due to get worse. His full-time job will be finished
within a month or so. '1 was nervous last winter," he said, ''but I
made it through. This winter it's even scarier."
Mike propped his blond head up with his arm. His scruffy chin
rested in his palm. The TV lights shone brightly from the far side of
the room. Snow swirled in the dark outside the windows.
"A lot of stuff gets put off," said Mike, as if he needed to justify his
apprehenSive attitude toward politics, "relationship stuff, even basic
things like getting the shopping and the laundry done.
"I really don't care who wins," he said.
They were strangers in a coffee shop. One was panhandling for the
presidency. The other was just trying to make a living. One was on
his way to New York and an appearance on Donahue. The other was
on his way to his other job.
The winter of American politics is upon us. And it, too, may prove
more than an idle threat.
(mp)

Privatize the governor's office
Jock McKernan wants us to get into the spirit of
privatization in the name of public good and fiscal
muddle. Ever close on the heels of our neighbor
Massachusetts, where Governor Weld has been
busy pushing the same solution, Maine's chief
executive recently announced his plans to privatize
state-run institutions like mental hospitals, corrections, liquor sales and the lottery.
Checking my Webster's, I learn that privatization
is "the tendency for an individual to withdraw from
social and especially political concerns into a world
of personal concerns usually as a result of a feeling
of insignificance and lack of understanding of
complex social processes." Sounds like nothing new
from the folks who brought us a billion dollar
deficit - a deficit they tried to keep as private as
possible last November.
But advocates of privatization would no doubt
explain their idea with other fancy words like
efficiency and incentives. Competition gives private
businesses the incentive to be more efficient than
government, so the story goes. By throwing out
state services to the lowest bidder we should be
able to get more service for less money.
H this works for the youth center and the state
mental hospitals, why not the governor? Let's look
at the services he and his office provide, and see if
we could get anyone else to do the work for less
money.
Besides finding ways to privatize his deficit and
other political problems, the governor spends his
time attending conferences, appointing officials and

presiding at ceremonial events like "Capitol for a
Day." For this we pay him a salary of around
$75,000, plus benefits like an airplane, security
guards and a house magnificent enough to make
up for its location. Surely more of these services
could be easily contracted out to private workers.
As a start, we could cut the governor's salary
and pay a proxy who's good with the public $12 an
hour (maybe less) to do the ceremonies and
handshaking that takes up much of his time. Then
we could see if we could find any private landowner who'd be willing to provide housing for the
governor for anything less than the cost of the
Blaine House. H a family of three on AFDC can be
expected to afford rents in Portland with an income
of about $500 a month, with no help from the city
or outside earnings, then surely Jock can find a
one-bedroom apartment in Augusta on his income
- or he could commute from Auburn as he did to
avoid angry
workers during
last summer's
crisis. We could
then rent out the Blaine House to some of those
private contractors who are going to take over
caring for those in mental health and correctional
institutions.
And if we really believe the governor when he
says the answer to the economic crisis is private
jobs, not government spending, why are we
spending government money on the governor and
his executive staff to solve our problems? Let's put

citizen

our fiscal crisis out to bid. There must be someone
who would come up with a plan for dealing with the
deficit for less money than we pay the governor and
his top advisors. The winning bid could be the one
that would prOvide the most government services for
the least cost (in dollars and quality of life).
In fact, since mandating more "workfare" for those
on welfare is another part of the privatization scheme,
why limit the public jobs we give to welfare recipients
to custodial and clerical work? Let's let them in on the
governor's work. Someone who's tried to live on
AFDC at half of the poverty level or on the average
$386 a month in S51 disability benefits, is likely to
have superior skills in dealing with deficits. There
must be a cheaper way to make tough budget-cutting
decisions than to pay top appointed state executive
officials a 10 percent raise in a recession year, along
with excusing them from the extra unpaid furlough
days that their secretaries must take.
I'm all for privatization of government if it means
starting at the top and paring down our state's biggest
welfare expenses. Let's get the top executives and
corporations off the public dole by trimming top
salaries, corporate tax breaks and governmentprotected profits in regulated businesses. And let's get
the private individuals who usually have little say in
these public decisions into the act.

Martha McCluskey is a state employee who supplements her
salary with private enterprise by doing freelance writing when
she is out on furlough days.
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Dave ~~s, lead vocalist and guitarist of Cat's on a Holiday, plays 'Taking Care of
Business to an elusive audience passing the Brass Rail on Forest Avenue, Nov. 30.

Illuminating
the arts
In a time of increasing
gloom, when the fabrics of
many of our most valued
cultural institutions are being
threatened, and when only
the most durable commercial
galleries survi ve, some fine
efforts endure and grow. A
look back through history
shows that some of our finest
works were produced in spite
of or because of hard times.
For this observer, one
particularly bright spot has
been the inSightful critical
essays of Margot McWilliams
in CAsco Bay Weekly. Her
arrival on the scene as a fulltime critic adds dimension to
a role previously relegated to
Edgar Allen Beem and Maine
Times. While other papers
have always covered or
reported on the arts, critical
pieces have been left to
freelancers. While their
works have often met the
task of the moment, few had

letters
Casco Bay Weekly
wekomes your letten.
Please keep your
thoughts as brief as you
can (JOG words, max.),
Include a daytime phone
number, and address to
Letters, Casco Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress
St., Portland, ME 04101.

the time required to study the
scene as a whole. The
occasional differences of
opinion between Beem and
McWilliams can only be
healthy for the sparks
generated better illuminate
the arts for the rest of us.

~})~~h--zWilliam David Barry
Portland

. ,

Term termination
A letter writer from
Falmouth (CBW 11.21.91)
suggested that there is much
more to the "A-word" than
was presented in your
featured story of 11.7.91
("Talking about the Aword"). May I add, calling
the killing of a preborn baby
"termination of pregnancy" is
equivalent to calling the
killing of a spouse "termination of marriage."

~&s
Portland

No real democracy
In her recent letter to CB W
(11.14.91), Bonnie Moore
made an excellent point
about the truth that our
representatives do not, in

fact, represent us. The kicker
is that they are not (in any
way, shape or form) required
to. This is the root of the lie
that we have been fed for so
long; we are told that we live
in a democracy, but our
system of government
insures that this will never be
the case.
In a democracy we, the
people, that is, would each be
able to vote for the laws and
regulations that govern our
lives. A real democracy is one
in which the people, not a
power elite, rule. Instead, we
vote for representatives who
allegedly make the important
decisions for us. That, if it
were true, would at least
make this a representational
form of government. However, the representatives
aren't actually required to
even consult their constituents, let alone vote according
to our wishes. At best a
representative votes according to the policies of their
particular political party, the
one that put them in office in
the first place. More often,
their real motivations are
buried under hidden political
maneuverings. In the case
where their votes conflict
with constituent interests, the
representative can usually
hide behind a media campaign that ignores the real
issues.
Personally, I'd feel a lot
more comfortable if representatives were actually held
accountable to the people,
required to poll our opinions
and vote according to our

seen
wishes, but I know that will
never happen as there is too
much power at the top that
would be threatened. Ultimately though, I'd prefer to
live in a democracy and until
I can directly vote for the
laws, I refuse to have anything to do with government.
Voting only encourages them
to abuse their power, power
that is stolen from us.

}'le!! !CUI1Qr
Shell Runar
Portland

Kreis' vendetta
I was disappointed to see
that you have provided
Donald Kreis with another
forum for his ongoing
vendetta against Robert J.
Lurtsema (CBW11.14.91). His
recent column, thinly disguised as a literary review,
was one of the nastiest
outpourings of personal
venom I have read in a long
time.
I have not read Lurtsema's
poetry and cannot comment
on its Ii terary meri t. On the
other hand, as a classical
musician and an MPBN
subscriber, I am all too
familiar with the persistent
and frequently vicious
campaign waged by Kreis
over the years in an attempt
to have "Morning Pro
Musica" banned from the
Maine airwaves.
Asking Kreis to review
Lurtsema's poetry is a little
like asking Donald (sic)
Duke's opinion on the
Clarence Thomas nomina-

• By Tonee Harbert

tion. It is unrealistic to expect
that criticism be free of bias,
but I would prefer a little
more artistic depth and a little
less personal prejudice.

~~~J~nnifer Caven
L.

Falmouth

Balancing the
economy"
environment
I take exception to Jeff
Thaler's Citizen statements in
this week's paper (CBW
11.21.91).
The same old accusatory
rhetoric about big business
buying off politicians so they
can "blade and pave" Maine
is not only tiresome, but
downright inaccurate. I have
conducted business throughout the United States. Maine's
business community is
exemplary for balancing
environmental concerns and
economic development, even
though our government and
special interests impose
relatively onerous regulations
upon business activities.
Maine is reeling from the
worst economic recession in
modem times. Now is the
time for Maine's leaders to
listen to common sense, not
the Jeff Thalers of the world,
so that an agenda balancing
economic growth initiatives
with environmental concerns
can be established.

;y

Geoffrey S. Emanuel
Portland

• Local literary deities:
Portland School of Art
faculty members Agnes
Bushell, Alfred DePew and
Oaude Caswell DePew
will read fiction tonight at
7 at Baxter Auditorium, 619
Congress St. Bushell is the
author of ''Local Deities,"
DePew won the 1990
Flannery O'Connor Award
for Short Fiction, and
Caswell is a Ph.D. candidate at UNH. It's free. For
more information
call 775-5152.
• Local artistic deities: The
Danforth Gallery (34
Danforth St.) will hold an
opening reception tonight
from 5-7:30 for a group
show of all the artists in the
Old Molasses Building:
ceramics, painting & other
media by artists Fred
Lynch, Connie Hayes,
Libby Lyman, Laurie
Twitchell, Kathi
White, Jeffrey Haste,
Grace DeGennaro,
Lori Axelson, Brad
Wiseman, Fran
Shanley, Chuck Feil,
Salazar, David Snow,
Terry Norton Mattison
& Elizabeth Prior. Call
775-6245 for
details.
• Musical
deities
from

The Casco Bay Weekly Calendar: 10 days
and more ways to be Informed, get
Involved and stay amused.
away: The Fringe, Boston's
legendary jazz trio, will
visit cafe no for the fourth
time tonight. Tenor colossus George Garzone,
master percussionist Bob
Gullotti and the East
Coast's most sought-after
bassist, John Lockwood,
will perform two sets at 9
& 11. Cover is $10. The
place is gonna be jumpin',
so make your reservations
now by calling 772-8114.

• Heretical
homeboys:
The Heretix,
Boston-based

jangly guitar quartet
hailing from Camden,
Maine, will debut their
new, alternative rock CD
tonight at 9 at Zootz. Love
Cactus will open. Cover is
$5. Call the heresy hotline
at 773-8187 for details.

• Sebago Lake Carol:
Tonight at 8, you can get a
head start on that "Bah,
Humbug!" holiday spirit
by catching "A Christmas
Carol" at Schoolhouse
Arts Center (in Sebago
Lake Village at the juncture of routes 35 & 114N).
Michael Bradshaw, who
was nominated for a Tony
when he performed on
Broadway, plays Scrooge.
Tix are $10 for adults, $6
for children, seniors &
students. Reservations are
suggested; call 642-3743.

• The sound of light: Take
yourself up to Gulf of
Maine Books in Brunswick
today at 4 for a reading by
poets Gary Lawless and
Stefan Hyner. Lawless will
read new poems from
Spindleworks' Journey.

BREAKFAST
SATURDAY &. SUNDAY
6AM~o2PM
~

Featuring ...

• Eggs Benedict
• Belgian Waffles
• Homemade Corned Beef Hash

I,

I

Breakfast Mon-Frl6AM to llAM
Lunch Mon-FrI l1AM-ZPM

98 Portland Street

Opposite Maln Post Office

Poniand 773-2096

keyboard. (He can also
play two flutes or
pennywhistles, one out of
each side of his mouth,
while lowering himself on
one leg to the ground and
raising himself up again.
Someone should really
alert David Letterman.)
Andre AIoshine is an actor
and filmmaker who sings
Soviet folk music. Zhao
Mei is a phYSician of
eastern and western
medicine who is the
former head of the GYN
deparbnent at Beijing

People hesitant to call a
dating service-until they
learned about the
AA Incomparable
Singer-stylist
playing a unique
blend of music,
from classical
plano to fhe

electronic sounds
of the '90s.

NEW WAY TO
MEET IN THE 90s.

w.. """, .. now someone specia.l
waiting to know you.

Wed,8- 11pm
Thu,8-mldnlght

FrtJSot. 8:30pm- 12:300m
Free Parking
Join Marlene tor New Yea's Eve at

yep
OF THE EAST

Sonesta Hotel Portland
nS·5411

883-1066
Portland

783-1500
Lewiston

C01npatibles

• "City of Hope": Had a
hard first day back on the
job? Make yourself feel
better; go see some real
misery in "City of Hope,"
in which residents of a
mythical but believable
New Jersey city struggle
to retain their dignity
amidst corruption, com-

Cheap thrill:
Travelling Light
• Take yourself at the speed of light
(or whatever you can muster) Sunday,
Dec. 8 to hear larry Unger &: Travelling light at Raffles Cafe Bookstore.
They're not slick. They're not electric.
Unger &: Travelling light are a
friendly acoustic trio of strlngbenders.
• Unger is a composer and all-around
well-behaved performer. He will be
joined by John Pranio and Tokl
Oshima - they're the Travelling light
- for an evening of entertaining
songs and tunes. They'll perform
music from the British Isles, old timey
stuff from Appalachia and a little
swing - all played, fingerpicked or
otherwised on guitar, stand-up bass,
"
r.-• ..,. banjo, fiddle, mandolin &: chicken
shakers. (Chicken shakers? Uh-hunh.
The group also performs with plastic fruit. See it and believe It.)
• The performance will also include rhythm, harmony, enthusiasm &: humor
with a purpose. Hear the trio tonight from 7-9 at 555 Congress St. Admission
is $5. Call 761-3930 for more enlightenment.

Hyner will surprise listeners with his selections. The
bookstore is located at 61
Maine St. Call 729-5083 for
sound information.
• The sound of Qi Gong:
SOviet musicians and Zhao
Mei, doctor of Qi Gong,
will be featured guests at
an open house from 1-5
today at Maybe Someday
Bookstore, 195 Congress St.
(on Munjoy Hill). Leo
Loginov plays improvisational jazz guitar and

Medical Hospital. She
learned Qi Gong - which
entails working with the
body's subtle energiesduring the Cultural
Revolution when she was
educated in traditional
Chinese medicine and
farmed out to practice it in
the countryside. Call 7733275 for more info.

*(tt)
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ALLDAY

Submissions for
Entertainment
Weekly sections
must be received In
writing on the
Thursday prior to
publication. Send
your Calendar and
Listings Information to Ellen L1burt,
Casco Bay Weekly,
551 A Congress St.,
Portland, ME
04101.

SWEET HONEY
IN THE ROCK
Put some soul into the season
with a candlelight celebration
with SpeciatGuest
TOSHI REAGON
Winter Solstice
Saturday, December 21
Two Shows, 7:00 &9:30
1st Parish Church
425 Congress St., Portland
Tickets $15 Call n 4-0465
Also 0Y0labIe at The WI10Ie GtOCOf
and Ben &Jeny'.
Sponsored by Shop 'n SaYe, Ben &Jeny',
TheMai>er_

SOUNDS FROM All OWIII

promise and boredom.
Directed by maverick
filmmaker John Sayles,
"City of Hope" does an
excellent job of portraying
the conflicted desperation
of ordinary urban residents without stooping to
become a morality play.
It's playing,at the Nickelodeon. Call 772-9751 for
show times.

• Human Rights: In
observance of International
Human Rights Day, the
Portland chapter of Amnesty International will
hold a candlelight vigil
tonight from 5:15-6 on the
Million Dollar Bridge
between Portland &: South
Portland. To show your
support for human rights
here and around the world,
go to Harbor View Park,
just above the bridge on
the Portland side, at 5.
Bring a candle or a flashlight. Call 775-0020 for
more info.

• Survival: Portland
Recreation is offering a
survival course, ''The Four
S's of Survival" and ''Back
Yard Pantry," tonight from
6:30-8. Ken Cole, survivalist & co-author of "The
Boy Scout Handbook," will
cover wilderness survival,
winter safety and edible
plants at the Riverton
Community Center, 1600
Forest Ave. It's free. Call
874-8455 to register.

Plum Fairy and Christopher Mattox, former
soloist with American
Ballet Theatre, will play
The Prince. It's new and
improved! Go see it
tonight at 8. Tix are $14 for
adults, $10 for kids age 12
and under. Call 772-9671
for reservations.

Cheryl Wheeler wI Kim Volk
9 pm $8 • No smoking

Meet a

girl who's
pining for
Christmas
Saturday,
Dec. 14.

+Oassical ballet in
Biddeford: For the sixth
year, Portland Ballet
Company will present
''The Nutcracker,"
Tchaikovsky's classic
Christmas tale, at City
Theater in Biddeford.
Karen Hurll-Montanaro
will appear as The Sugar

LA ARTS

1991-1992
SEASON

Pousette-Dart Band
. .Withg ';:.\Griffin ...
TIx available at Strawberries
& Bad Habits
a/so... New! Comic theater
Dec. 11 & Dec. 18 wI David
Neufield. (come dine & laughl)
No Chal1/#l 7:30 to 9:30

Frampton's silent attempt
to capture a "situation in
which nature is very
clearly imitating art," in
this case a Pittsburgh steel
mill. Raffles is located at
555 Congress St. Call
761-3930 for more
information.

• Magic of Christmas at
City Hall: Conductor
Toshiyuki Shimada and
the Portland Symphony
Orchestra will offer
audiences the Sleigh Rides
of Anderson, Mozart,
Prokofiev & Delius, as
well as holiday music
ranging from ''The First
Noel" to selections from
Handel's "Messiah" and
Rinsky-Korsakov's
"Christmas Eve Suite."
Broadway star D.
Michael Heath will sing
and narrate, reading
verse such as
Updike's "December" and Poe's ''The
Bells." Experience
the magic tonight
at 7:30 in Portland
Oty Hall Auditorium,30 Myrtle
St. Tix are $9$25; call 7738191 to
reserve
yours.

~~~,~:~ ~\~~.

:"~:::~:::'1 .....
'" Top Country
t$ Folk-Rock Band •

on Congress Street: See two
of 'em tonight at Raffles,
starting at 8 - "Divine
Horsemen: The Living
Gods of Haiti," Maya
Deren's account of
the Haitian deities,
practitioners and
rituals of
Voudoun;
and "Winter
Solstice,"
Hollis

PAUL WINTER CONSORT
December 7,1991. 8 PM
S.. Peter.ncl P..I Church, $18/$16
The Paul Winter Consort's sokklut concerts
in the magnifICent Church of S5. Peter and
Paul hlMl become a holiday tradition in
Lewiston-Aubum.
E'/e~t Sponsors: Clover Health Care, LA Professionals for LA ARTS. Mechanics
Sawl!5 Bank, Shaw's '

19911992 SEASON U~DERWRITERS Aetno Fleet Bonk. KISS 100 ' WLAM l,berty
Mutual MechaniCS SavIngs Bank Shop n 5,ne SUpeml<lrkets. Sun Joumel,'Sunday
and WCSH 6 Alive!

L TIS

SUNDAY FOLK
CONCERT SERIES

BEST

~11

Along with your
meal enjoy a choice
of 45 of the best
wines for under $20

a bottle.
THE

W~QT

19IDE
Q/".8;TA UQANT
!leI'Vin{\ breakfe&.
lunch. dinner <IJ llUooay brunch
58 Pine Street 773.8223

'

·great
• great music
• great beer &wine

o Dec 5 The Frin&e
oDec6&7
Don StnttOll TrIo with Maguerlte
Juenemann- Jazz \bcaUst &
Gay Wittner -Gu~ar
o Dec 10
Pedry Readin, bJ Tom Rlworlh
o Dec 11 Vlnla&t Repentory
Company presenls Edwlrd Albee's
Zoo Story

open jan jam .unday 4:30-8pm
reservations welcome

clo8ed monday.
20 danforth It. 0 772-8114

Dec. 8, 7 to 9 P"', $5
lArry Unger ell'
Tr""eling light

10 MINUTE FREE MASSAGE
Dec. 11, 12 elI'13
111l", to 1 p",

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
BCX)KSrORE
OPEN UNTIL 7 PM WED & THURS

MON-F~

8-5, SAT 9:30-5 ' SUN 12-5

555 CONGRESS SfREET
PORTLAND • 761·3930

Casco &y Weekly

, •

.-------Cruise Discounts
1992 Sailings

Entertainment

For details call

COLPrrrSTRAVELCENTER
774-7836 • In Maine 1-800-696-5393

CARNIVAL CRUISE LINES
- Up to $1000 per cabin cliacountl
NORWECIAN CARIBBEAN
- 50% cliacount for 2nd peRonI
EPlBOTIKl AMAZON CRUISES
- 2nd penon cruise. FREEl
lMcount. alao offered for aailing. on CELEBRIn;

CHANDRIS, HOILAND AMERICA, PRINCESS,
REGENCY & ROYAL CARIBBEAN UNES.
~ ome wise liles rMt iii male 111 Dec. 31, 1001. All dlstnllls an! SIiljed
10 iNIIlZlIlly ;n1\1I1d 0 sailings Ja1. JJuu MaIdl, 1992.

Discounts also offered on caribbean and Mexican
Charters for reservations made between 7 and 10
days prior to departure.

CALL COLPITf'S TRAVEL NOW!

()~i

• Contin"ed from 10-tIIly CALENDAR

SILVER
SCREEN

TIle

Add.,..
Family Charles Addams'
larrily tries to JocateGomaz's Jong-

bizarro
lost brother Festa through a S9BIlC9. The
allempt bmgs on the advances of an
unscrupulous wOlTlln who tries to take
control of the larrily lortune. Directed by
BarTY Sannenleld, starring Raul Julia. AnHuston and ChristOllher

20 MORE SHOPPING DAYS!
Selected Fall Sportswear at 25% off
our already reduced prices!
-also-

40 % off Jones New York Separates

JONES NEWYORK

All I W.nt for Chrlat,..e Two New York
City children want to bring together their
estranged parents for the holiday season.
starring Leslie Nielsen, Lauren Bacal,
Ethan Randall and Thora Birch.
An Angel at My Tabl. Excerpted from the
autobiography of New Zealand poet and
writ... Janet Frame. who was rristakenly
diagnosed as schizophrenic and was on
the point of being lobotomized when public notice of her writings saved her. Di·
rected by Jane Ca""",". starring Kerry

FACTORY STORES
ALSO FEATURING:
Jones NY Separates. Petites. Sport. Christain Dior • Jones

NY

Rainwear

Mon-Thural0-6. Fri, Sat 10-8. Su,; 10-5

31 Main Street. The Mikasa Building
Freeport, ME. 865-3158

Fo~.

PHOTO
CHRISTMAS
CARDS

20 CARDS WITH ENVELOPES

$

7 99
•

from your
color negative

.... uty .nd the ...... DIsney's new ani-

Ready in just 5 days
or your cards are free! *
cards can also be made from your color
print or slide for an additional s2.99.
Christmas Card orders accepted
through Dec. 11. 1991.
'Ask in store for details.

mated extravaganza based on the fairy
tale.
Billy Bath. .te In the poverty-stricken
Bronx. under the darl< cloud of the Depression, gangst... Dutch Schultz (Dustin
Hollrran) spies a YOLflg boy juggling In
the street and gives lim a 1G-spot From
that moment on. brash BiNy Bathgate
(Loren 0-,) fties under Schutz's crooked
wing. becoming a ftunky for the notorious

gangst....

30 City Center, Portland • 772·7296
71 u.s. Route 1, Scarborough • 883·7363

Quality begins here at the personal introduction service
Largest introduction service in the world
'TIS THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY BUT IT CAN BE
ANYTIUNG BUT. •••
if you are lonely during the holidays. The year 1992
can be more than just a new year! It can be the
beginning of the rest of your life with someone special.

c.... Fear An ex-con terrorizes the family

Maybe you need a little help and we are here to do just
that as we have done for thousands of other people that
were anticipating another year of the lonesome blues.
Call today and make that appointment to come in for a
Free Personality Profile and learn more about the most
successful program available for singles.

Est. 1974
998 Larrabee Rd, Westbrook, ME 04092
WI" .....

e

854-0411

THE NMION'S LARGEST
PERSONALINTROOUCTION SERVICE

of a lawy... who lailed to keep him out of
jail years earlier. Stars Robert De Niro,
Jessica Lange. Nick Nolte and Robert
Mitchum
Chameleon Str. .t Wendell B. Harris Jr.
wrote, directed and acted in this film debut that follows Wiliam Douglas Street Jr.
through "scam" careers including report...
lor Time lT8Qazine, surgeon. Yale student. prison inhabitant and allorney.
City of Hope Follows the intertwined lves
of some urban characters through several
days of moral and ethical CO"llrorrlse to
show how the corruption of city life forcee
!hem to sal little pieces of themselves.
John Sayles wrote. directed. produced
and starred, along with Vincent Spano
and Joe Morton.

December 5, 1991

TIle COrnmlt.... nta Director Alan Parl<...·s
("Mississippi Burning." "Midnight Express") tale of an Irish rock band devoted
to black American soul music.
C .......na the Un. Thril ... set against the
seamy underworld 01 bare-knuckle boxIng in which a decent, wOrl<ing·class man,
played by Liam Neeson. gets caught in a
web of corruption and is forced to fight for
his dignity. Scottish. Also starring Ian
Bannen. directed by David Leland .
Curly Sue A 7-year-01d girl and her reluctant guardian make a living on the street
as con artists untl the day they try to
swindle a career woman and the three
become a family. Starring Jim Belushi.
Kelly Lynch and Allison Port....
Europa Europa Based on the true-life experiences of Solomon Peret. a German
Jew who irmigrated in 1938 to Poland at
the age of 13. became one of the Hitler
Youth and eventually ran away to join
forces w~h the Russians. Directed by
Agnieszka Holland. starring Marco
Hofschneider.
Father of tM Brld. A remake of the 1950
classic directed by Vincente Minelli. this is
Charles Shyer's vlnion 01 a larrily going
out of its collective mind as the wedding
day approaches. Stars Steve Martin and
DIane Keaton as the parents of the bride.
00. . W . .t Fievel, an irmigrant
mouse, Jea_ New York City to find new
friends and edventure in the Wild West.
Animated, with the voices of James
Stewart. John Cleese and Dom Deluise.
FlaMr KIna Jeff Bridges plays a cynical
deejayallerrpting to redeerr> himseN w~h
the help of Perry (Robin Wiliams). a charsmatic. visionary street person and former
professor 01 medieval history who believes, says director Terry Gilliam C'Brazil·). that his own salvation lies in claiming
the Holy Grail from the upper East Side
town house of a Trurrp-type Manhallan
developer - with the help of the deejay.
For the Boys Bette Midler stars as a USO
singer whose 50-year careerspans World
War II through the Vietnam War. Actor
Jarres Caan is the other half of her rambunctious singing team.
Frankie & Johnny AI Pacino and Michelle
Pfeiffer star in this film by GarTY Marshall
("Pretty Woman") about a fry cook and a
waitress who find love in New York City.
Based on the celebrated 1987 play
"Frankie and Johmy in the Clairde L'-'le.·
by Terrence McNally.
uat Boy Scout A fast-paced action film
starring Bruce Wilis and Damon Wayans.
LIttle M.n T.te Jody Foster stars as a
working-class single mom with a genius
son. DIane Weist runs a school for gifted
children where she wants to enroll the
boy. The two women struggle with each
other over what kind of life the boy should
have. Foster also directed.
My Girl A young girt whose mother died,
and whose father is a funeral director. is
obsessed with death until she and her
best friend learn about ife and she can
accept her father's new woman friend.
starring Macauley Culkin. Dan Akroyd
and Jarrie Lee Curtis.
ThePeopleUnderthe8tll1 .. Ataenagar·s
lirst-time burglary atterrpt gets him
trapped Inside a scary houstt with the
terrifying soul who dwels there.
Prince of nd.. ROITIIntic drama about a
New Yorl< psyctlalrist and a high school
teacherfromSouthCarolinawhoteemup
In an effort to understand the teacher's
slst...·s suicide attempt and are lead into
a murky and sordid farrily past. Directed
and produced by Barbara Streisand. starring Streisand and Nick Nolte.
Proepero'......... PetarGreenaway's adaptation 01 Shakespeare's "The Tempest"
features exotic. high-tech special effects
and stars John Gielgud. You have never
- . the ike.
Rambling R_ A sou!hem farrily hires an
irrepressible young woman from the other
sideofthetracks and then must deal w~h
her sexual precocity. Directed by Martha
CooIidge.slars Laura Dem&Robert Duvall.
SpIc_ Prior to the independence 01 India.
a village's leudal practices oppress its
people as relentlessly as the heat The
subadar. or tax colector. collects women
along with the taxes. until Sonbai refuses
him. Outraged when a guard Jocks her
safely Inside the spice factory where she
works. the subedar threetens destruction
01 the town. Directed by Kelan Mehta.
Star T..k VI Voyaging into the mdiscov...ed country. the valiant crew of the Enterprise try yet again to make peace with
the Kingons.
Terminator Z A bigger. more explosive
sequel to the 1984 hit. Arnold
Schwarzenegger stars as a kindhearted
cyborg from the future who does bailie
this timewith another. not-so-kindhearted
taminator. Splendid special ellects.
Tho. . We.. the Days et .. Eight shorts
by Sanlord resident Ralph Morin. who will
introduce and discuss them. The shorts
range from a lour-minute piece on the
U.S. ma~ toa 27-rrinuteworkabouta film
student's venture into the streets and
inner wor1ds 01 Holywood.
n .... 01 the Gypelea A country boy. despite his visionary powers. chooses the
vicesolthe Money King o_thevirtuesol
his honest and protective grandmother.
He trave18 to the city and comas 01 age
abruptly. acqUiring an education In crtma.
from thievery to murder. ·A walk on the
wid side." wrote Time.
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WHAT'S
WHERE
General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road. S. Portland
774-1022

Datss effective Dec 6-12
capeF_(R)

Famous

1 :40.4:25. 7. 9:40

OLD FASHIONED

Flewl Go. . WMt (G)
1:20.3:20.5:10,7:10

ICE CREAM G>

The Addarna Fmnlly (PG-13)
12:45. 3:05. 5:30. 7:45, 10

We Make Our Own

Frankie and Johnny (R)
6:50.9:15

liThe Addams Family"

For the

Bo~

Chocolate Lovers Fling
1991 Winner:

(R)

12:30.3:50.7.10

• DIrected by Barry Sonnenfeld, wIth AnJelka Huston,
Raul Julia II Christopher Uoyd
GeneRI Clnel1llls, ~Ine Mall, Maine Mall Road,
South Portland
For reasons that are unclear to me, the creative impulse of
American popular culture appears to have ground to a halt some
time ago, and is presently having to eke out its existence with
remakes. Many of the recent blockbuster movies are remakes of
old cartoon strips, for instance. These cartoons remade into movies
are clever enough, but in the last analysis they're only that:
remakes - translations of an idea from one medium to another.
In the case of ''The Addams Family," the translation doesn't
work. I never saw the TV show, so I can't make that comparison.
But I can remember -and vividly - those superb, single-framed,
understated, catch-it-at-one-glance cartoons by Charles Addams in
the New Yorker. The one I remember with the most glee is one in
which there is a sea of faces in a darkened movie theater. The
movie is obviously a tear-jerker - undoubtedly it's at the death
scene of some innocent child or new mother - and there isn't a
dry eye in the house. Well. only one. There's one face in the
middle, stuffing itself with popcorn, and grinning. Yes, just
grinning. That says it all.
It's in that isolated second in time, with no accompanying
explanation, that the humor lies. There's no plot, no before and no
after - just that fleeting visual image. It's the wordlessness that
makes it work. So when you tum something as pared down as an
Addams cartoon into a medium as elaborate and plot-dependent
as a movie, its soul is lost. It's like translating poetry - a contradiction in tenns.
This movie, then, succumbs to its inability to sustain, for a
hundred and whatever minutes, the punch and shock appeal of
the original cartoons. The movie opens with a visually superb
rendition of what was probably Addams' best, and certainly most
famous, scenario - the
Christmas carolers. There's the
famous spook house, complete
with spiders' webs, bats and
gates dangling from rusty hinges. There at the door, forcing their
Christmas carols on those who haven't asked to hear them, are
those dreadfully saccharine joy-to-the-worlders who work on the
nerves of everyone - even those not honest enough to admit their
latent cynicism. The camera pans up and hooray, there they are,
the whole happy family, weird and ghoulish, tilting that marvelous cauldron of boiling oil right onto those suckers below. You
find yourself grinning like the guy in the movie house, experiencing the same sentiment of forbidden, wicked joy.
This opening scene is a cinematic tour de force, there's no doubt
about it. In every nuance it replicates the cartoon. The problem is
that the scene lasts for under a minute, and then the Addams
statement has to be remade and remade until it becomes contrived
and silly.
Still, despite its thinness of plot, this film does have some very
clever moments, among which are the Addams children, Wednesday and Pugsley, perfonning in the school play, and another in
which the two Addams brothers, Gomez and Fester, dance the
deadly mamoushka. Then there's Morticia working in the garden,
snipping the buds off the rose bushes, and Gomez playing golf. He
tees off from the roof of his house, and his speeding golf balls
skillfully knock off the local birds. The best of all, though, is Thing,
the household pet. A disembodied hand, Thing races through the
house, rushes the door when the bell rings, and pulls at Gomez's
pant legs. It fetches, does small services, and - quite a bright little
fellow - offers helpful hints to family members. Thing steals the
show, especially when the Addams family is doing time out in the
real world and Thing is the only family member capable of coping
with the job market. Indeed, Thing meets with instant success,
even as he grosses out his public.
''The Addams Family" is beautifully cast. Christopher Lloyd is
endearing as the black-eyed oaf Fester, and Anjelica Huston and
Raul Julia bring to the roles of Morticia and Gomez the chilly
sophistication of the Addams family - true aristocrats among the
old families of ghouls. The riveting characters of virtually all the
cast, some great one-liners ("TeU me," asks Wednesday with
innocence, "are your Girl Scout cookies made from real Girl
Scouts?"), plus cinematic brillianoe, make for numerous bright
highlights in an otherwise long and boring movie with a hackneyed theme.

screen

MArgot McWil/ilzms

All I Want for Chrl.tmas (G)
1.2:55.4:50
Star Trek VI (PG)
12:15.2:40.5:10.7:40.10:10
Curly 8ue (PG)
1 :45,4. 7:25. 9:35

People Und... the Statrs (R)
9
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Best Chocolate Dessert

......

,:; • • oj

•.~' ;<. f

i: J

Taking Holiday Orders Now for

..

~~ .~ ,~ ' ~,

Custom Decorated
ICE CREAM PIES

.,. . -.

~~ ;:.:>.:-

394 Fore St. • Old Port e 828-1335

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clarik's Rd.• S. Portland
879-1511

Dales effective Dec 6-12
Call for special Beauty &
the Beast times
R.mbllng Rosa (R)

Just In li.e For Christ.as ...
. The Opening of

toof -

12:50.3:40.6:50.9:10.11:55
My Girt (PG)
1:30.4:20. 7:20.9:35. 11:50

~.utIL-

FI.h ... King (R)
12:30.3:20.6:30.9:15.12
little Man Tilt. (PG)
1:20.4:10,7:10.9:30.11:45

in the
Old Port

w. have

something
for
everyonel

Beauty and the Beast (G)
10:30 (Dec 7-8 only). 11:30. 12:30.
1:45.2:45.4.5.6.7.8.9.9:45

Terminator 2 (R)
12:40.3:30.6:40.9:25.12:05
Billy Bathgate (A)
1 :10. 3:50. 7. 9:20. 11:40

• SWEATERS
FRO'v\ AROUND
THE WORLD
• MEN'S &
WOMEN'S

Prtnce of nd. . (R)
7
Fath... ofthe Bride (PG)
7
lalit Boy Scout (A)
7:30 (Dec 7 only)

CASUAl

CLOTHING

• ACCESSORIES
& JEWELRY
• CRAZ;( TIES BY

The Movies
10 Exchange St .• Portland
772-9600

RAlPHMARUN

Chameleon Street
Dec 5-8

• "THE REALLY
COOL T-SHIRT

Thurs-Fri 7,9

DEPT."

Sal 1. 7

• GREAT GIFT
ITEMS

Sun 1

SpIces
Dec 7-10
Sat 3.9
Sun-Tues 7. 9

8hort. by Sanford filmmaker
Ralph Morin: Tho. . W.... the
Day-, Scratch Shot, Stuntman,
Th. Beat from WIthin, An
Adv.nc. Technology, Th. 215
cant Dillieland Jazz Band, Your
LIf. Will Never Be the 8ame,
What Happens to the Mall

Dec 8
Sun3

Time of the Gyps'"

Dec 11-15
Wed-Fri 6:45. 9:30
Sat-Sun 3. 9

..,.. .

'

~:t' ..: ~. .-~ ~

Temple and Middle streets. Portland
772-9751

Datss effective Dec 6-12
No weekday mati~
The Commitments (R)
1:10.7:15.9:45

Europa Europa (NA)
1 :40, 7:25. 9:40

Pro8pero's Booka (R)
1:20.7.9:30

Croaalnt the Un. (A)
1 :45, 7:30, 9:35

CIty of Hope (R)
1 :10. 6:50. 9:25

An Angel at My Table (R)
1.6:45

• Continlld 011 Pllge 22
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No More Burnt Cookies With
REMA INSULATED BAKEWARE ..•
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Two metal sheets separated by an insulating
layer of air which prevents burning.

12x14 $14.95
14x16 $17.95
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Featuring the works of
Daniel Gibbings
as well as designers
Stephani Briggs
Jayne Redman
VemerReed
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us FOR OUR
o~AVEDA.
JOIN

OPEN HOUSE
DECEMBER 15· SUNDAY 12-5

10 to 50% OFF
ALL A~ INSTOCK
ONE-DAY-ONLY
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FREE
PARKING

GOODWIU
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GOODIES
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NEW ENGLAND'S PREMIER COLLEcnON OF
VINrAGE AND CONTEMPORARY COsrUME
JEWELRY. GIFfS AND ACCESSORIES ONLY AT
CONCEITS.
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WE NOW HAVE. OFT CEKTlFICATES
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When you visit one of our stores you enter a
kaleidoscope of wooden color, texture,
shape and shadow,
Everything you could imagine is here from the
functional ... to the whimsical
the fantastic to the practical.'
Discover a special place for a special Christamas gift.

011 SALE THIS CHRISTMAS

TV TRAYS . MAROUETRY ,CUISINE CARTS· HARDWOOD
STOOLS -$34,50 . OCCASIONAL TABlES, WINE TREES·
CD RACKS· BEVELED MIRRORS & MORE.

424 FORE ST
PORTLAND

761-5981

e

Also ... Stop In our Clothing &
Accessories Shop at 390 Fore Street.
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Christmas Hours: Open Everyday
Mon-SaI10-9· Sun 11-5
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TheWhip and §poon

IkDnber 5, 1991

22
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Entertainment

"The Nutcracke'" Portland BalietCo'sprin-

cipal dancers 500tt Potter and Karen HurllMontanaro will dance The Cavalier and
Sugar Plum Fail)' and local mime John
Saccone will reprise his role of
Dr09selmeyer. Christopher Mattox. formerly a soloist with American Ballet Theatre. will appear a. The Prince. Showing
Dec 5-22. with matinees at 2. eves at 8.
youth conoerts at10 am Dec 12& 19. open
dress rehearsal at 6 pm Dec 5. lix: $14
• Continued
page 19
adult •• $10 children ages 12 and under.
call 772-9671 for reservations.
Tim S.mpl. Presents "An Evening 01
Down. .st Entertainment" Dec 6 at 7:30
pm Ommediately following the Intown Exchange Parade) at The First Pari.h UnitarIan Universali.tChurch. 425 Congress. Tix:
$10 adult •• kid. under age 12 free. For
reservation. call 443-9903. .
The Amertcan College D_e F. .t ....l .. "The SUnshine Boys" The Portland Players
AnnWlI New England Reglon.1 aala
present Neil Simon's play about the reC - . t , showcasing the outstanding ch()union of two elderly ex-vaudevillian. with a
reography by student dance ensembles
natural antipathy for each other. Shows
from nearly 20 colleges throughout the
Dec 6. 7. 8. 13 & 14. Thaxter Theatre is
Northeast, wiN take plaoe Dec 8 at 1 pm in
located at 420 Cottage Road. S. Portland.
Filene Room, Pettigrew Hall, Bates ColCall 799-7337 or 799-7338 for times and
lege. Lewiston. Tix: $41$2. Call 786-6330
prices.
for info.
Thr. . On.Act Plays by USM Students
"The Best Chrtnma pega.nt Ev.... Fox
Dec 5--7 at 7:30 pm at The Lab Theater.
51. Kidstuff & Kid. Curtain Call presentthe
Russell Hall. USM Gorham . Ticket.: $4. For
story of the Herdmans. a family of juvenile
more info call 780-5483.
delinquents. who join the local Christmas
pageant when they learn that the church
offers free dessert to participants. They
terrorize the other kid. in the pageant. take
all the best roles and cause a fire In the
church. but throughtheirport.ayal of Mary.
Joseph and the Wise Men. they come to
understand the .tory of Christma • . Play.
Dec 7. 21 & 28 at 10 am at Portland High
School auditorium. Tix: $5. Call 642- 3743
for re9IIrvatlons.
"A Chrtatm_ Caror' Maine State Music
Theater prseents a concert version of the
hoIideyclassicotamng RichaldKiley. 'written' by Sheldon Hamick. with music by
Michel LeGrand. Performances: Dec 7 at8
pm. Dec 8 at 2 & 7 pm. Pickard Theater is
located on the campus of Bowdoin Col- The Frtng. ijazz) cafe no. 20 Denforth St.
Portland. 772-8114.
lege. Bunswlck. Tix: $15-$18; $10forchildren under age 12. For reservations call Deojay Land ry (acoustic) Geno '" 13 Brown
St. Portland. 772-7891.
725-8769 or 800-698-8769.
"A Chrlatm. . Caror' Schoolhouse Art. Ladl. .' Night (yyy) Moose Alley, 46 Mal1<et
St.PorUand. 774-5246.
Center at Sebago Lake present. the cla.• ic tale of how the misanthrope Scrooge The Whigs & Prtvata Toys (rock) Father
O·Hara·. Public House. 46 Danforth St
comes to understand the Christmas spirit
Portland. 871-1579.
•
of giving through a series of ghostly visit.
oneyearon Chri.tmas Eve.Open. Dec 6 at SWift lea Cu_ (rock) Old Port Tavem. 11
8 pm and plays Thursday. Friday & SaturMoulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
day at 8. Sunday at 2. through Dec 22. The Basin Broth.rs (Cajun) Raoul's RoadSunday Matines Dec 15 at 5 pm . Tix: $10
. ide Attraction. 865 Fore.t Ave. Ptld. 773advlt • • $6 children ••eniors & .tudent• . The
6886.
center is located at the juncture of routes Laser Karaok. (sing-a·long with Stormin'
35 & 1 I 4N. Sebago Lake Village. ReservaNorman) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St .
tion. are .uggested; call 642-3743 .
S. Portland. 767-4627.
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9 Main St. Yarmouth, Me 04096 • 846-3607
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STAGE

CLUBS

THURSDAY 12.5

Tat1...SAT_~
THE ULTIMATE DANCE NIGHTS CDT08AM

full bar - huge ~ce fioor - cutting edge in dance
mUSIC - chem free after 1: 15

FRI DEC CDTH
TAPE

RELEASE
PARTY
with the

\~

HERETIX
plus

IOVECACTUS
FRI DEC MTH
The incomparable hardcore reggae legends

BAD BRAINS w /TWISTED ROOTS
All Ages- Buy your tickets early! Bad Habits, Zootz, or Bull Moose
WEDNESDAYS:
PORTLAND'S ONLY CHEM-FREE NIGHTCD-O

ComedlaM Tim Ferntll, Joanne Chessl.

and K.vln Shone love: bad TV. polrtical
coups. poetry. extrem e emotional d isplays.
big hair, religious epics, tabloid journalism,
contorted bodie•• phony for";gn tongue.
obscure historical references, grotesque
celebrities. and .mall children with puppies. They transform thess passion. and
anypassionsyou might.uggeal intoa twohour comedy bonanza. Just like snowflakes. no two show. are alike. Thi. comedy miracle unfold. at 8 pm every Thursday at the Cave (29 Forest Ave. right next to
Zootz). Just bring $3 and Tim. Joanne and
Kevin will take you from there. For more
info call 879-0070.
"Th. Dancing Prtnces...·Young People'.
Center pressnts a Christmas paiformance
for children Dec 14 at 1:30 pm at McAuley
Peiforming Art. Center. 631 Steven. Ave.
Portland. To., $2.50 for all. call 766-2857.
"ALire Inth. TIMtata... Mad Horse Theatre
Company presents thi • •poof by David
Mamet through Dec 15 with performanoe.
Thurs-Sot at 8. Sun at 9. The theater'.
located at 955 Forest Ave. Tix $15. $13 for
.tudent.& seniors; call 797 -3338. reserve.
"Munier at the Cal. Nol... A 19405 mystel)' movie comes to life at Portland'. only
dinner theater. Journey to the island of
Mustique in the wa.tern Caribbean for a
detective t hriller in the classic Bogart trad ition. Doors open evel)' Saturday at 7 :30
pm. the show begins at 8. Cost: $29.95.
includes full -length show and four-course
dinner. The Baker'. Table banquet room.
434 Fore 5t in the Old Port. Call 693-3063
or I -800-834-3063 for reservation •.
"My Chlldr.nl My Alrtcal" Portland Stage
Company presents South African playwright Athol Fugard·. play about an idealistict ...cher andtwohigh school student • •
one black and one white. that probes the
devastating legacy of aparlh";d on young
'ves. Fugard is al80 the author of 'Sizwe
Bansi is Dead: Performances times
Through Dec 22: Tues-Thurs. 7:30 pm; Fri.
8 pm; Sal. 5& 9pm; Sun.2pm. Tix : $18.5O$24. with d iscounts all nights for student.
& seniors. Tix for previews Dec 3-4: $12.
Call 774-04S5 for reeervations.

MIchael Curran & the Tremors (blues) TBirds. 126 N Boyd St. Ptld . 773·8040.
Tom Dyhrbel1l (acoustic) Ti pperary Pub.
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Ptld. 775 -6161.

FRIDAY 12.8

SWift Ic. Cubes (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
Ronnie Eart & the Broadcastars (blues)
Raoul'. Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest
Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
Hot Ch.ny PI. (rock) Spring Point Cafe.
175 Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627.
(rock) T-Bird•• 126 N. Boyd St.
Portland. 773-6040.
Stnolght Up ~op4O) TippersI)' Pub.Sheraton
Tara Hotel. S. Ptld. 775-6161 .
The Raze (rock) The Wrong Broth"", Pub at
Port Billiard •• 39ForestAve. Portland. 7751944.

_0'"

SUNDAY 12.8
Op.n Jam Session ijazz) cafe no. 20
Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114.
Danny Gravis & Matt Foster (blues) Gritty
McDuff' •• 396 Fore St. Ptld. 772-2739.
MlchaelO'Brlen ~rish) Father O·Hara·. Public House. 46 Danforth St. Portland. 8711579.
The Kool Whips (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton St. Portland. 714-0444.
Zero (new age jazz) Raoul'. Road.ide N;traction. 865 Forest Ave. Ptld. 773-6886.
Natlonel H.adllners Comedywllh BnlCe
Te.lI.nd Wa ..... n McDonald (.tand-up)
T-Birds. 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. 7138040.
Ken artmsley (acoustic) Wharf's End. 52
Wharf St. Portland. 713-0093.

MONDAY 12.9
Monday Night Footb.1I (testo.terone)
Moose Alley. 46 Market St. Ptld.74-5246.
The Kool Whip. (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton St. Portland . 774-0444.
Uncle Tu...lo (countlY punk rock) Raoul'.
Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
Monday Night Football (testo.terone)
Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St. S. Portland . 767-4627.
O ... n Mlc Night wtth K.n Grtm.ley(b.y.o.
jam) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf St. Portland.
773-0093.
The Heratlx (altemative rock) Zootz. 31 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-8187.

TUESDAY 12.10
Tom Raworth (poetry reading) cafe no. 20
Danforth St. Port land . 712- 8114
Blues Kitchen (blues) Gritty McDuff's. 396
Fore St. Portland . 772-2739.
Tuesday at the MovIes ("SWitch") Moose
Alley. 46 Mal1<et St. Portland. 774· 5246.
The Waltars (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Troubadour Tuesday (acoustic) & So.Me.
Blues Society «azz) Raoul'. Roadside Attraction. 865 Fore.t Ave. Ptld.773-6886.
Open MIcNlghtwtth PetarGleaon(b.y .o.
jam) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St. S.
Portland. 767-4627.
SOlstice (.cou.tic) Wharf. End. 52 Wharf
St. Portland . 773-0093.

WEDNESDAY 12.11

SATURDAY 12.7

DANCING
Gotta Danc., Inc., Thompson'. Point. second noor Bldg IA. Portland. Smoke and
chem-free dance. with awing. latin & ballroom mu.ic Fridays from 9- t 2 pm & Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558.
The Moon, 425 Fore St. Portland. Open
nightly. 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am. Cover.
$2. Thursday·.are ooIlegeahemative night.
No cover wijh ooIlege ID. $1 without. 871 -

0663.

UolJtz..qf1~9tD~
LDWEI LDBBY ·151 MIDDLE IT· PDRTLAND ME· DPEllD·1D· 773-1

CERTS

FRIDAY 12.8
~rtoCho""(chorale)8pm.StateStraet

Tom K.nnedy (acoustic guitarist) Bramhall
Pub. 769 Congress St. Ptld. 773-9873.
Don stratton Trto Qazz) cafe no. 20 Danforth
St. Portland. 772-8114.
Broken M.n (rock) Father O·Hara·. Public
House. 45 Danforth St. Ptld. 871-1579.
Th. Vouts and Urban Squlrr.1 (rock)
Geno·•• 13 Brown St. Portland. 772-7891 .
The Shoe. (rock) Moose AI ley. 46 Mal1<et St.
Vintage R....rtory Cd. "Zoo Story" by
Portland. 774-5246.
Edward Alb. . (one-act) cafe no. 20
SWift Ice Cub. . (rock) Old Port Tavem. 11
Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
De.Jay Landry (acoustic) Geno ·s. 13 Brown
MissIon Hili (Lynyrd Skynyrd tribute band)
St . Portland. 772-7891 .
Raoul'. Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest
Bach.lors' Night (xxx) Moose Alley. 46
Ave. Portland . 773-6886.
Mal1<et St. Portland. 774-5246.
Hot Cheny PI. (rock) Spring Point Cafe.
The
Raze & the Wlldh. . rts (rock) Father
175 Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627.
O·Hara·. Public Hou.e. 45 Danforth St.
The Waltars (rock) T-Bird •• 126 N. Boyd St.
Portland. 871 -1579.
Portland. 773-8040.
The Waltars (rock) Old Port Tavern. I I
Tom Dyhrb.rg (acoustic) Tipparary Pub,
Moulton St. Portland . 774-0444.
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Plld . 775-6161 .
Comic Th . .tar (David Neufeld) Raou l'.
Th. Raze (rock) The Wrong Brothers Pub at
Roadside Attraction . 865 Fores1Ave. PortPort Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. Plld .775--1944.
land . 773-6886.
Bill Camllf'on and Jeremy L . .tar (acou.tic) Wharf'. End. 52 Whalf St. Portland.
773-0093.
Tom Kennedy (acoustic guitarist) Bramhall
Pub. 769 Congress St. Ptld. 773-9873.
Don stratton Trto Qazz) cafe no. 20 Denforth
St. Portland. 772· 8114.
Broken Men (rock) Father O·Hara·. Public
House. 45 Danforth St. Ptld. 871-1579.
Do tt Nowl Foundation and Paul Adrtan
Leball & tha D...m .... 01 Oblivion
(avant1jarde pop) Geno·s. 13 Brown St.
Portland. 772-7891The S .....s(rock) MooseAlIey. 46 Mal1<etSt.
Portland. 774-5246.

CON

S.lutH, 20 Milk St. Portland. Open nightly
until I am. No cover. 774-4200.
T -Bird'., 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. Sun:
footbal l afternoon, comedy night; Mon.
chem-fres; Wed. local bands; Thurs. 001lege nighl; Fri & Sat. bandaand/or desjay.
all contemporal)' dance music. 773-8040.
WlMtrehouse Danc. Club, 29 Forest Ave.
Portland. Progressive music. Fri. Groove
Academy w~h deejay duo Spenoe & AI;
Sat. Women'. Night from 9-1 with deejay
Deb. 874-9770.
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave. Portland. Wed:chem fres; Thu: visual vibe; Fri: deejay/live mu• ic; Sat : cutting edge dance; Sun: request
night. 773-8187.

Congregational Church. Portland. Handel's
'Messiah,' conducted by Peter Frewen.
accompanied by the Maine Chember Ensemble. AI.o playing 8 pm. 1217. at St.
John the Baptist Church. Brunswick. To.,
$10. $5 student. & seniors. 725-7130.
alenn Y.rbrough and tha N_ 'Chrlaty
Minstrels (folk) 8 pm. City Hall Audij()rium. 30 Myrtle St. Tix: $10-$22; children
age 13 & under half price. 772-8630.

SATURDAY 12.7

Art aallery at Six Deortng Street, Portland. Preview reception Dec 6 from 6-9 pm
for 'Spirit of Christma.' at the hi.toric
Harding House. decorated for • Victorian
Christmas and featuring paintlng'by Richard Haynes Jr, Pamela Johnson & Evelyn
Winter. Showing through Dec 21. Open
house Dec 7 from 1 I am-5 pm. Gallery
hours: Tues-Sat. 11-5. 772-9605.
The Art..tI stud...., 536 Congress St.
Portland. Open house Dec 7 from 10 am-4
pm. Come in. visit with artists, see creative
work. 772-2639 or 772-4026.
R.N. Cohenaallory, 547 Congreas St. Portland . Opening reception Dec 6 from 4:309:30 pm for a show of recent paintings and
IImhed edition prints by Maine artista Robert Cohen and John Holub. who will be
present to welcome guests. Showing
through December. Gallery houlS: da~y,
9:30-5:30. 772~3.
Theo.dOrth Galtery,34 Danforth St. Portland. OpenIng reception Dec5from 5-7:30
pm for group show of all artists In Old
MoI_ Building: osrami08. painting &
other media. Artilll. Include Fred Lynch,
Connie Hayes. Libby Lyman. Laurie
Twitchell. Kathl WhHe,JeffreyHallle, Grace
DeGennaro, Lori Axel80n. Brad Wiseman.
Fran Shanley. Chuck Fail. Salazar. Devid
Snow. Terry Norton Mattison & Bizabe1h
Prior. Showing Dec 3-17. Hours: Tues-Sat.
11-5.775-6246.

Hiif' Majesty's Colclatream auards & the
a ....n'. Own Hlghl.nd .... (regimental
British band of 90) 2 pm, Cumberland
County Civic Center. Marching mu.ic of
Britain. Tix: $10.50-$14.50. 775-3458.
Paul Wlntar Co. . ort «azz) 8 pm. Peter and
Paul Church. Lewiston. Tix: $16. For more
information. call 782-7228.

SUNDAY 12.8
Bowdoin Chamb.r Choir (chambei) 3 pm.
Chapel . Bowdoin College. Brun.wick.
Music of Early New England and north
italian mu.ic in the time of Monteverdi.
Free. 725-3201.
"An Evening 01 Broadway SOngs .nd
Carols· (local vocalist.) 7:30 pm. Unrted
Mathodi.t Church. Chestnut Street. Portland. Benefit holiday concert in memory of
former University of Maine professor John DeanVelantga a.llory, 80 Hampshire St
Parella. pressnted by the American Cancer
Portland. Opening reception Dec t3 f~
Society & former .tudent•• featuring song.
5-8 pm for an exhibij of oeramlc fine art by
from c lassic. suc h a. Phantom of the OpLucy Breslin and Mark Johnson. both of
era and West Side StOI)'. Admission: $5.
whom take a functional. utilitarian medium
seniors, children age 121underfroo. 1-800and push Htoward non-functional art. Gal464-3102.
lery talk Dec 19 al 7 pm. Gallery hours:
Johnny Morris Trto Gazz) 3 pm. New Mead ThuraI2-8. Fri A Sst 12-5. Sun 12-4and by
owslnn. W. Bath. With bassist Marty Ballou .
appt - 772-2042.
drummer Les Harris Jr. Music charge: $6, Eva. . a.llory, 26 Free St, Portland. Open$2.50 students age 21 or under. 985-2378.
Ing reception and bookaigning Dec 7 from
C. Scott Smith (horn recita~ 3 pm. Corthell
3-5 pm for an exhibit of photographs by
Concert Hall. USM Gorham campus. AcTodd Webb. In honor of the publication of
companiment by pianist Carroll Googin • .
his new book 'Looking Back: Mernoira and
Program : Rossini's Introduction. Andante
Photographs.' Webb's photographic work
et Allegro; Poulenc·. Elegie; Stru ••• •
reveals. through ita precision and human
Nocturno; Ferdinand Ries' Sonate. Op. 34;
sensitivity. a gen"""ty 01 spirit, and a
Gilbert Vinter's Hunter'. Moon. Free. 780deep respect for the evidence of time and
5555.
humanity. The show wUI conoentrate on
three bodieaof hia work: N_York.194S48;Paria.I948-52;andN_Mexico 196070. Showing through Jan 4. Gallel)"houra:
Mon-Sot. 11-5. 879-0042.
SUn aallery, 496 Congress St. Portland.
Reflections ofChrtnma. ~raditional clasOpening reception Dec 5 from 5-7 pm for
. ic. & Chri.tma. song.) 7 :30 pm.
Rhonda Wilson-Ervin's abstractions of .till
Cumberland Congregational Church. Main
lifes and interior spaces in oil. Showing
SI. (Route 9). Cumberland Center. Tix: $7.50
through Jan 25. GaJlel)' houlS: Wed-Sat.
adults. $5 students & seniors. 773-1121.
11 am-6 pm or by appointment. 828-4780

MONDAY 12.9

WEDNESDAY 12.1"
Downtown Chrtstmas Carol.rs Oocal
school choirs) 1 I :30 am. Sonesta Hotel
157 High St. Portland. MooreMiddls
Choir. 5--6 pm. Sonesta Hotel & on through
downtown . Gorham High School Concert
Choir. Free. 772-6828.

Schooi

UPCOMING
Portland

~phony

Orchestra 11113-15

& 11119-22 (cla..ica~ 7:30 pm & 2 pm.
Portland City Hall Auditorium. 30 Myrtle St.
Portland. SI";gh Rides of Anderson. Momrt.
Prokofiev A Deliev. with .tope for classic
holiday mu.ic ranging from 'The Rrst
Noel" and 'Deck the Hall.' to selections
from Handel's Me •• lah & RimskyKoraakov's Christmas Eve Su~e. Tix: $9$25. 773-81 91 .

(("lit ~'l

ART
OPENING
AREA aallery, USM Campus Center. Port land. Opening reception Dec 5 at5 pm for
'Donald Dubose Duncan: Photograph.
1980-1991," showing through Jan 17.
Hours: Mon-Fri. 7 am-l0 pm ; Sat-Sun. 10
am -10 pm . 780-5480 .

or 713-8816.

AROUND TOWN
Alrtcan Imports and New England Arts
1 Union St. Portland. African crafts.jewel~
and sculpture a. well as New England
crafts, artifact. and art•. Gallary hours:
Mon-Sot. 10 sm -9 pm; Sun 12-9. 7729505.
The S.xtllf'aallery, 619Congre .. St. Portland. Exhibition of recent work. by Portland School of Art faculty members •• howing through Dec 19. GaileI)' hours: TuesSun. 1 I -4; Thurs I I -9. 775-5152.
Congress Square aallery, 42 Exchange
St. Portland. Holiday group show through
December including wol1<. by Philip Barter. Jill Hoy. Meg Pay.on-Brown. Marsha
Donahue. Gina Werfel A Rob Pallien . Gal·
IeI)' hours: Mon-Sat. 10:30-5; Thurs-Sat
eves till 9; Sun noon -5. 774-3369.
Frost aultyaallery, 411 CongreosSt. Portland. A group exhi bition featuring the works
of all gallery arti.t •• including oil •• watercolor. pastels. and sculpture in a wide
range of .tyles and subject. by Dalav Ipcar.
DeW'" Hardy. Eric Graen. LaurenzeSisson.
Alfred Chadboume. Martha Groome. Sharon Yales. Cabot Lyford and John Laurent.
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri, 12-6 pm. or by
appointment. 773-2555.
Greenhut Galert. ., 146 Middle St. Portland. Works by Connie Hayes. Alison
Goodwin. Doug Frati. Peyton Higgison.
Leo Brooka.JeffreyVoilers. George Uoyd.
Jane Dahmen and others through December. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri. 9-5:30; Sat.
10-5:30; Sun. 11-4. 772-2693.
Katahdin Restaurant, comer of Spring &
High .treet•• Portland. "Mo.tly Maine," an
exhibit of32 Cibachrome color photographs
by Bob Gross. Through Jan 4. 774-8059.
The L_1s Gallory, Portland Public Library.
5 Monument Square. Photographs by members of the Portland Camera Club through
Dec 30. Library hours: Mon. Wed & Fri 9-6;
Tues & Thurs noon· 9; Sat 9-5.871 -171 O.

The Pine Tree Shop .nd BayvIew Gal1ory,75 Mal1<et St. Portland. Gallery group
exhibrt featuring new wol1< by Neal Parent.
carol Sebold. Robert Stebleton. Helen St.
Clair. Matthew Smith. David Clough. Tina
Ingraham. Sean Morri.sey. Bear Blake &
Mary Brosnan. Through January. GaileI)'
hours: Mon-Sat. 10-6; Sunday•• 12-5.
through Christma •. 773-3007.
Port....d M ....um of Art, Seven Congress
Square. Portland. Hours: Tue • • Wed. Fri &
Sat. 10 am-5 pm; Thurs 10 am-9 pm; Sun
12-5 pm . Admission: adult. $3.50. senior
c~izens and students with ID $2.50. children under 18 $1, group rate $3. Museum
admission i. free lOam-noon Saturday.
773-2787.
"Angels to the Jaws Serie. of wol1<s by
Leonard Baskin. a Massachusetts-besed
artist whose works include SCUlpture. prints
and work. on paper. the latter featured in
this exhibit. A group of .pectacularly colored.larger-than-lifeangelsincorporate.a
full range of themes common to Baskin's
work: religion. mythological symbolism. and
the grace and mystery of the human spirit.
Showing through Feb 9.
'Berenlca Abbott, Photographer. A Mod.m Vision celebrates a woman who began as an apprentice to Man Rayand i9
now retired and living in Monson, Maino.
This retrospective of 120 photograph. encompasses fIVe major themes in Abbott'.
work, including a selection of images from
'Portrait of Maine," a photographic .tudy
.he began upon moving to the state in
1959. The show also Includes Abbott·s
porIralt. of artist• •uch as James Joyce.
Andre Glde & Diuna Bames; her .tartling
images of New York City in the 19309;
seminal work ofscientific photography from
the 19405 and image. from her travels
along U.S. Highway 1 in 1954. Showing
through Jan 12.
Richard Pari<. aall.ry, 288 Fore St. Portland. 'The Art of Tibet,' an exhibit of Tibetan meditative paintings, showing
through Dec 19. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri.
10-5:30; Thurs 10-7; Sat 10-5. 774-1322.
Seamen'. Club, I Exchange St. Portland.
Portland School of Art Student Show
through mid-Janual)'. 772-731 1.
The Splrtted Qourmat, 142 St. John St.
Portland. Suzanne McCloud'. mixed media wol1<.through December. Hours: MonFri . 10-6; Sat. 10-2. 773-2919.
Th. Stein Gallery, 20 Milk St. Portland .
"The Holiday Show: The Gift of GI.... ' with
smaller works in decorative and functional
gla... including gla.. jewell)' by six different glas. artist • . Showing through Dec 31.
GaileI)' Hour.: Mon -Fri. 11 am-6 pm; Sat
12-5 pm. Sun 11-4.772·9072.
Three VI.ws Arts, 112 High St. Portland.
"Fall into Winter: A Maine Landscape," in
which the intense colors of the fall ... well
as the beautiful black and white palette of
winter are represented in an open show of
Maine artist •. Showing through Jan 5. Gallery hours: Fri 9-5. Sat 9-8:30. Sun 12-5. or
by appointment: 772-1961.

OUT OF TOWN
Bowdoin College Museum of Art, Walker
Art Building. Bowdoin CoIlegs. Brunwlck.
The museum is open to the public fres of
charge. Hours: Tuesday-Saturday. 10 am5 pm; Sunday. 2-5 pm. Forfurther information. call 725-3275.
'The Her. and the Harealt.r: Imeges 01
Paredls. In 1.lamlc Art A major exhibition that examines the .ubtlety and richness of 1.lamic concept. of the afteriife a.
a paradisiacal garden through the presentation of aome of the finest art produced by
this cu~ura. Consi.ting of 50 object. lent
them from museum. across the countl)'.
the wol1<. include illustrated manuscript••
IIle. and other oeramics. textiles. metal
and enamel work which are represented in
an installation Incorporating aspects of 1.Iamic archijecture created by Charles W.
Moore. On view through Dec 15.
'Rembnonclt.nd His Contamponort. . Exhibit focusing on Rembrandt'. contribution to the art of the print. Hi. work. are
displayed in the oontext of the graphic
production of hi. Dutch contemporaries
.uch a. Claes Comeli"". Maeyaert and Jan
Uevens. Wol1<.exhibited include portrait ••
Biblical themes and image. drawn from
daily life in 17th-centul)' Holland.in the John
A & Helen P. Becker Gallery. Thru Jan 5.
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Model Food Importers and Disbibutors
Food and Wil'l8S From Around ths W01id

113-115 Middle St., Portland ME 04101-4104 • (207) 774-3671

OS DOT

GfT A

FREE MEALI

with this ad, expires December 31

•

Buy an entrlle from 5 p.m. till close any night of the
week and get an equal or lesser fare entrlle for FREEl
Sunday - Wednesday 5-10 p.m.
\!~=-_iI1l~ Thursday - Saturday 5-11 p.m.

WOLFIE'~~
193 Middle Street
Old Port • 773-3501
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An Old Port Tradition~
Greater Portland Magazine
Award Winner
for

Best Steak • Best Late Night

ii....
p~

GREAT STEAK e FRESH SEAFOOD
COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE

~~

Why go anywhere else?

Gift Certificates Available for the Holidays.
~

83 EXCHANGE ST. • PORTlAND, ME • 773-4731 ~

UR
S

,-SUND~

OR
N
MINIMUM 40 PERSONS OVER 21

WE PROVIDE THE ROOM, DJ,
BARTENDER & FUN

RESERVE NOW
CALL 799-2418 FOR DETAILS & RESERVATIONS
• Continued on page 24

e

THE MOON DANCE CLUB

e

427 FORE ST.

e

772-1983

e
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Entertainment
• Continued from p"ge 23

ART
"TWentieth-CenluryArt: "'ecUo". from
Collection A showing
that provides an opportunity to study wor1<s
dating from Wood War I to the present day
including artista aa various as Stephen
Etnier, Marsden Hartley, Alex Katz, Andrew Wyeth & William Zorach, th", Feb 9.
Cry 01 _ Loon Art a. ••ry, Route 302, S.
Casco. "Affordable Art for the Holidays,"
worl<. by Mi~on Chriatianeon, Dave Hall,
David Cedrone, Bob Staffieri, Charlene Lee,
Cissy Buchanan, Evelyn Winteretal. Showing through December. Hours: daily 9:305:30. 655-5060.
.
D.-.wtna Room a.1I.ry, 153 Pari< Row,
Brunswick. Holiday show and sale: oils,
pastel., watercolora, batik. and inks,a<:UIpture, handmade paper and cut paper designs by Mary Alice Treworgy, Charie.
Goodhue, Middy Thomas, Ellen Brown,
C.G. Baily, Jane Dorr, Pat McHold, Ruth
Ferrara, Georgeenn Kuhl & Pamela Moore.
Through Dec 31. Hours: Mon-Thurs, 10-5;
Fri 10-8. 833-£992.
EI.....nts G.II.ry, 56 Maine St, Brunswick.
"Toymakers: For the Child Within: an exhibit of handmade toys for adults and children, showing th", Dec 28. Hours: M-Sat,
lD-5; Sun 12-5.729-1108.

_ Perm."""

G ........ AneArt, 27 McKown St,Boothbay F .... Admlsalon ........ n Whitney P8yB0n Non·hun..... Rights Alliance (NhRAj AI
Harbor. "Carl G. Nelson (1898-1988): The
Collection - Including wor'<s of Monet,
property owners Who want their premises
Sage of Cranberry Island" through Dec 28.
Renoir, Degas, Picasso, Wyeth - at Portoff limits to hunting should contact NhRA
Nelson was one of a scanI handful of Maine
land MU98Um of Art Dec 7. Principals from
immedately. NhRA'. "Project Safety Zone"
artists who ouccassfully applied cubist tePortland Ballet will also perform selections
program will regisler private land in the
from "The Nutcracker" throughout the
netstothetraditional elements of the Maine
appropriate municipal offices and with the
8889Cape. Also: "M~ch Billis: New Wor'<:
moming, Santa Claus arrives at noon, and
slate Fish and Wildlife service. To have
oils on peper, showing Dec 7-28. Gallery
Mayor Tom Allen and other dignnaries will
your land Included or 10 help with the
hours: Tues-Sat, 10-5; Sun 12-4; other
follow at 1 pm. The museum's located at
projecl, write PO Box8t 82, Bangor04402,
times by appt, call 633-6849 or 633-2336.
Seven Congress Square. Call 775-£148.
lei. 230-0328.
Icon Contempol'1lry Art, 19 Mason Street, How To H.ndcolor Photogi'll"", Wort<- Portland School of Art Feculty M.mshop presented by Women's Art Wor'<s
Brunswick. Group exhib~ion featuring Robbe", will discuss their research projects in
ert Hami~on: Dean Richardson, Martha
Dec 7 from 12:3D-3:30 pm at 64 Codman
conjunction wilh the annual faculty exhibit
Miller, Pater McGlamery, Johnnie Ross,
St, Portland. Create a unique holiday gift
Dec 5 at 7 pm in Baxter Auditorium, 619
Patt Franklin, Noriko Sakanishi, Ron Cross
through this Intriguing art fomn. Call 775Congre99 St, Portland. Elly Haney: femi& Toby Atlas. Showing through Dec 25.
2442.
nisI ethics; Dana Sawyer: Religion in modGanery hours: weekdays 1-5, weekends by Portl8nd School of Art Annual HolldllY
em India; & Susan Waller. Women artists,
chance or appointment. 725-8157.
. .Ie Dec 6-8 (Fri from 2-8 pm, Sat & Sun
175D-1950.Cal775-5152.
O'F.1ftI1 a.1I.ry, 46 Maine St, Brunswick.
from 10-4) at the Baxter Building. Free Proprtocept.... Writing basic intensive
Annual Invnation Show with wor1< of Maradmission. For more info, call 775-3052.
wor'<shop Dec 6-8. Fee based on sliding
guarlte Robichaux, Torn Paiement, Frost!
scale from $100-$400. For registration &
Slade, Elena Jahn & others, showing
info contact Proprioceptive Writing Center,
through Dec 21. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat,
39 Deering St, Ptld 04104, tel. 772-1847.
10 am-5 pm. 729-8228.
U.B. Congr.sswoman Pet Schroader, the

OTHER
F.llowshipi The New England Foundation
for the Arts will award up to 10 fellowships
in the Works-on-Paper category and lOin
the Painting category. All awards will be for
$5,ooo.Artist. are inv~ed to attend aseminar to help them prepare proposals Dec 5
at 5 pm, Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth St,
Portland. Six-12 award. will also ba made
to emerging and lesser-known artists for
the a-eation of works exploring new definitions of cultures, disciplines or traditions.
Call 775-6245 for more info.
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most senior woman in Congress and a
strong aupporter of women and family is-

SENSE

"DIIVYJo....• LockerRoom:Women, Men
and Am.rlc.n Saafarlng" Meg
Creighton, professor of history al Bates
Coflege and co-author of the book "Iron
Men, Wooden Women: Gender and Amarlcan Seafaring 1700-1900: will present a
lecture Dec 9 at 5:30 pm in Payson Smilh
Hall, Room I, USM Portiand campus. Free.
780-4920.
·0101>011 Ethlc:s for the 211t Century"
Christian Science Monitor Columnist
RushworthKidderwilitalkonDec5at7:30
pm at Peoples Heritage Bank, One Portland Square. Call 780-4551 for inlo.

sues, will visit Maine to lecture on "The
Changing Face of the Family: Impiications
for U.S. Public Policy." Her speech, sponsored by USM's Women's Studies Program and the MaineWomen'. Fund, will be
held in USM Portland's gym Dec 15 at 7:30
pm. Guests will also have the opportunity
to meat Schroeder at a reception in USM
Portland's Campus Center following her
speech. The fee for the reception is $35.
For more info about the recaption, call the
Maine Women's Fund at 774-5513. Advance tlx are $8 for the general public and
$3 for students, seniors and low-income
residents. Admission atthe door is $1 Oand
$5. While she's in Maina, Schroeder will
also speak at a luncheon on "Women,
Work and the Future· on Dec 16. Admission is $35. For more info, call Community
Programs at 874-£500.

OFF THE
CLOCK

ThaAlds Project _
Hotline Wort<ars
willing to work a four-hour shift one or more
times per week. Training will be provided
on how to answer calls on statewide hotllne
about Aids and HIVtransmission, and how
to provide support and peer COO nseling for
callers' concerns. If you are good at listening, have a compassionate nature, and
would like to give to a community in desperate need of support and education, call
theUn~ed WayVolunt_eenter,874-1 000.
Portland West, a non-profrt neighborhood
organization, needs a cler!<ltypist for typing, data entry and preparing mailings.
Computer lijeracy ia preferred, but they will
Irain in Word 5.5 and PC Rle. Two hours a
day, or evening•. Cai1874-1ooo for Info.
Weyside Evening Soup KItchen needs
meal preparers and servers from 4-5:30
pm and servinglclean-up vofunteers from
5:30-7:30 pm. This i. an opportunity to
gain commercial kitc1\iii experience while
worl<ing with the homeless and poor. Call
874-1000.

HELP

Anorexle-Bullml. Anonymous is a fellowship of individuals who share their experience, strength and hope with each other,
that they may solve their common problems and help themselves and others to
recover from eating disorders. It is our
p/lilosophytofind anematecoping mechanisms, other than food, as well as to find
our t",e identities, other than through our
eating disorders. By sharing with NJA
members, we explore moving towards becornlngactiva participants in life. Anonymity is the foundation of this support group.
ABA i. facil~ated by recovered peopie.
Meets every Friday from 6-7:30 pm at
Westbrook Community Hospital, 40 Pari<
Road, Westbrook. Cau 854-8464 for info.
A.R, T _So Anonymous I. a group of local
artists recovering through the 12 Steps,
who have come together to fomn a support
group that meets every Monday at 7 pm at
St. Luke's Cathedral, State Street, Portland.
A Breln Tumor Support Group meating at
New England Rehabilitation Hospital of
Portland (NERH-PorIland), 13 Charles SI.
This group has been designed by NERHPortland and the Amarlcan Cancer Society
to meat the speciai needs of adults with
brain tumors and their families. The group
meats the second and fourth Thursdays of
the month. Interested participants should
contact Rev. Wish prior to their first meeting for a brief preliminary interview. Peopie
are enoouraged to join any time by calling
Wish at 775-4000, ext. 542.
DMD (Depressed-Manic Depressed) Portland Confidential support group meeting
Monday nights in room .2 at the Dana
HeaithCenter, Maine Medical Center, Portland. For more information, call 774-4357.

'·Es......

Can ..... Support Group The Visiting Nurse Speclall_t AA Maatlna for p ....... Mottwtlon .nd ...
Dr. Steve
ServiceofSouthem Maine hold this monthly
LMna WIth AIDS meets weei<1y on Tu_
Sobel, author of "Th. Good limes Handsupport and education group enabling
deys at 8 pm at the PNA Coalition, 377
book- Your Guida 10 Positive living and
those affected by cancer to help others,
Cumbarland Ave, Portland. Meeting dean Exc~ing life: will present two seminars
providing information about resources and
'igned to provide a safe space in which to
Dec 7 from 1D-12 and 1-3 pm in the audiheiping to decrea ... the anxieties felt by
diocuss HIV issues, while living po&nlvely
torium of Southem Maine Technical Colthose diagnosed and their families. Info
sober. This meeting is open only to those
lege, S. Portland.Co.t: $24,Group rates.
and support is facilitated by social wor1<who have tested HIV positive or have been
Must pre-registration 1-8Q().874-7189.
el'S, nurses, onc~ogists, nutritionists and
diagnosed with AIDS. For more informa- Restoratlv. Yoge Pons: AVecation from
cancer survivors. Ail meetings are held at
bon, call 871-9211.
81.... Portland Yoga Studio offers this
the VNS Saco Offoce at 15 Industrial Pari< Tl'llnspiantSupport Group H.O.P.E. (Healholiday worl<shop Dec 14 from 8:30-10:30
Rd, at no cost. Call 284-4566 or 1-8Q().
ing of Persons Exceptional) is a statewide
am at their studio, 616 Congress SI. Cost:
66O-4VNS for more info.
system of support for persons with illness
$17. Call 797-5684 for more info.
lnarahem Volunt. .", Help available by
or injury that prevents them from living life Salf-Elt•• m .nd Cr.atlvlty Graham
phone 24 hours a day. Call 774-HELP.
in the manner to which they had been
Reaves, author of "A Stranger to Myself:
It's P,O.B.B.I.B.L.E. (Partners of Survivors
aocustomed. ~ you are waiting or have had
An Adult Guide to Higher Self-Esteem and
Stop Incest by Learning and Educating)
a transplant of any kind, we would like you
Creative Living: will conduct an all-day
to join uSfNery Wednesday from 6-8 pm, at
offers phone support, wor1<shopsand seIfintensive Dec 7 from 9-3 pm. Registration
help support groups. Portland group meets
United MethodistChurch, 618Washington
is $50 (book not included); call 773-3000.
Ave, Portland. Handicapped accassible. The TeenIYouna Adult Clinic is a place to
bimonthly. For more info, call 1-547-3532.
For further info, call 1-800-339-4673.
NMCI to Talk? Diai Kid. hotline i. for teens
go if you have a health concenn or medical
who have a problem or need to talk. The
problem, need a sports/school physical
hotline is open from 2:30-5 pm Mon-Fri.
done, or have birth control issues to deal
Teen. calling in talk to other teens who are
with. Open to anyone 13-21, every Monday
well trained to listen and help. Calls are
from 4-8 pm, at Maine Medical Center, 22
kept confidential, except when the caller is
Bramhall St, Portland. Call 871-2763 for an
in danger. Topics discussed on the hotline
appl. Waik-ins seen ~ thay arrive by 7 pm.
range from family and school to sexuality
and relationships, peerrelation., birth control, loneliness, substance abuse & sui·
cide. If you need to talk, call 774-TAlK.
Outrtght, the Portland Alliance of Gay and
Lesbian, Bisexual and Questioning Youth,
offers support and information for young
people 22 and under, in a safe environment, fNery Friday from 7:30-9:30 pm at
the Preble Street Chapel, corner of Preble
and Cumberland avenues. Forinfo, write or
call: Outright, P.O. Box 5028, Station A.
Portland 04101, tel. 774-HELP.
Parant Support Group spon.ored by ParentsAnonymous and the Family Resource
Center is held weekly at the Family Re- ·M... etWort<:HowMuchDoWeD....nd
on Work for Our Identity and Sense of Cueo Bay Bike Club meats the third Tuessource Center on Fridays from 10-11:30
Self-Worth'l" The Centerfor Men will hold
day of every month at 7 pm in the Portland
am. Parent. are given an opportunity to
a group discussion on Dec 7 from 10 amSafety Building (police station) on Middle
meet with others and discuss parenting
noon in luther Bonney Hall, Room 410,
Street. The public is weloome. Call !{Ie 24issues and concerns. No fees, no waiting
USM Portland. All are invited. Call 856hour hotline at 774-1118, Bob Murray at
lists. For more information, call 871-7445.
6197 for info.
892-7029 or Gary Davi. at 892-8257.

WELL

OUT

NESS
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Ice Flahlna M .... &IY L.L, Baan staffer
and Maine Guide Dave Kelley provides an
inlroto ice~shing: what gear, clothing and
accessories you need for a successful outing. Dec 5 from 7:30-9 pm, Casco Street
Conference Center, Freeport. Free. For info
call 865-4761 ext 7800, or 800-341-4341
ext 7800.
Maine Sierra Club will hold its monthly
meeting Dec 6 at 7:30 pm at the Barron
CenterAuditorium, BrightonAve,Portland.
Program includes video entitled "We Are
the Sierra Club" and holiday ceiebration of
the environment. Free. Refreshments. Call
865-3648 for more info.
Matne Outdoor Adventure Club (MOAq
brings together people who enjoy the outdoors. MOAC offers trips and events to
people of all skill levels, begi nner to expert.
All are welcome to attend the monthly
meetings, highlighted by a slide presentation. Upcoming activ~ies: Dec 7, Christmas tree trip, call Mike Morriaon at 7728465; Dec 8, planning meeting for crosscountry ski season trips, call 655-4645;
Tues & Thur, after wor'< leg stretch around
Baxter Blvd, leave at 6:30 pm from Payson
Pari<. Forupdated trip Info, call the Outdoor
Hotline at 774-1118. For club and membarship Info, call Carey at 772-9831.

SIDE
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Silver jewlery. pottery.
abstract pen & ink drawings.
watercolors and moce!
DAll..Y 9:30-S:3t

«load Toeo)

Rt. 302, Raymond 655-4952

~ 1b-.
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Pearls,
Pearls,
Pearls

STUDIO
WORKS

Lou Mastro

In

24 Karat Gold

N aney Margolis Gallery

Who could ask for
anything more?

367 Fore St, • Portland, ME 04101
207/775-3822
40 Pleasant Street
Portland, Moine 04101
(207) 871-1078

....
December 12, Thursday
6:00 pm to 9:00 pm

caU now
for your custom jewelry
appOintment,
775-2!J.68

Holiday Open House

An open Invitation
to the Community

Reception For Maine Artists
and Exhibits of Recent Work
Sara Cox
Joann Lutz
Peggy Johnson
J amie Johnston

Paul Heroux
Ronna Lugosch
Holly Churchill
Warner Whitfield

Holid"y Hours: ,ulily 10 ",m, - 9 p.m.
Sund"y 10 ".m. - 6 p.m.

THE PINETREE SHOP &
BAYVIEW GALLERY
75 Market St. Portland, Maine - 773·3007

CARL NELSON
·Cat" by Nantz Comyns, paper macbe. Photo by Brown

Mfordable Art for the Holidays
Cissy Buchanan
Marguerite Lawler
Elizabeth Sawyer

Cynthia Morse
Margot Trout
Evelyn Winter
Milton Christiansen
Paul Plant
... and many more.

(1898-1988);
The Middle Decades
November 20 - December 28

gleason
FIN

E

ART

19th and 20th Century American Art;
Select Contemporary Art

7 days S-M
9:30-5:30
ART GAlLERY • FINE GIfTS
Nancy K. Davidson, curator

655-5060
Rte 302 - South Casco

~resmLi the spIn! q(
O{J!ttWmWr
Works by
Neal Parent
Carol Sebold
Robert Stebleton
Helen St. Calir
Matthew St. Clair
David Clough
Tina Ingraham
Sean Morrissey
Bear Blake
Mary Brosnan

Open Mon_ - Sat. 10-6
Sundays until X-mas 12-5

Open Year Round • Estate Appraisals

A881ilg" s;urkle !tJpollr lvI/caps
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Entertainment

MASKS,
SNORKELS
& FINS
For the

• ContinJUd from page 25

whole

family.
Tot
~

~~

25 to 50%

Off.

,

PreKription

mulu .vailable

tommy-s
273 Congress St., Portland 772-5357
Open Mon-SaL 8 am-5 pm,
ThUlS. 'tilS pm • SWl 12-5

IN THE PORTLAND
RADIO WAR,
WE'RE UHf AHIP
SWRZERLAND

WOW!

THE FABULOUS
STUPENDOUS
UNBELIEVABLE
ANNUAL BOOK SALE
December " 10-4

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH

Rev. Ken Turley
Service: lOam Sunday
No HwV)' Hymnals
Childcare provided
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DEC 4-8
MAINE
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KIDS

ball for adults 18 and older at Memorial
Middle School. Women's night Is M0nday and men's is Tuesday, both from 79 pm. The cost Is $11nig"rt. Both pr0grams run through April. can 767-7650
for more Info.
Portland RecrNtlon'. Adult Indoor
Volleyball offers pick-Up games every
Tues & Thurs from 7:30-9:30 pm. Reiche
Communny Center, 166 Brackett St,
PorUand. Cost Is $2 for residents, $3 for
non-resldents. Call 874-8793 for more
info.
Portland Recreation.' Aduh Soccer
Plck-tJp games every Friday ranging in
sklillevelfromintennediatetoadvanced
wary Friday from 6-8 pm at Reiche
Corrrm.nny Center, 166 Brackett st,
Portland. Cost is $2 for residents, $3 for
non-residents. Call 874-6873 for more
info.
Portland Recreation'. Adult Men'.
Baketball offers pick-up games every
Mon & Wed, from 5:15-7 pm; and Sat
from 2-4. Fee is $2 for residents. $3 for
non-residents. ReicheCommunilyCen·
ter, 166 Brackett st. Portland.
Portland Recr.atlon ~ Teen
ketball through March 26, King gym
Tues & Thurs 6-8 pm, Jack gym Tues &
Thurs6-8 pm. Cost: 50 cents each night.
Call 874-8793 for more Info.
Portland Recr.atlon'. Wlnt.r SWImming Sch.dul. Reiche Pool (166
Brackett st, 874-8874): 7:30-8:30 am
Mon, Wed & Fri; 12:15-1 :15Tues&Thurs;
4:30-6:30 pm Mon, Wed & Fri; 4:30-5:30
Tues & Thurs. Open swim: 6:30-8 pm
Thurs. Riverton Pool (1600 Forest Ave,
874-8456): adult swims 12:15-1 :15 pm
Mon-Fri, 12-1 pm Sat, 6:15-7:30 pm
Mon, Wed & Fri; open swims 6:15-8
Tues, 7:30-9 Mon & Wed.
Senior Fitne.. for Men & Women 55
and Over USM Lifeline offers classes
Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays from
10:30-11:15 am at the USM Portland
campus gym on Falmouth street. Pro·
gram consists of progressive exercises.
Registration is ongoing. Call 780-4170
for info.
Ski Fit USM Ufeline is offering this ski
conditioning program for the coming
season. This three-month program is
designed to help individuals work on
cardiovascular conditioning, muscle
strength and endurance. Individually
tailored forthedowntlll orcrosscountry
skier. Ski Fit is conducted in the Lifeline
Bodyshop at the USM Portland gym on
Faimouth Street. Participants make their
own schedules. Flexible hours. Registration is ongoing. Cail 780-4170 for
more info.
Thirtysomething Soccer A group of
individuals from the Portland area, ages
30 and over, meet to play soccer Sunday eves at 6 pm on the lower field
behind the high school in Cape Elizabeth. Events include pick·up games,
challenge matches with other area clubs
and occasional toumaments. For more
info, call 799-8764.

Bak.tball Portland YMCA is nowac·
cepting registrations for ns Youth Basketball Program for ctlldren in grades 17. For ITlOOI infonnation, call Michael
LeGageat 874-1111.
Chrl.tma. Vacation Camp South Portland Recreation will be offering a camp
for children in elementary school Dec
3O-Jan 3. Thefour-day camp will feature
field trips, inside sports, arts & crafts
and outside play. Cost: $60 (each addtionaJ ctlld from same family Is $50). Call
767-7850 to register.
Th. Portland Public LIbrary'.
Chlldntn'. Room Schedul. for the
week of Dec 5: Dec 6, 10:30 am, Tales
for Twos; Dec 7, 10:30 am, StOl)l TIme;
Dec 9, 10:30 am, Preschool Story TIme;
Dec 11, 9:30am, Finger Fun for Babies;
Decll, 10:30am, Preschool stOl)lTIme;
Dec 13, 10:30 am, Tales for Twos. Five
Monument Square. Portland. For more
information, call 871-1700.
Santa Claus will hold visiting hours on
the Haywagon, in Old Port shops & In
the lobby of the Sonest Hotel (157 High
st) Thursday &Friday nights, Saturday &
Sunday, plus the night of Dec 23. uttle
visitors will receive an "I sawsantaClaus"
button. a candy cane & coloring book
provided by METRO. Photos with Santa
available for $2.50 each. Call Julie at
Intown Portland Exchange - 772-6828
- for more into on Santa's schedule.
Santa Express Mailboxes Intown Portland Exchange is providing boxes in
Tommy's Park & Monument Square so
children's wishes can make n to the
North Pole on time. The letters will be
picked up by "Santa's Helpers" (General Courier) on Tuesdays & Thursdays
at noon. Call Julie 772-6828 for more
into.
Sixteenth Annual Fre. Mlnl-Sant. VlIlag. Is a non-profit event Dec 5-10,
from 4-7 nightly at 7 Bridge St,
Westbrook. Free parking and candy
cane. Come see and talk to santa, bring
yourchildrenandyourcamera. Call 7750507 or 854-2745 for more info.
Trolley Christmas Santa and Mrs Claus
wiliinive at the Seashore Trolley Museum (Route 1, Kennebookport) on Dec
7 at 7 pm, and will return on Dec 8 from
12-4 pm. Take a ride on "The North Pole
Electric Express," an 85-year old open
trolley illuminated with I1.tndredsof lights.
(There are also heated, closed trolleys.)
Museum hours: Dec 6, 6-8 pm; Dec 7,
14 & 21,12-7 pm; Dec 8,15,22,12-4
pm. Formore Information, caJl967-2800.
W.lcom. Hanukkahl The Casco Bay
Tummlers bring their lively Klezmer folk
rrusiconDec7atll amtotheChidren's
Museum of MaIne, Westbrook College,
746stll\lensAve, Portland. Come dance ,
clap and sing along with music and
dances from Polish, Russian, Bulgarian ACTUP(AlDSCoaI~ionToUnieashPower)
is a diverse groupofvolunteersunited in
& Romanian Jewish tradition. $3 with
anger and committed to nonviolent. dimuseum admission, less for members.
rect action to end the AIDS crisis. ACT
Call 797-5483 for more info.
UP meets every Mondayfrom 7-9 pm at
72 Pine St, Portland (Andrews Square
BLilding). New members are always
welcome. Wheelchair accessible. For
more information, write to ACT UP!
Maine, P.O. Box 5267, Portland 04101,
tel. 774-7224 or 774-5082.
ACT UPlPortland A diverse, grassroots,
direct action organization dedicated to
cleating posnive changes around AIDS
in federal and local governments, the
media, and the medical, phannaceutlcal and insurance industries through
nonviolent PlbIic protests. Meetings:
Cro.a-Country SkIIng
The
SlIldaysat7pmattheYWCA,87Spring
_American Lung Assoc & Maine Nordic
st, Portland. The meeting space Is wheeISki Coulcil are offering the Gold Card,
chair accessible. For more info call 874wtlch allows the holder five visns at
8095 or 774-8475. "We wit ACT UP as
each of 12 participating areas. It costs
long as people continue to die of AIDS."
$50. Such a deal. For more Info caJ1800- Adrl.nn. Hawkins Jazz Danc. Cia. .
462-5864.
Casco Bay Movers present special class
MaIne Cricket Club is seeking experiwith director of Boston's Impulse Jazz
enced players and cut10us beglmers for
Company, Dec 7 at 3 pm, CBM studio,
Its 1992 season. Games already sched151 st. John st, Portland. Open to all
uled. Call 761-9678 for more Info.
levels. For more info call 871-1013.
Maine Table T.MI. Club at T.nnl. of American Red Cross Cou ..... ARC's
Maine, Route 1, Falmouth. Mon eves 5Portland chapter offers courses In the
9 pm, Thurs lI\Ies 7-11. Cost: $5. Balls
following this December: standard first
provided. Open play, plenty of room and
aid, adult CPR, communny CPR, review
tables. Players of ail abilities & ages are
training for persons wnh current first aid
welcome. beginners and "basement"
and CPR certffication; babysitting skills.
players encouraged. Call Greg at 823For times and locations, and to regisler.
8231 or Howard at 772-5496.
cal 874-1192.

aa.-

ETC

302 Stevens Avenue
Portland. ME 04 103
(207) 772-8277
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FOR

Men'. and Women's Open Gym South
Portland Recreation offers gym basket-

WE[).FRI 6:6-9-.30
SAT-SUN 3,9

SPORTPa....

Quantum poet
• Tom Raworth reads at cafe no
If you still think of England as a country preoccupied with
royals and the ritual of high tea, open your mind. Add to that
image a fat dollop of risk, in the form of poet Tom Raworth.
Raworth will soon make a tour through the United States and
Canada, including readings in Boston and Portland.
Born in 1938, raised and educated in England, Raworth has
become an international poet. His second book, 'The Big Green
Day," has been translated into italian, and he has done time as a
resident of Yaddo, a much-envied writers' residence here in the
States. Since his first book of poems, 'The Relation Ship," appeared in 1966, Raworth has produced, at last count, 12 additional
books and participated in countless readings and poetry seminars.
A particularly useful volume, "Visible Shivers" (1987), includes his
letters to American poet Ed Dorn, written while Raworth was at
Yaddo in the '60s. These letters provide us with some insight into
what must be one of the most active imaginations of our time.
Raworth walks in surrealist shoes, and as with the painter
Magritte, we find in his work recognizable images - a white
horse, a carnation - but the poet's connections between the
images challenge the literal mind. "At last," the horse is "inside
the carnation." He does not languish in the lap of observable
reality.
A quantum thinker, Raworth sees with the third eye into
another realm, "picking fruit in one dream and storing it in
another." Not for him Newton's edible apple; he looks for electron
spin. His poetry is molecular,
the sentences reduced to
particles that invite psychic
rebuilding. He intends, he
says, to pay "attention to form," but form here has little to do with
external shapes and much to do with the substratum of life,
"attention only to sensation," a reminder that human beings are
feeling forms before they are thinking forms. We exist first in a
bedlam of sensation, and ought to be mindful of it.
His poetry is, however, neither babble nor pablum. He worries,
he laughs, he watches and records, a CIlmera obscura trained on the
range of human experience. In a letter to Dorn, Raworth says, '1
have never reached the true centre, where art is pure politics." But
if not at the center, he is near it with such poems as "North African
Breakdown," where "nothing works in this damn country./ no,
it's not a bit like home." Or in "CollapSible," where he asks
"behind the calm famous faces knowledge of what crimes?"
Again he tells Dorn. '1 feel like an android," but Raworth is no
tinman in need of a wizard. He has his own compassionate heart.
In "Shoes" Raworth gives us a sad jewel: A shoemaker's child is
dead, and we sympathize when "he wants very much to have his
child back / to ride on the cows back." The word connections are
characteristically rapid and the poem short and forceful. Raworth
wastes neither time nor words.
Even in a long poem like "Sentenced to Death," the lines are
compact and the action relentless. The geography is global and
political, running from "asyut and aswan," to "tunisia" and
"across Africa." His "coaches leave to take you back / with no
speed limit." His reading style is reported to be as quick and
dramatic. He might be doing a self-portrait when he writes:

tffle shots, they expressed
the unlocatable punctum
of a being, body and soul
discovered a secret thing
In front of 1M screen
suddenly the mask vanished

Amnesty International Group 3155 in -GorIllas In the Myth" USM's DepartYannouth wUl hold a special meeting to
ment of Biological Sciences continues
commemorate Human Rights Day on
ns 1991 natural history lectures with a
Dec 10 at 7:45 pm in the First Parish
visual safari of mountain gorillas of CenCongregational ChuICh, Main Street.
tral Africa by naturalist Phil Sirois Dec 6
Yannouth. Candelight vigil at 6:45 pre·
at 12:30 pm in the Science BUilding,
cedes the meeting. Refreshments. All
Portland campus. Free. Cail 780-4260
are welcome. Call 688-2220 for info.
for info.
Annual Toy Drtve The Children's Mu- Handcrafts Sale To Benent Sri Lanka
seum of Maine, In conjunction with
Handcrafted doonnats. wooden toys
WMGX-FM and WGAN·AM, wil conand lacquer ornaments from Sri Lanka.
duct its Sixth Annuai Toy Drive through
Dec 7 from 9 am-3 pm at ChuICh of the
Dec 18. Toys, games, dolls, stuffed aniSelVant, 35 Lafayette st, Portland. For
mais etc. can be dropped off at the
more information call 774-8578.
museum (746 Stevens Ave, Portland) Holiday Fair Allen Avenue Unitarian Uni·
Mon-5un from 9:30 am-4:3O pm. Please
versalist Church will hold ns fair Dec 7
remember that toys should be clean and
from 10 am-3 pm at 524 Allen Avenue,
in good working order. Toys will be
Portland. Among the offerings: quilt
distributed Dec 19-20. For more inforraffle. recycled items, antiques. knit
mation, call 797-5483.
goods, wreaths, books, CD's & tapes.
Benefit Auction Chuck Ridley's family
Call Meredith at 773-6672 for details.
and friends are joining Spring Point Cafe Holiday Toys for Kid. Bring new, unin a fund-raiser to help Chuck with his
wrapped toys to Monument Square from
bone marrow transplant. Chuck flies to
Dec 5-20, between 10-2. They'll be doSeattle on Christmas Day to begin his
nated to the Salvation Army Dec 23 at
second transplant, with his brother as
noon. WBLM and Atlantic Records are
donor. Area businesses are requested
donating a vacation for two to see Phil
to donate gift certificates for products
Collins and Genesis in their first USA
and services to be auctioned off at 175
tour. Register at the toy drop-off. with or
Pickett St, S. Portland on Dec 15, beginwithout your donation. Call Jose at 774ning at 6 pm. The band Wild Turkey will
6364 for more into.
provide free entertainment. Call 767- Lighting of the Copper Beech Tree
4627 for info.
Celebration Performances by Bellamy
Book Sale et the SWed.nborglan
Jazz Band, Casco Bay Tummlers.
Church, 302 Stevens Ave, Portland. All
Windham High School choir. Boy Singkinds of books! Wow! Dec 7.10 am-3
ers of Maine Dec 5 from 3:30-5 pm at
pm. For more info call 772-8277.
Portland Museum of Art. Free admisTh. Bowdoin Colleg. Bisexual-Gay.
sion & refreshments. For into, call 775Lesbian Allianc. for Diversity will
6148.
hold a dance Dec 6 from 10-1 in Delta "Maine and the China Trade" The ChiSig House. 259 Maine St, Brunswick.
nese-American Friendship Association
Deejay. Free. Donations accepted for
of Maine presents a talk with Colin
OUTRIGHT, the Portland-based youth
Sargent, editor and publisher of Portgroup. Direct questions to Pat at 725land Magazine. The talk will involve
3910.
Sargent'sexperiences and findings from
Calling Down Spirit A new drumming
a 1991 article he wrote. including remmeditation group will meet regularly on
nants of the 1800-1900 China trade in
the first and ttlrd Thursdays of the month
antique shops and barns along coastal
from 7:30-9:30 pm althe Swedenborgian
Maine today. Dec 10 at 7 pm in the USM
Church, 302 stevens Ave, Portland. The
Campus Center, Room B. Free. Call
group will remain open to new members
774-6511 for info.
until the end of the year. With the drum Meditation Through Sacred Walks and
as our primary focus, we will use
Dances In the tradition of the Sufis.
shamanic joumeying and other medita·
these dances celebrate the unity of relition techniques to explore the use of
gious ideals. They are based on sacred
sound as a vehicle for self-discovery
songs and chants from theworid'sspiriand transfonnation. Bring amat, a blantual tradnions. Dances are now held
ket. drums and rattles, songs to share.
twice a month on the first and second
Cost: $5 per meeting, barter can be
Saturdays from 7-9 pm at the
accomodated. Call 772-8277 or 797Swedenborgian ChUICh, 302 Stevens
2688 for more info.
Ave. For info call Greg at 846-6039 or
'Choo Choo Trains The Portland TenniMufti at 874-2938.
nal Model Railroad Club will sponsor an Mill Creek Park Chrl.tm.. Lighting
open house Dec 8. from 10-3. at
C.remony will take place Dec 6 at 7 pm
Jakeman Hail in downtown Ocean Park.
at the bandstand. S. Portland school
off Tumpike exit 5. nearOOB. A colorful
dept chorus will sing carols. Refreshoperating modular model train layoul,
menlsfrom 5:30-6:30 at Mahoney Middle
white elephant table, several hobby
School . Call 799-7996 for more info.
dealer tables and door prizes will be
Piggy Bank Shop For Children Dec 7
presented. Free. Donations accepted.
from 10 am-noon at YWCA, 87 Spnng
For info call Raymond eves at 797 -5199.
St. Portland. Holiday shopping fair for
Chrl.tlan Outreach Association Craft
children. most gilts priced under $2.
Fair to benefit Brazilian & Russian misGifts are made by the Y's Time Craft
sionaries Dec 7 from 9-4 including qualGroup. Mrs. Claus & elves will be on
ny handmade items, jewelry, art, Christhand to help. For more information. cali
mas gifts, bake sale. At the American
874-1130.
Legion Hall, Dunn Street, Westbrook Season's Best Fashion Show Dec 5 at
(across from Dunkin Donuts).
6:30 pm at Crickets in Freeport. Buffet
Christmas Crafts Fair will be held by
followed by look at fashions from Anne
Resources for the Developmentally DisKlein. Brooks Bros, Calvin Klein, Carroll
abled on Dec 7 from 10-3 at 17 Bishop
Reed and others. Tickets: $20. For more
St, Portland. Offerings include wood
info call 865-4005.
and craft items including plant stands. Shaker Chrlstma. Fair will be held Dec
cutting boards, rag rugs and more. Cail
7 from 10-3at Shaker Village, Route 26,
797-7921 for info.
New Gloucester. Offerings include baked
Contradanc. wHh EII.n and the Sea
goods, handmade gifts, wreaths,
Slug. withcaJler Reggie Osborne Dec 7
cheese. antiques. woodcrafts. Shaker
at 7:30 pm at Saco Grange Hall, Bar
oval boxes. and more.
Mills. Admission: $5. For more into call Toy Exchange Dec 8 from 10-4 at S.
929-6472 or 773-9549.
Portland BoysandGirlsClub,169 BroadDowntown
Portland
Holiday
way. To sell children's toys and furni Haywagon Shoppers & visitors can
ture, register items at the club on Dec 7
catch a ride on the hayride, which leaves
from noon-5 pm. Fee is 50 cents per
Monument Square about every 20 minitem. For more info call 874-1070.
utes for a ride throught downtown and WillI.ton Weat Church Annual HolitheOidPortExchange. ltoperatesThursday Fair will take place Dec 7 from 9-5
day & Friday nights, Saturday & Sunday
at 32 Thomas SI. (directions from
afternoons through December, with ex·
Longfellow Square: from State Street
tended hours the week of Christmas.
take right onto Pine Street, then make
Call Julie at Intown Portland Exchange
fou rth left onto Thomas). See Santa, find
. at 772-6828 for info.
holiday gifts including handmade crafts,
Eat, Drink & See Jewelry Susan
books, wreaths, baked goods, white
Bickford's annual Holiday Show hapelephant, tea room & children's shoppens Dec 6 from 6-1 0 pm at The Cave,
•
ping .
downstairs in Zootz, 31 Forest Avenue,
Portland. Call 846-9096 for details.
Th. Enriched Gold.n Ag. C.nt.r Invites men and women 60 and over to
Wednesday luncheons. There isa donation of $2 and programs are as follows:
Dec 12, Everybody's Birthday; Dec 18,
Christmas Organ Recnal. The center is
located on the ground level ofthe SalvationArmy building, 297 CumbertandAve,
Portland. ReselVations must be made in
advance by calling 774-6974.
Fo..... d. Community Church Chrlstm .. Fair will take place Dec 7 from 9
am-l pm at 340 Foreside Road. There
will be Christmas trees and wreaths for
sale, as well as km goods, handcrafted
items, ornaments, dried flower arrangements, baskets. gounnet foods, candy,
Intemational crafts, children'S activities
and more. Call Patricia at 781-2549 for
more info.

o

I doubt Raworth has ever worn a mask.
If, as Shelley said, poets are the "unacknowledged legislators of
the world," we are ready for new laws in the politics of art. In
"Hot Day at the Races," Raworth has Shelley "waiting with a
crossbow for his rival, the jockey," who "soars in the air / and
falls." Raworth would, perhaps, as violently and willingly unseat
suppositions about what poems do and about those who ride
them to death, flogging the language until it droops exhausted far
short of the finish.
We can learn something here if we listen. But we'll have to be
there at cafe no, 20 Danforth St., Portland, Dec. 10 at 8 p .m . One
performance only. Bring your ears.

Karen Douglass

It's Football
Season

Welcome to
Casco Bay Weekly.
These new and returning
adv~rtisers help support
us In our endeavor to
provide you with an
alternative to the daily
news.

• Maine Bank &:
Trust, Portland
• Pet Lovers' Maine
Tropical Fish,
Portland
• Linden ThigpenNew Images,
Old Port
• Marc Belliveau,
Biddeford
• Cortland Court
Apts., South
Portland
• Sheila Wellehan·
Writing &: Editing,
Portland
• Maine Aquarium,
Sa co
• L.A. Arts,
Lewiston·Auburn
• Silks &: Greenery,
Portland
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Watch the Game
and enjoy

FREE
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Authentic
Oyster Bar

MUNCHIES

...__1......._colorfully Decol'otedTerra cotta
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Popcorn Bowls by Nancy Carroll

I

780 Bridgton Rd. CRt 302) Westbrook· 854-0160

4

wheels x

4

weeks x

4

dollars

The Best Wheels
Deal Around! Sell
your vehicle through

Casco Bay Weekly
Classifieds.
Call 775-6601
20 word limit. no changes please.

by Lynda Barry
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roommates
SMALL HOUSE TO SHARE OFF BAXTER
BLVD, quiet non-smoker wanted, no pets,
WID. $3OO/mo. + 112 utilities. Garage space
optional. 775-4918.

CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A
207-775-1849

body" soul
The art of being yourself. The art of being
creative. Mark Nakell· Psychotherapis~ 7734413.
GIVE THE GIFT THAT RElAXES: Therapeutic massage relaxes tired, aching, stiff
muscles while improving circulation and
soothing tension. Gift Certificates available.
Sliding scale. Call Pam Richards, A.B.M.P.
Certified. 775-6636.
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen,
MA, LMJ., Licensed Massage Therapist.
Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches,
neckandshoulderstiffness, sciatica, stress,
improve flexibility, muscle tone, circula·
tion, athletic pertormance. By appointment,
865-{)672.
MONEY, HEALTH, LOVE, CAREER? Astro·
logical or Tarot readings. Phone, mail, or in
person. Visa and MasterCard accepted. Jan
Moody, Certified Astrologer and Psychic.
207 -725-8226.
ACCESS NATURAL BEAUTY this season.
Guided Back-Country X-C Ski tours. Miles
of wide trailed foothills. Special weekend
package: $35/person- Dec. 14/Jan. 11. Two
ski tours (3hourseach); sweatlodge sauna;
indoor, heated camping; warm showers;
waffle breakfast Also, Guided Touring by
appointment 207-625-8189.

Individual & Group Therapy
for Women Focusing on
• Food
• Body Image
• Sexuality
77S-7927
232 St.John st.

Paulette M_ Bonneau LCSW
Licensed Clinical Social Y\brker
- Recovery Issues
-Women's Issues
-Sexual Abuse
Treatment

Love your
job?

Individual,
Couple,
GrouP.
Family
Psychotherapy

It's hard to believe, but many
people don't. Find your dream
job. Discover the link between
dreams and a career. For more
information, call now.

Brooke Alexander, M. Div.
Pastoral Counselor
The Hole in the Soul Gangl
A therapy group for women.
Openings for the Man. Night Group
beginning Dec 9th.
46 Spruce St., Portland 874-0526

lijI

caw CLASSIFIED AD

Usa Bussey, M.A" C,E.D.T.

142 High st.
Suite 318
Portland
Maine 04101

1'- '~I

~

RUBENFELD SYNERGY®
Un"""
"'"stored
. . .memory
d ""',,,.,.
- H"movement,
",""dEb,
releasing
through touch,
dialogue, imagination and humor.
A gentle integration of body, mind and spirit.

871-81 3 in Portland
363.8939 in York
CAROL V. JENKINS, M.A., C.R.S.

shiatsu
acupressure

ATTORNEY AT LAW
.Sexual HarassmenVAbuse
.Divorce. CUstody, Support
.Wills, Probate
.Environmental Law

OVERWEIGHT? IF DIETS DON'T WORK,
what does? My unique combination of
simple, powerful changes and Guided Imagery Hypnotherapy does! Sessions start·
ing soon, first one fre~! Call for details. Dr.
Katherine J. Moody, 828-4849.
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Gmtlt, rtwing. heAling ,,-~ __ ........ An IxplrilnU of tittp blJUznu
Ann Foster Tabhutt, AOITA
799-9258

772-2790

Use Your Mind to Heal Your Pain

CLIENT·CENTERED MASSAGE THERAPY
& BODYWORK: Open up more options in
your body, increase and refine body awareness. First session $25. Andrea E. Price,
Ucensed Massage Therapist, Portland, 8710121.

BIOFEEDBACK is Whole Body Learning

WOMEN'S DIVORCE GROUP FORMING.
Leam howtoimplementthe "Eleven Helpful
Strategies" as you proceed through your
divorce. Number One Helpful Strategy: Do
not go through your divorce alone. This
support group designed toempowerwomen
moving through their emotional divorce
will be facilitated by Diane Paige, M.A.,
psychotherapist specializing in work with
women, changing families and personswho
'have abusive family historys. Greater Portland, 82~526.

I N 'N E R L I G H 4.I1""

II A R R A 5 E EKE T HEALTH

&

REHAB

AN INVITATION
TO GET TO
THE HEART
OF THE MATI'ER

Meditation-in-Mouon

Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapy
Kim Chandler
10 Exchange 5T
Portbnd
874-2341

VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN

We aU have areas
in our lives
we wish to shed light on.

C~rtj(jed N~uroMuscular Therapist

Channeling by

.:.

GIVE YOURSELF OR A LOVED ONE A PER·
FECT GIFT OF KRIPALU BODYWORK. Ex·
plore the unfolding of body/mind stress
through massage, energy balanCing,
acupressure and foot reflexology. Jacqueline
Renee Lacoste, GMT; CPT. West End 7617608. Gift Certificates available for the holi·
days or special occa~ons.

772-6411

MAYA

.:.

207-772-8256

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RELIEF
OF ACUTE & CHRONIC PAIN

p>l.atJtlj tk,.ap'j

2 BR TO SHARE· Fernale roommate wanted.
Spectacular view, walking distance to Old
Port, partially fumished. NIS. $350/mo. including utilities. 772-2654.
WESTBROOK· Roommate needed: MIF to
share recently built, spacious, 3 BR
town home in quiet neighborhood. All ameni·
ties +fireplace, sun room, deck. $350 + 112
utils. 854-4252 after 5:30.
PART ·TIME ROOMMATE WANTED to share
nice large Portland homew/professional M
& F. Pertect for sales person or airline
personnel. Reduced rent. 772-7317.

FRIENDLY, ACTIVE 40 yr. old female will
share 2 BR, 1-112 bath townhouse off Allen
Ave. Full basement for storage, WID and
deck. $S31wk. + share electric. 797-7496.
SHARE FARMHOUSE, WEST BATH, spa·
cious BR, lots of storage, NIS, $250/mo.
includes utilities. 442-0960.
SOUTH PORTLAND- Professional MlF to
share 2 BR condo & guesl room. 3 bath,
fully furnished, deck, lots of storage, sky·
lights, off·street parking, convenient loca·
tion. S300/mo. + 112 utils. 767~616.
SOUTH PORTLAND· WILLARD SQ. AREA.
Large, sunny apt. NIS female, off-street
parking, storage, busline, close to beach.
$2751mo. includes all. A great place to live!
799-0039, Dawn, leave message.
MALE ROOMMATES WANTED· Group
house- Recovering addicts or alcoholics
willing to work hard in sobriety, pay own
way and share responsibilities. Gall 7757949.

W,U Taylor, MD - 174 SOUlh Freeport Rood - Freeport
865-1469

Kripalu Yoga

roommates

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED - Nonsmoker, responsible and neat to share two·
bedroom apt in Portland. $261/mo. + 112
heat + utilities. Call evenings at 878-9982.
Available immediately.

207/774-8780

KIM MATTHEWS

30+ PROGRESSIVE WOMEN SEEK FEMALE
ROOMMATE, gay orstraigh~ to share large
two floor apartment in West End. No Pels.
Sunny bedroom. 775-0626. $1801mo. +
utilities.

WANTED: FRIENDLY, MELLOW MIF TO
SHARE 2BR 2 story West End Apt. $312.50
includes utilities. MUSicians, psychics, art·
ists welcome; fundamentalists or purely
professionals not. Bill 761-1918.
WINDHAM: SEEKING FEMALE ROOMMATE
for Townhouse style condo. 2 BR, 1-112
bath. $320/mo. incl. all except phone.
Amenitiesinclude pool, tennis, parking,lots
of privacy. Me: Independent, outgoing, fun
loving people person. Enjoys simple things
, in life. You: See "me". Noantisocialsoranal
retentives need apply. Call 892-3971.

Responding to
CBW Box #?

a

Curo &y Weekly
SSt A Cons.... st.

Forllond, ME" 04101

9-f{n,mt 1)offive-r

CBWBoIrXXX

GIVE THE GIFT OF INSIGHT· A Tarot reading makes a unique & personalized gift. For
info call Jeanne, 799-8648.

RATES

1 week

add'i

week.

up to 30 words

$9

$6

31 to 45 words

$12

$8

each additional word .25¢
Wheels - 4 weeks - $16, no changes,
no refunds 20 word limit
DEADLINES
Line ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at SPM
Call 775-6601 for display rates_

CATEGORIES
o body & soul
oroommat...
oapt.t..nt

o houeee/rent
o otIicealrent
o atudioe/rent
o seaeonaVrent
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child care
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o

o
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o bueinn. opportunities

GREAT LOCATION IN The Heart of the Old
Port! MIF needed toshare 2BRcondo. Rent
$280 + 1/2 utilities. NIS preferred. Please
call anytime! 874-{)691.
EXPENSIVE. YOU WIU NEVER WIN. DELAY. Our salespeople are coming. Makes a
lousy Christmas gift. Backed by U.S. Government. $192.50+ util. Avail Dec IS-Jan 1
in West End. 761-{)362.
WEST END-RESPONSIBLE, MATURE
housematewanted, woman preferred, NlS,
to share quiet, comfortable, sunny Victorian with 40's professional woman. Fire·
place, laundry, yard. $320Imo. includes all
utilities. 772-1831. Leave message.
WILLARD BEACH AREA, So. Portland, seeking MIF to share sunny house with 1female
+ dog. Choice of large bedroom $285/mo.
or small bedroom $260/mo. Both plus 112
utilities. Fireplace, WID. Avail. now. Call
767-6334 or 914-255-2766.
SHARE COZY HOUSE IN PORTLAND! Responsible, mature, NIS female roommate
wanted to share 2 BR house in quiet, safe
neighborhood. Large private yard and park·
ing. Must value privacy and be committed
to keeping the house clean and comfort·
aole. Spacious, sunny living room with fireplace, bright working kitchen with dishwasher. Good storage space. Avail. Jan 1st
$300 + utilities. Call 775-0205, leave message. Security deposit and references.
LARGEWEST ENDAPARTMENTTO SHARE
$300 includes heat, hw, gas (electr. extra).
Studio space, garage, cats, plants, quiet.
John 874-{)525.
4th PERSON TO SHARE WOODFORD'Sarea
apt. NIS, mid 20s to mid 30s. Great place,
good people. $155 +sec. dep. and 114 utils.
Available immediately. Gall 871-7028.
BEAUTIFUL 2 STORY, 2 BRApt. with hard·
wood floors, bay windows, view of Eastern
prom, needs asecond roommate to make it
horne. $2851mo. + 112 utils. 871-1562.
WALK TO USM- Responsible female NIS
wanted to share large sunny four bedroom
apt. WID, balconies, oil heat. Mustlike cals.
$250/mo. + 113 utilities. 773-7701

Your classified ad: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o etuff for .ale
o gal1lgelyard .. Ie.
o wanted
o compute..
o mu.iclinatrument.
owhse/$

o theater art.
oleaming
o publicationa

oanimale

o Ioat & found (free)
o legal notice.
o bulletin board

Total words: _ _ _ _ _ __

Name:------------~ress~
·

1st week: _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ add'i weeksat: _ _ _ _ _ __
Te~phooe~'

Total: _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

PHONE rr IN: 207 -715~601 VISa or Mastercard 0 cash 0 check 0 money order
ad which do not affect the value or content, or
• ubetan~ally change the meaning of the ad. CO!d~ will
be issued when a viable error has been determined
within one week of publication. Tear e_t8 available
for $2Ieepy.

GM SEEKS ROOMMATE (Nothing More!)
NlS, MIF to share new cape in Scarborough.
Quiet neighborhood. Near beaches. $350
plus utils. 883-8454.
FEMALE NIS, VEGETARIAN looking for same
to share spacious, quiet, 2 BR apt Hard·
wood floors, yard, off·street parking. $2251
mo. + utils. Cat included.
HOLLIS· HOUSE TO SHARE, fenced backyard with deck, R.O.W. to pond, WID, dish·
washer, whirlpool bath. I smoke. $2OO/mo.
includes all but phone. Dick,727-3796.
GM LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE- North
Deering, fumished livingroom, WID in build·
ing.1 travelalot, soyou must be reponsible.
$35O/mo. includes all, negotiable. 7976281, leave narne & number.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
lovely house on a quiet street near USM
with WID. $3OO1m0. + 113 utilities. NIS, no
pets please. 774-1648.
CHEAP SLEEP! WINDHAM-l0 minutes to
metro Portland. 20f 3 BR, WID, kitchen, LR,
DR, barn, large yard, garden. Great BRI
study. All for$169/mo. + 112 utilities! 8926873
SOUTH PORTLAN D- Easygoing MIF to share
large 2 BR apt. $225/mo. + 112 utilities. H)
767-2580; W) 871-7117.
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE renovated 3 BR, 2 bath, East End house. Great
kitchen, rooftop deck wlviews. Must be
neat & easy going. $325/mo. includes ev·
erything. Call 773-7613.
1 OR 2 VACANCIES IN 4 BR HOUSE wl2
straight working men 38 & 40, chern·free,
NlS, semi-rural quiet, 15 minutes from
downtown Portland, S200lmo. + 1/4 utilities +$125 security payable over 5 months.
Oil hotair +woodstove. Call Michael, Marcus
or Fred 854-4827.

apts/rent
OLD ORCHARD BEACH- Two sunny 1 bed·
room apartments, renovated, new kitchen,
bay windows. OIW, W/W carpeting,
sundeck,4 minute walk to beach. 110 Fern
Park. S330 & S350 respectively. Dr.
Robinson, 773-5573.
EAST END: Sunny one bedroom apartment,
spacious with hardwood floors, big living
room, dining room and kitchen. Large yard
and porch. Quiet one-way street. Includes
heat, parking, WID. Avail Jan. 1st. $5251
mo. Gall 773-2191 .
NORTH STREET 2 BEDROOM sunny, clean
apartment. Available now. Carpeted old Vic·
torian style living room, eat in kitchen. OVer·
looks back bay area. $550. month heated.
NS, no pels. 772-8085.
FALMOUTH- 2-3 BR APT. in beautiful large
two family home. High ceilings, WID, DIW,
Jaoozzi Bathtub, sunporch. $B251mo. Utili·
ties included. Caretaker responsibilities
available in exchange for part of rent, such
as vegetarian food preparation, housecleaning, carpentry, yardwork.lfyou have experience and would like to share part of agreat
house, we'd love to talk to you. Roger and
Lisa, 878-8673.
BIG AND SUNNY, TOP FLOOR VIEWS in a
genuine unaltered 3-family house. Just a
few steps across the street to lovely ·Pep·
permint Park." $445Imo. Marigold Inc. 7611764.

o dating service.

FINE PRINT
Classified ada must be Ffiid for in advance w~h cash,
personal check, money order, V... or Mastercard. l.o6t
& FCMJnd ~eme listed free. Claeeified ads are
non-refundable. caw shall not be liable for aJroj
typographical enore, omissione, or changee in the

RESPONSIBLE, MATURE NIS roommate
wanted to share beautiful new home with
GM. 15 minutes to Portland, 3 acres pivate
setting. WID, cable, heat included. Prefer
under 35. $325/mo. 892-1056.

RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, NlS Gor tolerant
MIF roommate to share 14 room country
house, desirable Portland suburb. Near
beaches, acreage, garage, utilities. Must
value privacy and be committed to keeping
the house clean and comfortable. Security
deposit and references. $300/mo. 7999761.

PORTLAND YOCA STUDIO

JuAfr.'"1 toudi.

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY! NIS reliable
grad. studenVyoung prof. wanted to share
spacious 8 room house w/ art teacher and
law student. Fireplace, sunroom, backyard.
Near USM. $290/mo. Call 871-7212.

FAX fT IN: 207-775-1615 Visa or Mastercard
MAiLlWALK IT IN: CBW, 551 A Congress St.,

Portland, ME 04101

o Visa

0 Mastercard
Credit Card #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Exp.date·:....------

NEW EFFICIENCY· PAYSON PARK AREASmall but beautiful. $B01wk. includes ev·
erything. 871-9065 or772-2427, references,
lease. .
FREEPORT· SUNNY, COZY 1 BR apt. Ideal
location wlcountrysetting, now available- a
must see! $4251mo. Call 865-6800.
CONGRESS ST· WESTGATE,5c1ean rooms,
2 BR, stove and refrigerator. Immediate
occupancy. No pels. On bus~ine. $400 plus
utilities. Call 772-6905.
FALMOUTH SHORE- 2rooms, kitchen, bath.
$450 includes heat, utilities, parking, laun·
dry. No pets. 781-5205.

CONTEMPORARY APARTMENT in private
Victorian. Skytights, great closets, garage,
applianced kitchen, WID hookup, on busline.
Ideal for artis~ student, or professional.
Prefer NIS. $425 + utilities. 854-2716.
DEERING AREA· Completely renovated, 6
rooms, 3 BR, large kitchen, living room,
dining room, hardwood floors. Heated, HI
W, parking, quiet neighborhood. Available
now. Sec. dep. $SSO/mo. 773~122.
Meadowbrook Apartments· SANTA SPE·
CIAL· Move into one of these spacious,
beautiful 2 BR apts. before Christmas and
1st month rent is only $300, sign 1-112 yr.
lease and move·in for $200! Quiet location,
WID hook-up, disposal, dishwasher, park·
ing, large yard. Gall SPECTRUM, INC. 8280500. Evening and weekend appointments
welcome.

Spectacular Views
of
Casco Bay and city
From decks of spacious
contemporary apts.
Parking. Security. Laundry
Two BR Townhouses $585+ utils.
Other apts. from $475'

Free Cable and
utility hook up.
York Cumberland Housing
JJI'
839-8272
~
~

24 hour

L:.J

5,555 READERS
FOR $1

DEERING OAKS AREA - Very pleasant 2-3
bedroom apartment in quiet 2family house.
Off-street parking, hot water and heat in·
cluded. $S50/mo. Call Mike 774-3392.

Your 30 word ad will
reach 50,000 of Portland's
most active consumers
for only $9

EAST END· Compact 1st floor, 2 BR with
pnvate entrance, eat-in kitchen and wood
floors, only $45OImo., heat included. Lease
and security. Gall Dick at 774-7040.

with

CUSHMAN ST.-Small but fabulous, private
entrance through garden to totally renovated, funny, 1 BR with hardwood floors.
$400 includes everything. 774-3324.
PORTLAND· 112 Duplex, offering 3 bed·
rooms, hardwood floors, new kitchen, family neighborhood. $6851mo. unheated. Call
Lori Garon at 773-1990 ext.141 or 7614451.
PORTLAND· 2 bedroom first floor apt. Immaculate condition, completely renovated.
$SOO/mo. unheated. Call Ward Hand at 7722107 or 839-5757.
BACK BAY AREA- Newly renovated sunny 2
bedroom apt. WID hook up, fenced in yard,
offstreetparking, easy access to 295. $4751
mo. plus utils. Call 772-9061.

;Mlf1a~

houses/rent
CHARMING 2 BR HOME in convenient West
End location, 2-1l2bathrooms,living room,
dining room, modern kitchen, deck. PLUS·
basement apt. for sublet. $775/mo. Call
773-8927 eves.
PEAKS ISLAND- Enchanted cottage needs
enchanting, NIS tenanls, year round. Sunny,
2 BR, very well insulated, garden space,
walk to everything. $465 + uti/so & security.
766-5153.

seasonal/rent

EASTERN PROM. Cozy newly painted economical 2 room effie. w/ modem bath.
Good neighborhood, near nice park and
bus line. Parning, laundlY, lease, no dogs.
$350/mo. heated. Gall 767-5886.

real estate

~urt

Apt._

NEAR MAINE MALL
295 & 1-95
Modem Spacious 2 Bedrooms.
Heated or Unheated.
•
•
•
•
•
•

All modern appliances.
Incls. Microwave
DishwasherlDisposal.
Self cleaning oven.
Frost free refrigerator
Lg, laundry facility on
premises
• WIW Carpeting
• Private balconies

M - F: 9-8, Sat & Sun: 12-5

761-2881

Pr""';'~":c,_d

SUMMIT
TERRACE
APARTMENTS
Soutb Portland, ME

$600 to $625
• Heat included
• W!W carpeting, appliances
• Laundry room jaciliHes
• Patio and walk-in storage
• Close to marina and beacb
• A mple parking
• No pets, one year lease
Modern two bedroom

OWN YOUR OWN HOME FOR SI,SOO full
price! Government agencies now liquidat·
ing. 1-805-564-6500, ext. HQ3611 for immediate assistance.
NH- No income, broad base, or sales tax.
Shore home was $200,000, now$125,OOO.
Shore lotwas $95,000, now$SS,OOO. Many
businesses at giveaway prices. Call
(603)522-3736.
SCARBOROUGH 3 Br. TRI-LEVEL Situated
on 5+ acres. Inilround pool, 2 car garage,
views of Spurwink River, near several
beaches. $179,900. Gall 799-4154.
PORTLAND· OCEAN AVE. Charming 3 bed·
room, 4 additional rooms, 2nd floor home
in fine residential area. Near Baxter Elementary School. Potential use as professional
office or 2 family. Asking $109,500. Call
773-2242.

EXPENSIVE

BUT

WORTH IT!
76' 2 BR, 2 Bath; furnished,
fireplace, entire kitchen,
dining room, raised islaM
work space, and cherry
cabinets all over, trimmed in
gold striping, plus the master
bedroom has a huge "BLACK
TUB." Built for Maine by
Indians in North Carolina.

$28,995.

Of course we have new
70'x14' for $14,995 or double
wides from $24,995.
Champion, Fleetwood,
Henderson, Mansion, Norris
and Sterling,

*********
LUV HOMES
Rt 26 Oxford, Maine
Daily 9-6, Sun 10-5

539-4759

apartments
in a quiet village setting

799-3475

HOLI DAY HELPER: House cleaning, party
preparation, serving, giftwrapping. Pennsylvania State University graduate, BS in
hotel restaurant management. Excellent
personal references. Temporary or permanent. Call Gina 773-8587.
KATY'S CLEANING SERVICE· We provide a
personalized service. We clean the way you
want us to clean. References, insured,
bonded. 772-9749.

NASTY

Charge your daaalfled ada
by phone

;f!: NEAT

COMPULSIVE CLEANING
... and other I~e eupport aervi"""

*********

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning person ... or worse,
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life

LUVHOMES
Rt 1A Holden, Maine
Daily 9-6 Sunday 10-5

Katherine Clark

989-7644

772-8784

and have your Visa or MasterCard ready!

GARAGE SPACE AVAILABLE FOR WINTER
STORAGE of automobile. $SO/mo. 7754918.

(t'~ortland

14' wide 3 BR, $1,499
down, APR 11., 80'
4 BR, 2 Bath with
jacuzzi, fireplace,
dishwasher, etc.
$24,995
NEW, JUST IN 16'
wides from Holly Park
and Norris double wide
3 BR, 2 Bath $24,995_
Homes from
Champion, Holly Park,
Redman and Norris

CALL n5-BBOl

78 DANFORTH ST.' TWO 1 BR apts. $395/
5495- include heat and HW, parking, laundry, security system. 829-6155 or 7756000, ext. 713.

~

HOLIDAY CATERING AND BAKING for any
size party. private or office- or occasion. A
wide variety of menu items offered for suggestions, or will cook to suit your needs.
Please call 767-6163.

$156 FOR
180 MONTHS

classifieds

29

commercial

residential

child care
Serving Maine With Pride For 182 Years

BOSTON- PERSONALIZED NANNY
AGENCY-Positions available for qualified
individuals. GreatsalalYplus benefits. Nan·
nies Nook, 1-800-543-4397.

_

AMERICAN

STEEL AND AWMINUM CORP.
£. Cot ... ONis.on

115 Wallace Ave, So. Portland, ME 04106

help wanted
$40,000Iyr! READ BOOKS and TV scripts.
Fill outsimple "like/don't1ike"form. EASY!
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 hour recording. 801-379-2925. Copyright
IMEI14EB.
EVERYDAY IS EARTH DAY! Work to protect
Maine's environment and make Health Care
affordable and accessible to Maine's citizens. The Maine People's Alliance is hiring
canvassers for it's Citizen Outreach Programs. $220·$300Iweek. Jobs based in
Portland. Call 761-4400.

A HANDYMANS WAREHOUSE
for
DO-IT YOURSELFERS
We have all you need for your
Metal Fabrication Projects,
Both Large & Small.

YOUR
ONE-STOP-METAL-SHOP

772-4641

CHARLES B, MELCHER
PHOTOGRAPHER

jobs wanted
AUTHOR, COLLEGE PROFESSOR, worning
on book, seeks housesitting situation for
one year beginning May 1, 1992. I'm a
mature, responsible NlS ~thout pets, with
excellent references. 729-8953.

business services
COLLEGE STUDENT WITH TRUCK avail·
able to do odd jobs and moving. Very handy
and can fix most anything. Experienced
mover who will move you for less. 7742159 anytime.
REDUCE· REUSE - RECYCLE· Call USM
Recycles and find out more. Casco Bay
Weekly is using our service and we can
work for you, personally or professionally.
Call Today!!! Recycling Hotline 780-4998.

EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS

501 Cumberland Ave.
Portland

775-6301

INTERIOR PAINTING: Free estimates, fast
service,lowcost, color and lighting consul·
tations, both standard and environmentally
friendly paints available. Ben 772-7579.
POWER FOR THE PEOPLE! For all your
electrical or refrigeration needs, rehab,
rewiring, upgrades, or new construction,
call MarcorAnn'Marieat998-48350r7743116. "Uncompromising quality".
T·SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS. Custom screen
printing of logos and designs for business,
organizations, and individuals. Promotional
totes and outerwear available. Gall us at
MAINESCREEN 878-2771.

I

YOUVE WAITED LONG
ENOUGH!
CASCO BAY WEEKlY ClASSIFIED
UNE AD DEADUNE

IS EVERY MONDAY

AT6PM
CALL MICHAEL 775-6601

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

Writing and Editing
for non-profits, businesses, individuals
SHEILA WELLE HAN

~

874-8049

"An outstandIng writer."
Barbara S. Nosanow, Director, Portland Museum of Art
"I was thrilled with the work she did for Portland Stage.·
Caroline F. Turner, ManagIng Director
Portland Stage Company

Arts a specialty. Reasonable rates.

30

Casco Bay Wu/cly

.j

business opps
JOIN THE 85 YEAR LEGACY of the Fuller
Brush Company. Sell Quality home care
products, part or full-time. No experience
.reQuired . Call Ned Darr, Independent
Distributerl Fuller Brush Company. 7665028.
PRIME SEASON SKI MOTEL, reslauran~
pub. 20+ rooms, apartment (optional chaleI), 80% occupancy. New systems. Selling
below appraised value! Excellent cash now
pays mortgage, leaves $40,000+/- owner's
salary. $6O-$70K down. PSI, (207)8567034.

daHng services
U.S. Asian Connection- For free photo brochure and details of beautiful, faithful, marriage-minded ladies from overseas, write:
P.O.Box 60283, Las Vegas, NV, 89160, or
call 702-451-3070, leave mailing address.
EBONY IVORY SOCIETY. Meet singles of
different racial groups for friendship ordating. Send address & .52 cents loose postage: P.O.Box 8628, Metairie, LA. 70011.

dining
~Thc

Bayou :
IGtchcll

Comfortable • Smoke-free
Green Mountain Coffee
Brea/cfast a/l day

'.

• Lunch

Weekday Lunch. Weekend Brunch

JUST SAY NO TO THE MALL and all the
hassles and frustrations it brings. Head up
the hill and stop by TANGENTS, where
you'll find an interesting and eclectic blend
of new & vintage clothing, records, tapes,
antiques & more. New stuff arrives daily so
you never know what you'll find. New in this
week: More new strange and unique Tshirts; a great 1950s art-deco influenced 3
lamp set & more! TANGENTS is located at
247B Congress Sl (one block up Munjoy
Hill from Levinsky's). Call Mike at 774-5024
for business hours and more info. Mention
this ad and recieve 10% off of any pu rchase
through December. If you need extra money
for Christmas check your allies and cellars
for boxes offorgotten stuff. TANGENTS will
buy nearly anything manufactured prior to
1970. Call 774-5024 for details.

music
THE PINETONES, Maines premiere Westeml Swingl Ethnic! Novelty band, perfect
for weddings, parties, functions, dances,
concerts. Duet to Quintet, acoustic or electric. 799-9788.

Gl 'ITAR sn DIO \\ Ol{l~"'1I0P

28 FT. SAiLBOAT- 1965, Sladel design
auxiliary sloop, cedar on oak hull, automatic 4 engine, wholesome family cruiser.
$15K or B.O. 767-3831 .
BASEBALL CARDS- Selling entire 18,500
card collection. Mint condition, stored in
monster boxes. Mostly 1980 thru 1991, all
brands. Excellent Ch~stmans gillforbeginnero $700. Call Dave, 283-8420. Leave message.
DP ROWING MACHINE- New$15O, student
model refrigerator wI cutting board top
$100, Panasonicstereo, cassette with turntable and speakers $75, Fenderstratocaster
wI hardshell case $300. 773-7701 .

773-3444

VOICEI PIANO STUDlO- ClaSSical, Opera &
Broadway musicals. Bachelor of Music;
Masters of Music. 772-7208 or 879-2606,
evenings only.

wheels
CHEAP!
FBI/U .S.
SEIZED
'89
Mercedes ... $200; '86 VW ...$50; '87
Mercedes ...$100; '65 Muslang ... $50.
Choose from thousands starting at $25.
FREE 24 hour recording reveals details.
801-379-2929. CopyrightlMEl14JC.
MERCURY MARQUIS, 1984, automatic, new
engine, power everything, reliable transportation. $1800 or besl offer. Call 7722563, leave message.
BRONCO 114x4- '88, Low mileage, sunroof,
rustproofing, 5 speed STD/OD. 1 yr. left on
warranty. $7500. 797-9068.
FORD ESCORT- 1983. Blue book value$250. Cash ortrade-whathaveyougot that
I want? 77H682.
SAAB 900S- 1983, red, 3 door, 5 speed.
Good condition. Good winter car. $3000.
846-il578.
OLDS TORONADO- 1987, 65K 2-owner
miles. Loaded,60daywarranty. Westbrook
Auto Sales, Inc. Jeff, 854-4948 or 8543936 (eves.)
OLDS CUTLASS-1982, Runs great, excellent condition,-2 door, air, AmlFm, many
new parts. Only $1200. Call 797-8546.
SAAB 900- 1980, 4 spd., excellent body,
102K, $2500 or B.O. 767-2324.

D

Like
This!

Correspondence is
forwarded before
the publication of
the next issue.

IT'S THE CATS PAJAMAS- Bed & Breakfast
for cats, offering NO-CAGE accomodations,
large, sunny play area, bird watching, sunbathing and TLC for your cat while you're
away. Call 883-9611 .

lost .. lound
LOST: NUETERED MALE TIGER CAT.
Dartmoulh and Oakdale last Tuesday. 7612545 or 828-{)065. Reward.
FOUND- SMALL DOG By Falmouthl
Westbrook line, Brook Rd. Call to identify797-7227.

bulletin board

RfAso\ Wl'I PRICED PF.RSO \ Al. ARTWORK
207 '775 1209

learning
MATH TUTOR AVAILABLE: Experienced
teacher grades 7-12, all topics including
calculus. Will travel to studenl Call 8791931.

HONDA CIVIC SEDAN 1984- 5 spd., AIG,
cassette, very good condition, runs great.
101K, $2300 or B.O. Call Jim, 797-4415.

Hill
School

•

BATH
ANTIQUES SHOW

ADOPTION: Our baby awaits nature walks,
baking cookies, Grandparenls hugs and a
lifetime of love. Consider adoption. Allan
and Jeanne, call collect: 802-235-2312. (In
accordance with Title 22, Chapter 1153.)

Dec. 8

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

Hill School may be the answer
you've been looking for.
Our home school environment will nurttnl and
challenge yOll' child, kindergarten through Grade 5.
Certified, professional teacherlstate accredited.
Now errolling ages 4-6.
Please call or write.

62 Monument St. •

THIS SEASON GIVEA SOUND GIFT. Boone
Island studios will produceyoursong, poem,
humor, slory orgreetings on audio cassette
for the most unique gtltever. Insert graphics also available. Super low holiday rates.
Call for free estimate and demonstration.
775-2159.

ME 04101 • 879-1921

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Bath Junior High School

$2 Admission - Catered
Information call

443-8983

..

.

*SANTA *4 *HIRE *
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( ~ (207) 856-2135
'-~
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...

Santa:S Maine Connection
Responding to a

PERSONAL CALLQI
ad? All you have to do is.. _
Dial 1-900-370-2041
24 hours a day $1.49/min

Rkqq, ifjtk mnk tkqq vi f tvm
qywh, twm mnfm dfg tk
xvakh pkcj zwvduqj.
Rk ckfccfgbkh mnk ukjtyfch
fm mnk cvbrun fgh cksqfdkh
fqq vml qkmmkcl vg fg
fctvmcfcj xflnvyg. Mnkg rk
Ivbrun-mjskh (nwgmkh-fghskdukh) mnk rychl jyw fck
ckfhvgb gyro
My Iyqpk mnvl swooqk,
ewlm xvqq vg mnk Isfdkl yg
mnk uk~yfch rvmn mnk
qkmmkcl rk Ih yg mnk ukjl.

SWF, BLONDE, 5'9', very attractive and
slenderw/most outgoing personality wishes
to meellall and allractive professional NIS
man, 30-40. If you enjoy skiing, dining out,
and travel it would be a plus. Creative reply
will get you a phone call. 1r5896
IFATFIRSTYOU DON'T SUCCEED ... Smart,
single socialist tired of being lonely in these
capitalist climes and times, seeks SM, early
20s- mid 30s, with similar polities and a
silly side, too. Objective: maybe to change
Ihe wo~d just a bit and live happily ever
after. P.O. Box 9715-980, Portland, ME
04104.

DIVORCED SINGLE PARENT- 34, builder.
Not interested in becoming rich. Looking
fora special person who enjoys lites simple
pleasures- gardening, walks, dogs, kids,
the outdoors, exercise, church, and friendship. Someone who appreciates old fashioned values and ethics like hardwork and
hardDlay, hoesty, loyalty, and integrity.
1r5903

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a $20 gift certificate hom Alberta's for the first~prize wi.nner.
The second-prize winner receives two free passes to The Movies at Exchange S~~. ~mners .WIIl
receive their prizes in the mail. Drawings are done at random. Contestants are mehgtble to wm more
than one prize in a four-week span. Only one entry is allowed per person per week. .
.
,
All entries for this week's puzzle must be received by Wednesday, Dec. 11 . The solutIon to this week s
puzzle will appear in the Dec. 19 issue of Casco Bay Weeldy. Send your best guess to:
Real Puzzle #100

Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101

. .

The puzzle had 17 objects sticking through it: a corkscrew, a nutcracker, a parr of tweezers, a safety pill, a steak
knife, a utility knife. a pair of scissors, an X-acto knife, a compass, a ja~e (two blad es), a beer-can opener, a
pencil, a dart, a screwdriver, a felt-tip marker, a st~dard. pen and a techmcal pen.
There's no way that the corkscrew waS part of the Jackknife.

>i • .,."

f'

It

SWEET, SEXY, YOUNG SANTA CLAUS,
seeking seductive, sensuous, female elf for
frollicking, Christmas caroling and fun
times! Must be willing to ... travel to North
Pole, cuddle up with the jolliest young elf
himself and have a great love for Santa
Claus! Who else can you trust? 1r5904
BRIGHT, WITTY, HONEST, attractive, nice
guy in search of afriend with similar Qualities. I'm a 30s0tnething NIS who is for Ihe
most part physically fit and e{l1otionally
healthy. If the same above appeals to you,
call and we can talk and see ... Thanks.
1r5900
OUTDOORSY MAN (5'7·, FIT 43), likes hiking, camping (in the woods), skiing, travel,
children, ocean- runs trained snake farm on
the side. Seeks thinl petite partner, 3Os, to
help narrow the pike at Kittery. Free nuclear
reactor with first 5 replies. CBW Box 870.
1r5895

caw

PERSONAL (Calls cost 1.49/min)

SWM, 25, Seek an older female, 40+, for
sensual, intimate and fun relationship. I am
healthy, hone~ friendly, trim and NIS. Look,
race, & size not important- just a willingness to be paSSionate, romantic and have a
good time. CBW Box 871 . 1r5906

DSWM- Downhill Skier Wants Madonna...
just kidding. Divorced single white male. I
don't fit the taiV dark mOld, but I'm not the
hunchback of Notre Dame either. I'm healthy,
in mylale twenties, and like to ski. For more
info, write or leave message. 1r592O

GENTLEMAN, EARLY 60s, NIS, Looking for
female companion, same age. Slender lady
preferred, dancing, dining, and visiting the
mountains and seashore are some of my
interests. Hoping to find the right woman
for a permanent relationship. CBW Box
872. 1r5907

SKIING IS ALMOST HERE and this allraclive, professional, active SWM, 34, would
love to find a SlDF to share a day of skiing
followed by wine by a fireplace. Mustenjoy
intelligent conversation, romantic dinners,
laughter and have a zest for life. CBW Box
877. 1r5919

UNPUBLISHED NOVELlST- SWM, 33, seeks
independent-minded women for intelligent
correspondence, possibly romance. Passionsinclude Shakespeare, Mozart, foreign
films, B-52's. I am good looking, eccentric,
creative, broke, too paSSionate, and too
damned honest. Thick-skinned only, please!
P.O. Box 10051, Pori land, 04104 (First
drall: 42,255 words).

SWM, 28 years old, looking for SWF, 20-28,
for social fun and Quiet times at home. I'm
a NlS, whether you are or not doesn't matter. I'm affectionate and fun to be with.
1r5918

Respond to any personal ad
on this page. Call

900-370-2041
Call co.ta $1.49 • minute.

person of the week
Sweet, Sexy, Young Santa Claus, seeking
seductive, sensuous, female elf for frolIcking, Christmas caroling and fun times!
Must be willing to ••• travel to North Pole,
cuddle up with the jOlliest elf himself and
have a great love for Santa Claus! Who
else can you trust? 1r 5904
Each week, the person who places the lunniest or most creative Casco Bay Weekly
personal is chosen as CBWs 'Person of the Week· and Is awarded two free movie
tickets, compliments of Maine Mall Cinemas.

I STILL HAVEN'T FOUND WHAT I'm looking
for. This SWM, 28, seeks that special SWF
with Myslerious Ways. II you have Desire,
I Will Follow. Have you been wondering
Who's Gonna Ride YourWiId Horses? Don't
be So Cruel. I can'tliveWith orWithoutYou.
Let me Trip Through Your Wires, and we'll
run Where the Sireets Have NoName.I'd be
willing to take a chance and swallow my
Pride (In the Name of Love) to Touch the
Flame. U2? Call or write. 1r5917
SWM, 24,6'1', avariety of interests, seeks
aattractive, curvy, not fat, top heavy, 30s to
40s woman, S or M , for companionship or
more. Photo please. CBW Box 874. 1r5923

WHO, WHAT, WHY, WHEN? Who- SWM,
28, sound, wise, adventurous, thoughtful,
enjoys wide range of events, outing and
always looking for something new, dtlferent. What- Interested in meeting SWF to
join me on Ihese and olher events. WhyWhy not. When- As soon as you can write a
reply and tell me Who, What, Why, When
about yourself. CBW Box 875. 1r5922
FOR SALE, TRADE OR RENT- One slighlly
used U.S. male, white, wILt. brown top, V8,
auto trans, heavy duty, dependable sleek
transportation, seeking new or slightly used
mini to mid-sized two-seat femme sports,
or best offer. CBW Box 876.

Respond to any personal ad by calling
900-370-2041_ Calls cost $1.49 a minute.

men (... men
GWM, 30 something, tall, bedroom eyes .
Looking to find my own RheltButler. Winter
is approaching, Tara gets cold and so do I.
Varied interests, sincere, attractive. Sense
of humor a must. Write: Box Holder, P.O.
Box 6101, Falmouth, ME 04105.

others
STUNNING BI-MALE TRANSVESTITE
searching for adventurous male + female
companions to enjoy good times. I'm attractive, open-minded and ready to fulfill
fantasies. P.O. Box 243, Minot, Me. 042580243.1r5893
INTERESTED IN SEXY FUN? Non-threalening, tantalizing exhibitionism wilh lingerie
and/or ? Just good clean fun to enlertain
and enjoy. We are physically fit and creative
8-5 professionals looking fo r another couple
to have laughs and cavort with occasionally. ~5901
WM, 30 yrs. old, seeks bi female couple,
ebony woman for fantasy fulfillment and
friendship. Age and weight notas important
as cleanliness. ~5894
ARE YOU A BiF looking for a relationship
instead of fulfilling fantasies? Attractive
couple, BiF and M, would like to meet you!
We're looking for a lOVing, open, and sincere relationship with no jealousy or hangups. All letters answered- photo not necessary. CBW Box 873. 1r5908

GWM, 40ish, Looking for down to earth
man, 25-45. I'm educated, young at heart,
liberal and open-minded, and tired of being
alone. How about dinner or a drink? Portland 10 York area. Are you tired, too? Then
write soon with phone I. !J'5902
BiWM, 30s, discreet, trim, seeks same or
GaylBi couples 10 swap photos, home videos, fantasy letters, cassettes, or? Into body
builders, construction workers, tan lines
and hair. How about you? Instant photo
gets mine in kind. It'sgelling cold outthere.
LeI's melt some snow. CBW Box 869.
1r5899
HANDSOME, EDUCATED, STRESSBALL
(twentysomething), seeks politically
charged capitalist.lnteresls should include
xerox machines, CNN, and shopping for
accessories. Trust me ... I'm a romantic.
1r5905

NOVICE MALE EXHIBITIONIST into lingerie, looking for male, female or couples to
entertain, enjoy good times and fulfill fantasies. Age and weighl not important. 1r5925

Respond to
any personal
ad
on this page.

Call

900·370·2041

GWM, 26, NlS, PROF., Looking for other
mature & healthy GWM, 24-28, for companionship/friendship.1am not into the bar
scene, and have not been promiscuous. I
like quiet times, conversation, growing intimacyand romance. CBW Box 878. 1r5921
ATIRACTIVE BiWM, 26, looking to meet
other good looking, masculine, white males,
18-28 for friendship and possibly more. Be
real, don't hesilate. Lers meel CBW Box
879. 1r5926

Call costs $1.49 a
minute.

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO A CRW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 1.4S/min)
How to respond to a personal ad
Just call 1-900-370-2041 from any touch-tone phone.
When Personal Call18l answers, follow the instructions and
enter the four-digit 1t number of the ad that interests you.
You may then leave a response, enter another 1t number or
browse through other messages. (Calls cost 1.49 aminute.)
To respond to an adwithouta 1t number, write to the P.O.
box or CBW box indicated. When addressing mail to a CBW
box, be sure to print the box number clearly on the lower lell
hand comer of your envelope.

How to place a

Solution to Real Puzzle # 98

Rumn', book, BRAINSTORMS, was ,,,,,,tly publishtd by Harper and Row.!

ATIRACTIVE DWF, 42, looking for friendship (1), romance (2). If you're between the
ages of 40-50, maybe we can give each
other pleasure. I'm a considerate smoker
who enjoys asocial drink on occasion,long
walks, watching baseball, x-c skiing and
cooking. 1r5897

men ... women

W<m Rubin', book, BRAINSTORMS, .....
,eunlly published by H"'I"'.nIl Row.)

(Don

THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY IS APPROACHING. Spending the holidays with someone
extra special would be extra nice. I'm NlS30
year old woman with a warm heart, large
family, great sense of humor + over affectionate cal. Extra bonus points for honesty
and sincerity. CBW Box 868.1r5892

DO YOU DROOL? Are your teeth sleeping in
the cup beside your bed? Are you afraid to
go outin public? II yes, then move on. llno,
read on. DWF, 40, teacher, l00lbs., seeks
willy, intelligent min with i broad sense of
humor, sense of adventure, for romance
and laughs. P.O. Box 6666, Portland, 04101 .
1r5916

Hvgb!

This week, Portland's Jim Saffian and a friend will dine at Alberta's.
Portland's Dan Golden and a friend will take in a movie at
The Movies at Exchange Street.

women ... men

SHE SMOKES AND I DON'T. We're two
exceptional ladies looking for SlDWM in
Iheir 40s who enjoy life. If you're interested
in bright attractive women who don't hum
the wedding march everytime you knock on
the door, call today. 1r5924

REAL PUZZLE~'~"

(What's the point?)

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

WELL EDUCATED & TRAVELED woman of
34, from large family with high values seeking male in 30s with same background.
Must like adventurous traveling, movies,
dining, dancing, and willing to have a good
time. Also, must value friendships & family.
1r5898

60 Dealers

",'
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CRAFT SALE- SELF HELP Crafts of the World
are available ONE DAY ONLY on Saturday,
December 7th from 9am to 3 pm. Church of
the SeMn~ at 35 Lafayette SI., Portland,
becomes an international marketplace of
distinctive, reasonably priced handcrafts
like woven tapestries from South America,
handcarved wooden elephants from Africa,
brass jewelry from India and woven baskets
from the Philippines. Located near the Observatory on Munjoy Hill, 1112 blocks from
the Whole Grocer off Congress SI. 7748578.

EUROPE- ONLY $160! Hitch a ride on a
commercial jello Europe for$160. CARIBBEAN- Only $189! Round-trip air to somewhere warm & sunny. AIRHITCH(r) 212864-2000.

Is Your Child
Bored or Ignored?

• Lessons
• Lessons
• Lessons

COMPUTER- IBM compatible hard drive,
monitor, mouse, fax, software, printer, com- FORD ESCORT WAGON 1986- Runs good,
puter center, chairplus much more! 4 mos. 1owner, powersteering,5spd. Newsticker.
old. Please only serious inquiries. $1750. - $1695. 761-288t days/874-{)733 eves.
786-8511.
CHEVY IROC CAMARO 1986- Hops,
loaded, auto., 75,000 miles, good condo
$5500 or B.O. 874-{)930 or 772-4585.
Casco Bay Weekly
MAZDA RX7 GXL 1987- 31,000 miles, ex551 A Congress St.
cellent condition, AmlFm, sunroof, PIS, PI
Portland, ME, 04101
B, rustproofed, stored winters. $8,400 or
CBWBoxXXX
B.O. 797 -2221.

Do It

animals

on tbe Western Prom

mas party, wedding, special occassion, etc.
Northern Ughts String Quartet. Duet & trio
also available. Call 729-53S1.

16' WOODEN TEMPLETON CANOE handmade by Doc Blanchard. Rarely used, in
excellent condition. Asking $650. Yarmouth,
Maine. (207)846-5099.

!

PORTRAITS DRAWN AND PAINTED

LIVE CLASSICAL MUSIC for your Chrisl-

MOUNTAIN BIKE- GT AlITerrainAvaianche,
21 spd. Shimano Deor, 16". Brand new,
never ridden, asking $750. Call 878-3457!

JEEP GRAND WAGONEER- f986, loaded,
sunroof and tow package, new engine this
year. Excellentcondilion. 70,000 mi. $8300.
Call 829-5367.

AIRLINE TICKETS WANTED to Salt Lake
City, Denver, Seattle. Call MichaeI772-7317.

Holiday
Gift Certificates
Available

EXERCISE EQUIPMENT. Several Steppers,
nywheel cycles and fun cycles to choose
from . Ranging from $SO to $150. Call Jim
871-1815, 8-6; 879~!I-

JEEP GRAND WAGONEER 1988- Black,
handsome, excellent condition. New AIITerrain tires, brakes, shocks.$10,900. 7672821. Leave message.

Mark Ewert

Great Louisiana Specialties
Hot Boudin & Andouille Sausage
"Red b~ans and ric~ on Monday
means good lucie all _Ie long.•

HAYWOOD WAKEFIELD KING SIZE BEDMattress, box spring; triple dresser, chest
on ches~ rock maple, $600 or B.O. Black
naugahide sofa and swivel rocker, $300 or
B.O. Call 6-9pm 829-4653.

FORD ESCORT 1985- Aulomatic, excellent
condo Only 40,000 miles. Full service history documentation. Appropriately maintainedevery 3,000 miles.$2,500.775-4867.

SOUND ALTERNATIVES PAYS CASH for
used records, tapes, CDs. Call 774-4446.

Beginners to Professionals
All Styles

stull lor sale

CHEVY NOVA-1986 4 dr. Runs great, looks
great, no rust, automatic, 70,000 mi. $3700.
Call 675-3S17 after 5 pm.

visual arts

wanted

$2.25 Breakfast Special
$7.50 Take-out Special
Daily Lunch Specials

iH;\ Ik~Tillg .\\CIIIIC
Woodlj,rd, Contcr
l
774-4!);ii; • 7 ,\:\I-:.! 1':\1

WI JETIA-l982, $S5O. 774-7850.

•

caw personal ad

You can place your ad by phone, by FAX or by stopping
by our office at 551A Congress Sl in downtown Portland.
Call 77&-6601 to find out more.
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes with free use
of a Personal CaJl® .. number. When you place your ad,
you'l be you'll be given a .. number and an easy-to-follow
instruction sheellrs important that you call and leave your
personal greeting before the paper comes out on Thursday
-that way you wonl miss any of your responses.
When recording your 90-second greetin9, relax and be
creative. Describe yourself - but don't leave your full
name, telephone number or address. We suggest that you
leave your first name, and ask the people responding to
leave their telephone numbers and best times to call.

You can change your 1t message as often as you like.
And you can start gelling responses right away.

Your ad:

What does a personal cost?

Category:

Personal ads of 45 words or fewer cost only $5 a week.
Additional words cost 25~ each. All personal ads must be
placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 45 words or
fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.)
Use of a Personal Call® 1r number is free. Use of a CBW
box (including mail forwarding) costs $5 a week. Use of a
CBWboxw/oa1rnumbercosts$9aweek. Visa, Mastercard,
personal checks or money orders are welcome. All personal ads and box services must be paid in advance.

Owomen .. men

Rules & deadines
Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seeking relationships. CBW will refuse ads that seek to buy or
sell sexual services. No full names, street addresses or
phone numbers. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomical language will not be accepted. We reserve the right to
edit or refuse any ad.
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m. on the
Monday priorto publication. Bring or send your ad to: Casco
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress Sl., Portland, ME 04101.
Phone: 775-6601. FAX: 775-1615

Omen ... women

o women" women
Omen "'men

o others
o companions

Confidential infonnation:
(We cannot print your ad without il.)
pt-one

name

address

city. state, zip

• of words: - - - (H rT1Of8 than 451
Costlw_k: - - - See ralBS at left

• of weeks: _ _ _ _
2·waek rrininum

caw box: _ __ _
Add $5 or S9lweek
See rates al left
Tot.1 due: _ _ __

-
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A CHAMBER
presented by

CJirChort{9lrt Socit,!
Robert Russell, Music Director

Sunday, December 15, 1991
3 p.m. and 7 p.m.
IMMANUEL BAPTIST CHURCH, 156 HIGH ST., PORTLAND
Admission: $12 (senior/student $8, children $4)
Tickets available at Gallery Music and Amadeus Music in Portland
Telephone 781-3567

BUTTONS AT SHOP 'N SAVE SUPERMARKETS
$10 ADULTS $6 KIDS AND SENIORS

(No refunds)

Buy before Christmas and save $!2!

For event information call 772-9012

NEBANK

a maine bank for maine people

I,.

RUST

I'It." .
I '

t j,.
•t •

I I" '
,, .

Wayne C McGatvay
Pres~nt & CEO

Samuef A t.dd. 1/1
Exec:utiYe Vice President
& Olref Administrative
Off<er

Robe" .. Han",n

Ann B 00nagIly

Thomas M Cattell

Hem,! H 8ae:k",

Sef1lOf VICe President
& SenitI Lender

SenIor Vice Presdent

VICe Presldeot &

Vice PresM:feol

SetlIOf Trust OffICer

Am T. Coffm

PatrlCICI A Flagg

Dana C. Mahoney

OperatIOnS Officei'

Opera""ns

Paraleoder

James J. Pansl. Jr
Asmtant Branch
" " " - & loan Off<er

DavId H Olute
V'a PreSident &

Trust Investment Officer

Nan B Larsen

ReMa l Oeha,S

Carol S OVer

AdminiStrative Assistant

Head Teller

Teller

Pamela J Hazelton
Trust Operaoons Offreer

Ellen M Bulge.Va Pr8Sldeot &
Bfcn:h Manager

Kath'V" .. RastIle
TeHer

WE'RE BUILDING NEW REIATIONSHIPS
WITH THE PEOPLE OF MAINE

~

We've heard that many Maine people are growing
waryof their present banking relationships. For one
reason or another, the people of Maine no longer
feel they're getting the attention they need or the
treatment they deserve. And we're going to do
something about it.
.

When we opened our doors on November 20 th , we
introduced ourselves to scores of old friends, and
new customers. In the process. we also
introduced them to a new era of Maine banking
and personal relationships built with honesty.
understanding. and commitment.

Please visit the new Maine Bank & Trust at
467 Congress Street. and discover for yourself.
the only. maine bank for maine people.
Hours: Monday · Friday BOOam· 4 OOpm
Saturday 9 OOam 1200pm

Phone 82B·3000

MsmberFOIC

